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(ABSTRACT)
This research study investigated how gainsharing works to affect organizational
performance.

Six top managers at Commonwealth Paper (a pseudonym) described how

they believe their gainsharing program works to affect company operations and
performance. From their verbal descriptions, a site-specific causal model was created.
This site-specific model was then compared to the gainsharing literature and a general
model hypothesized. Future research studies could build on the research findings to
enhance the quality of the general case model.

Additional site-specific models and the

enhanced general model could later be translated to a mathematical simulation model to see
what might happen to a gainsharing program over time.
The research findings suggest that gainsharing works to affect organizational
performance by providing additional forces for performance goal achievement.
Gainsharing, however, does not provide a management practice or process through which
performance goals are achieved. Because gainsharing can also provide forces for setting
safe performance goals, it should be implemented in a culture where a critical mass of
managers and workers are both intrinsically motivated and allowed to perform well.
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

TO

THE

RESEARCH

This chapter provides an overview of this research study: 1) the statement of the
problem and the research questions, 2) the historical context and background, 3) the
research purpose and a general overview of how the research was accomplished, 4) the

delimitations, 5) the underlying assumptions, and 6) the significance.

1.1 STATEMENT

OF THE PROBLEM

To investigate how gainsharing works to improve organizational performance, the
longitudinal case study, with repeated quantitative and qualitative measures of both
predictors and criteria over several years, has been advocated as a useful research design
(Schuster, 1984; Hammer, 1988; also see Campbell and Stanley, 1963).1:2 However,
opportunities for gaining access to organizations for a period of several years, coupled with
the difficulty and expense of conducting research in organizational settings, may limit the
use of this research design (White, 1979). Where organizational access is possible, it is
highly unlikely that, over time, the case study (and therefore, the research design) will
proceed as planned (see Yin, 1984), thereby threatening validity of results. In addition,

1Readers who are unfamiliar with gainsharing programs may wish to turn to Section 2.1

before continuing.

2A longitudinal case study differs from a cross-sectional case study in that the former

explores, describes, or examines a phenomenon over several time periods whereas the
latter explores, describes, or examines a phenomenon within a single time period. Most
gainsharing case studies are cross-sectional, limited to the initial implementation period
(typically one year, or at most two years).

managers and practitioners involved in the design of gainsharing programs do not have the
luxury of time or the needed skills to conduct their own longitudinal, case study research
on the effects of different gainsharing program policies. If a longitudinal case study is
difficult to conduct, and its results unpractical and questionably valid, is there an alternative
research design?
What if a longitudinal case study design could be conducted in a laboratory setting
as an experiment?

Controlled experiments in engineering are done with models (Forrester,

1975: 3). If one could translate managers’ and staffs’ verbal descriptions of how a
gainsharing program is believed to work into a visual, causal model, and then translate this
causal model into a mathematical model, then one could simulate gainsharing program
behavior over time on a digital computer and conduct controlled experiments with various
program policies. One engineering modeling methodology in particular, system dynamics
modeling, not only provides the capability for a gainsharing design tool, but is well-suited
to modeling the structures and behavioral phenomena found in organizational performance
improvement programs (see Drew, 1989; Senge, 1990). Individuals and groups
responsible for a gainsharing program’s design and development could then ask “What if?”
questions and experiment with new program policies.
A first step toward the development of a gainsharing design tool is the creation of a
visual, causal model.

This visual, causal model would show how a

gainsharing program

affects organizational performance variables and relationship. The broad question,
therefore, addressed in this research was: How does a gainsharing program affect
organizational performance? More specifically:
1. How does gainsharing work to affect organizational performance in one, specific
organizational case?

2. Based on the answer to the above question and the gainsharing literature, how
does a gainsharing program work, in general, to affect organizational
performance?
3. What variables and relationships are found in the general hypothesized model
that do not appear in the specific model?
4, What future research is suggested by the answers to Questions 2 and 3 to
enhance our understanding and depiction of how gainsharing works to affect
organizational performance?

1.22 HISTORY

AND

BACKGROUND

As the nature and organization of work have evolved over time, so have the nature
and type of rewards (see Table 1-1). Although not widespread, the practice of sharing
organization-wide productivity gains with employees dates back to the nineteenth century,
with reward programs that were essentially group piece rate plans (Mitchell, Lewin, and
Lawler, 1990). However, it was not until the 1930s, with the development of the Scanlon
plan, that the modern form of gainsharing came into being — it coupled productivity
sharing with employee participation (see Lesieur, 1958). Since that time, gainsharing has
evolved from the well-known, traditional programs with suggestion systems and gains
based on a single productivity measure (e.g. Scanlon, Rucker, and Improshare) to custom
designed programs that incorporate multiple performance measures and self-managing
work teams. Gainsharing has also expanded in application from small, manufacturing
organizations to implementation in a wide variety of organizations, including

Table 1-1. A Summary of U.S. Human Resource Management Systems

(Source: Lawrence, 1985)
Craft
Market
Technical
Career
(dominant
(dominant
(dominant
(currently
Commitment
until 1820) | until WWI) | until WW 1) | dominant)
(emerging)
Work
Master/
Unskilled
Fine division | Grouping of | SemiOrganization | journeyman/ | machine
of unskilled | individual
autonomous
apprentice
operators
labor with
positions
work groups
work team
organization | machine
under a
into work
pacing
supervisor

gangs by

Rewards

foreman
Rates set by {| Pay by work | Hourly pay | Salaries with | Base salary
individual
performance | based on job | multiple
with gain
contracts
(piece rate) | evaluation
levels; raises | sharing

based on

time

by merit and
seniority

service organizations like banks, hotels, restaurants, and insurance companies (see Lawler,

1990). Today, the term “gainsharing” is used to describe a wide variety of reward
programs that combine some type of employee involvement with a financial formula for
distributing organization-wide performance gains (Bullock and Lawler, 1984).
Gainsharing programs are being touted by several leading management theorists as a
necessary component of the reward system for the “commitment-oriented management
practices” in the organization of the future (see, for example, Kanter, 1989; Walton, 1985).
While no one knows the exact number of U.S. companies using gainsharing, the

interest in and use of gainsharing has increased tremendously during the 1980s. The
General Accounting Office concluded in their 1981 study that gainsharing plans "warrant
serious consideration by firms as a means of stimulating productivity performance,
enhancing their competitive advantage, increasing monetary benefits to their employees,
and reducing inflationary pressures” (the GAO’s 1986 study reached a similar conclusion).
A 1982 New York Stock Exchange study reported that gainsharing was one of the six
fastest growing human resource activities in U.S. companies with 500 or more employees,

with a reported 15 percent of these companies using some form of gainsharing. More
recently, a study sponsored by the American Productivity Center and American
Compensation Association (O'Dell, 1987) found that 14 percent of the organizations
surveyed had some form of gainsharing and that nearly 73 percent of the existing

gainsharing systems had been implemented since 1980. The study also found that the
number of companies planning to implement gainsharing in the near future will result in a
68 percent increase in the number of companies using gainsharing. More recently, a study
by Lawler, Ledford, and Mohrman (1989) of the Fortune 1000 found that 26 percent of
those organizations used some form of gainsharing either on a limited or widespread basis.
Although gainsharing has never covered a large fraction of the workforce, it has
always captured the interest and support of academicians (Mitchell, et al., 1990).

Gainsharing has been viewed by academics as combining the best of economics, behavioral
science, labor-management relations, and performance management practice. Lawler
(1990), for example, called gainsharing an “organizational development technology.”
Despite academicians’ interests in gainsharing, and the increasing number of
gainsharing programs, the quality of gainsharing research has been less than desirable,
leaving a number of key questions unanswered (Bullock and Lawler, 1984): What is the
success rate and pattern of gainsharing programs? What gainsharing program or programs
work best? When and where do gainsharing programs work? How are gainsharing
programs integrated into the organization? Why do gainsharing programs work? Perhaps
the most important theoretical and empirical question is still, How does a gainsharing
program affect organizational performance ? (see Hammer, 1988).

1.3 PURPOSE

OF

THE

RESEARCH

The purpose of this research was to:
1. Create, based on interview data, a visual, causal model of gainsharing for a

specific case (Commonwealth Paper, a pseudonym for the paper company at
which this research was done). This site specific model depicts the variables, the
cause and effect relationships, and feedback loops that six top managers believed
represented how their gainsharing program works to affect company operations
and performance.

A long-term research objective — not to be accomplished here

— is to use system dynamics modeling to translate the site-specific model to a
mathematical simulation model .
2. Compare the site-specific model to the gainsharing literature to hypothesize a
general case model. It depicts the variables, the linkages among these variables,
and the feedback loops that, in general, determine how gainsharing programs
work to affect company operations and performance.

A long-term research

objective — not to be accomplished here — is to use system dynamics modeling
to translate this general case model to a mathematical simulation model.
3. Compare the variables and relationships identified in the general case model with
the variables and relationships identified in the specific case model.
4. Discuss, based on the model comparisons, findings on how gainsharing works
to affect organizational performance.
5. Present recommendations for future research designed to enhance our
understanding and depiction of how gainsharing works to affect organizational
performance.
6. Analyze and critique the research methodology.

Figure 1-1 depicts, in general, how the research purpose was accomplished (see
Chapter Three for a detailed description). Six top managers at Commonwealth Paper
described how they believe their gainsharing program works to affect company operations
and performance.

From their verbal descriptions, a site-specific causal model was created.

This site-specific model was then compared to the gainsharing literature and a general
model hypothesized.
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Figure 1-1. A Macro-level Process Flow Chart of the Research
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Future research studies could build on the research findings to enhance the quality
of the general case model.3

Additional site-specific models and the enhanced general

model could later be translated to a mathematical simulation model to see what might
happen to a gainsharing program over time.

1.4 DELIMITATIONS

OF

THE

RESEARCH

To further define the research study and bound the investigation:
1. The study did not model, in either the site specific case or the general case, any
systems or variables that have cause-and-effect relationships with exogenous

variables.4
2. The study did not translate either the site specific or general model to a
mathematical, simulation model.
3. The study did not employ experimental designs to explore and explain the
relationship between model variables or sectors.
4. The study did not “perfect” the site specific model.

Time constraints do not

allow a validation of the site specific model using hard or soft prediction and
criterion measures.

3If considered in the context of a larger research program, this research study is best
characterized as exploratory, pilot research. The lessons learned in collecting, analyzing,
and interpreting data for the single case site can be applied to collecting, analyzing, and
interpreting data at other case sites. The site-specific model and the general case model will
enhance both theory and the research methodology employed in subsequent studies.

4Exogenous variables are variables that are not affected by other variables inside the

system. An endogenous variable is subject to the effects of other variables inside the
system.

5. The study did not compare company experts’ perceptions of important variables
and cause-and-effect relationships. Because of differences among company
experts in terms of organizational position, responsibility, and background;
different perceptions of an organizational phenomena, like gainsharing, were
present. Multiple perspectives are required to understand and accurately depict
the phenomena of interest.
6. The study did not test the general, hypothesized model.

1.5 ASSUMPTIONS

OF

THE

Implicit in any research study are assumptions.»

RESEARCH

The assumptions for this research

were:

1. It is not possible to establish causality in any final and absolute sense when
dealing with the complexities of real programs in which treatments and outcomes
are never quite pure, single, and uncontaminated (Patton, 1986; Suchman,
1967). However, it is possible to arrive at some reasonable estimate that
particular treatments have certain effects.
2. Because of differences among individuals in terms of organizational position,
responsibility, and background; different perceptions of an organizational
phenomenon, like gainsharing, will be present. Multiple perspectives are
required to understand and accurately depict the phenomenon of interest.

5An assumption is a condition which is taken for granted and without which the research
study would be impossible (Leedy, 1985). Stating assumptions helps the readers of the
research and the researcher better understand and interpret the results.
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3. The gainsharing literature and research, while criticized for its research quality
(see Bullock and Lawler, 1984; White, 1979), is suitable for use in causal

modeling (see Drew, 1989; Forrester, 1975: 3).©
5. Concepts that are presumed to be important, but do not have generally accepted
definitions, can be given definitions and incorporated into the model.
6. Models of organizational systems like gainsharing should be directed toward
policy (i.e. the few, major rules by which information sources are converted into

decisions) (Forrester, 1975: 3).

1.6 SIGNIFICANCE

1.6.1

Need

for

the

OF

THE

RESEARCH

Research

Although gainsharing has been around since the late 1930s, it is still “a practice in
search of profits and in need of theory” (Hammer, 1988). While the literature has ample
descriptions of gainsharing programs, lists of causes and correlates of success and failure,
and guidelines for initial design and implementation, little attention has been directed to
understanding how gainsharing works to improve organizational performance.
The traditional approach to understanding the variables that affect organizational
performance and improvement is best described as a “casual” approach (Drew, 1989),
ranging from unsystematic, anecdotal, one-shot case studies to rigorous (but oftentimes
trivial), quantitative, correlation-type studies (White, 1979). Anecdotal case study

evidence, because of a lack of attention to validity issues, is suspect and of limited value.
Correlation-type studies also have their shortcomings: the variables studied usually
©The gainsharing literature and research was not used to create the site-specific model.
Rather, the site-specific model was compared to the literature in order to create the general
case model.
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represent small pieces of the overall system structure, and many different, even
contradictory, models may each fit the observed data equally well (Drew, 1989). Perhaps
the biggest shortcoming of all casual approaches is they are unable to provide an indication
of what may happen if changes are made in the system. The traditional, correlational
approach simply does not capture the full dynamics of the system, especially when
feedback loops are present. Because feedback loops are the basic building blocks of

systems (Forrester, 1975), they are found almost everywhere, especially in organizational
settings.
All of the theoretical models of gainsharing developed to date are correlation-type
models that are of little help in understanding the complexity of gainsharing programs over
time. Understanding and delineating a causal model of how gainsharing works - one that
captures its full, dynamic complexity - can provide an important conceptual model that
program stakeholders could use in designing and evaluating their gainsharing
experiments.’ At present, organizations either considering a gainsharing program or with a
gainsharing program have no useful, causal model from which to tailor gainsharing theory
for their specific situations. In addition, researchers have no comprehensive causal model
to guide their investigation of gainsharing phenomena.

1.6.2

Benefits

of the

Research

The reason for conducting applied research on organizational systems is to
contribute to the body of knowledge used by managers, practitioners, and researchers

Tit is important to note that program stakeholders typically do not design experiments. The
purpose of this research was not to convince managers and practitioners of the benefits of
an experimental approach to gainsharing or provide them with the knowledge and skills to
design experiments. Rather, the research simply attempted to define a general model of
how gainsharing works and make this model available, through the literature, to program
stakeholders who have adopted an experimental approach to gainsharing.
11

trying to understand and improve those systems. This contribution can expand the body of
knowledge by uncovering new phenomena and relationships or can reinforce existing
knowledge of phenomena and relationships. The results of this research will make a
contribution to the field of compensation management in the area of reward system design
— in particular gainsharing program design — and the field of performance management.
It will also make a contribution to research methodology by providing both practitioners
and researchers with a research method and a general causal model to guide their
investigations of gainsharing phenomena.

The research results will be useful to organizations either considering or using a
gainsharing program. For those organizations considering a gainsharing program, the
research results will serve to communicate what a gainsharing program entails and reveal
important program relationships. Organizations with existing gainsharing programs will
benefit from the research results because the model developed will illustrate a critical first
step of an experimental approach to improvement (i.e. defining how the program is
believed to work — its “theory of action”) and could be used as a prototype for defining or
evaluating their specific gainsharing program’s theory of action.
Finally, the research results will be of general use to researchers. Researchers can
compare the data collected in this research with their research objectives and add to or
adjust these results to help initiate or extend their own results. In addition, the model can
guide research investigating questions such as: What is the difference between successful

and unsuccessful gainsharing program applications? When and where do gainsharing
programs work? How are gainsharing programs integrated into a organization? Why do
gainsharing programs work? How do gainsharing programs work?
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1.6.3 Limitations

of the Research

Results

There are three limitations to this research. First, the site-specific model may be of
limited use to organizations that differ in some way from Commonwealth Paper.’ Morris
(1975) points out that individual differences among organizations, among the people
managing and working in them, and among opportunities to improve performance either
through technology or through human resources, are significant. Therefore, the causal
model an organization uses and tests should be based on the perceptions of its members
(Patton, 1986: 7).
Second, the use of a single case provides a rather limited foundation for a general
case model. The case site on which the general model is based was a non-random,
purposeful, convenience sample.
Third, the research results will not be applicable to reward systems labeled as
gainsharing, or considered gainsharing, but do not meet the definition of gainsharing as

used in this study.

8See Chapter Four for a description of Commonwealth Paper.
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2.0 THE

REVIEW

OF

THE

LITERATURE

This chapter reviews the gainsharing literature in order to determine what is known
and not known in regard to the question being addressed in this research: How does a
gainsharing program affect organizational performance? The literature review addresses: 1)
gainsharing’s role in the overall reward system, 2) causes and correlates of gainsharing
program success, 3) the available theoretical frameworks and models of how gainsharing is
believed to affect organizational performance, 4) system dynamics modeling— the
modeling technique used in this research, and 5) the meaning of improvement program
design and experimentation in organizational settings.

2.1 GAINSHARING

AS

A COMPONENT

OF

THE

REWARD

SYSTEM

The reward system is all rewards and incentives, both direct and indirect financial,

that an organization provides or offers its members for their value-added and performance
contributions.!

The reward system should attract and retain individuals with the

knowledge, skills, and abilities an organization needs to provide its products and services;
should focus organizational members’ efforts on the right things; and should compensate
organizational members fairly for value-added contributions and service (see Henderson,

I This definition of the reward system is somewhat narrow. There is a non-financial or
social-psychological reward system also operating in an organizational setting. This socialpsychological reward system is comprised of components such as job characteristics,
culture, the quality of management, social and professional relationships, performance
feedback, organizational and group objectives, opportunity, power, and involvement (see

Barnard, 1938). These components may influence an individual’s contributions to an

organization to a greater degree than the financial reward system.
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1989; Milkovich and Newman, 1987). Because the reward system can influence individual
and group performance and contribute to (or lessen) a sense of organizational commitment
and ownership, it is a significant economic cost to organizations and social-psychological
cost to individuals. It is systemic, pervading almost every facet of organizational life and is
a key management system that cannot be ignored in organization-wide efforts to improve
performance (see Kilmann, 1989; Lawler, 1981).
The various component subsystems of the reward system can be categorized
according to three major dimensions — form (direct financial, indirect financial), basis
(value-added contribution, performance contribution), and unit of analysis (individual,
group, organizational) — in addition to various subdimensions — for example, horizon
(short-term, long-term), frequency (immediate-deferred; regular-intermittent), flexibility
(fixed, variable), customer served (management, non-supervisory), distributive principle
employed (need, equality, equity), and push-pull (standards based, goals based).*

Figure

2-1 on page 18 shows the framework for depicting the various component subsystems of
the reward system and identifies their primary differences.
An increasing number of organizations have found that their reward system does
not support the behaviors and performance levels required for organizational improvement
and success (see Kerr, 1975). This has led to an increased interest in, and implementation
of, alternative reward system designs, and hence, new reward system improvement
programs (see Mitchell, et al., 1990; O'Dell and McAdams, 1987). The component

2These subdimensions could be considered design features of these component
subsystems. For example, the design of a component system classified as direct financial,
individual level, and performance based may differ in terms of time horizon, frequency,
and customer served from one application to another.
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subsystems which generally comprise these reward system improvement programs are

(Lawler, Ledford, and Mohrman, 1989; O’Dell and McAdams, 1987):3
1. Merit Pay (Cell 1,2,1)4 - a pay system that allocates pay increases based
upon individual performance (Lawler, 1991).
2. Profit Sharing (Cell 2,2,1; occasionally Cell 2,2,2) - a pay system that
bases an annual bonus or share of profits on company or corporate profit
performance; this annual bonus can be paid in cash or deferred into a
retirement fund (see O’Dell and McAdams, 1987).

3. Gainsharing (Cell 2,2,1; occasionally Cell 2,2,2) - a pay system which
combines some type of employee involvement with a weekly, monthly,
or quarterly cash bonus based on a financial formula for distributing
organization-wide performance gains (see Bullock and Lawler, 1984).
4, Stock Ownership (Cell 2,1,1) - an organizational arrangement where
there remains a clear separation between managers and workers, where
shares of ownership are not necessarily distributed equally, and where a

3 Depending on specific design features, these component subsystems may fall in more than
one cell of the taxonomy. One example of this is benefits. While most benefits are in-kind
payments (making them indirect financial), other benefits - such as unemployment

compensation, disability income continuation - are direct financial. Another example of this

is recognition. Some recognition programs offer direct financial rewards such as cash;
others provide indirect financial awards such as merchandise. Another example is merit
pay and lump-sum bonuses. Where merit pay or the lump-sum bonus is based on
individual performance, it would be classified as performance contribution-based.
However, it is not uncommon for merit pay raises and lump-sum bonuses to be distributed
equally to everyone, regardless of their individual performance. Where this occurs, merit
pay and lump-sum bonus programs would be categorized as value-added, group-based
rewards.
4Component subsystems are positioned in the framework shown in Figure 2-1 by a cell

number. The first position in the cell number is the unit of analysis (1 for individual, 2 for

group), the second position is contribution (1 for value-added, 2 for performance), and the
third is form (1 for direct financial, 2 for indirect financial).
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Figure 2-1. A Framework for Classifying Reward System Components

significant portion of the people who work in the firm possess ownership
in the employing organization (Pierce, Rubenfeld, and Morgan, 1991).
5. Knowledge/Skill-Based Pay (Cell 1,1,1) - a pay system in which base
pay is determined by the job skills mastered by an individual (see Lawler,

1990).
6. Flexible or “Cafeteria” Benefits (Cell 1,1,2) - a pay system in which
individuals decide how their benefit dollars are spent.

7. Employment Security (2,1,2) - a policy and supporting tactics that
increase the stability of the workforce (Grayson and O’Dell, 1988).
8. Recognition (Cell 1,2,2) - a policy and supporting tactics that formally
acknowledge individual or group performance
17

9. Lump-sum bonuses (Cell 1,2,1) - a pay system which is similar to merit
pay, with the exception that pay increases are distributed in a lump-sum
amount instead of being rolled into base pay.
10. Small-group bonuses (Cell 2,2,1) - a pay system similar to gainsharing
with the exception that the unit of analysis for measurement is at the
group-level, rather than at the organizational-level.
Table A-1 in Appendix A, pages 233 to 238 presents a comparison of better known
gainsharing programs along a number of dimensions.

It is important to note that the actual

design of a particular program may or may not look the same within or along all
dimensions depending on the specific application.

2.2 CAUSES

AND

CORRELATES

OF

SUCCESS

Table A-2 in Appendix A, pages 239 to 249, provides summaries of case studies,
books, empirical studies, and review, integrative, theoretical studies found in the

gainsharing literature. All literature prior to and including 1978 was reviewed by White
(1979) for the purpose of generating hypotheses regarding correlates and causes of
gainsharing program success; this review extends White’s review from 1979 to the

present.°
A review of Table A-2 revealed that there is a lack of theory-driven, systematic
investigations and relatively weak case study or empirical evidence supporting the
5 White (1979) used the term Scanlon plan instead of gainsharing. While the Scanlon plan
is a type of gainsharing program, prior to 1979 it could be equated with gainsharing in
general. The vast majority of gainsharing program applications prior to 1979 that were
documented in the literature were Scanlon plans. Because consultants hold the copyrights
to Rucker and Improshare plan applications, they have not received much attention in the
literature. Custom approaches, like family of measures, are second generation gainsharing
programs and have just started to receive attention in the literature.
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commonly identified causes and correlates of gainsharing program success in books and in
review, integrative, and theoretical studies (see Table A-3 in Appendix A, pages 250 to
252). A content analysis of case study findings and empirical study findings revealed nine
categories of causes and correlates of success. Categorizing the causes and correlates of
success proved to be a difficult and frustrating task due to the lack of operational definitions
of concepts in the gainsharing literature. Below are the nine categories and the concepts
grouped under each one:
1. Values, Beliefs, Attitudes, Agendas - non-action or pre-action-oriented concepts
such as willingness, confidence, expectations, commitment, and acceptance.
2. Management Practices - action-oriented concepts like leadership, involvement,
sanction, competence, and support.
3. Participative Management or Involvement Practices - the form or type of
participation and involvement (e.g. suggestion system, group-based, staff
involvement).
4. Performance Measurements - the validity, reliability, complexity, accuracy,
acceptance, and understanding of performance measurements.
5. Information Sharing, Feedback - the timeliness, credibility, usefulness, and
frequency of information sharing and performance feedback.

6. Bonus Payments - the frequency of, regularity of, size of, and equity associated
with bonus payments.
7. Program Support - individuals, groups, functions, or activities that support the
gainsharing program (e.g. education and training, consultant, gainsharing
coordinator, monitoring).
8. Organizational Characteristics - process, product, structure, markets, size.
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9. Workforce Characteristics - attributes of program participants (e.g. skills,
experience, level of job involvement).

The lack of a clearly defined set of causes and correlates of success may be due to
the fact that much of the gainsharing literature is not theory-based and is mostly comprised

of unsystematic studies. Lack of theory and systematic research may be due to the fact that
most of the gainsharing experience is largely in the hands of a small group of consultants,
or academicians acting as consultants; design and implementation of the client’s gainsharing
program is primary, and theory and research development secondary.

In addition, the

researcher, acting as consultant, will often find it difficult, if not impossible, to publish

failures or negative findings when the client is paying for the services or research.
The lack of a theory-based literature, the presence of unsystematic studies, and the
lack of theoretical models, does not make the gainsharing literature useless. As White
(1979) points out, “this is the only literature available.” Forrester (1975), Drew (1989),
and Senge (1990) have found that valid, causal models can be constructed from nontheory-based, unsystematic descriptions of how a system is believed to work.
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2.3 AVAILABLE
OF HOW

2.3.1

Theoretical

FRAMEWORKS

GAINSHARING

AND

IS BELIEVED

MODELS
TO

WORK

Frameworks

Despite the lack of strong evidence, several researchers have provided frameworks
for understanding the structures and processes associated with gainsharing program
design, implementation, and ongoing development. For example, White’s (1979)
framework is nothing more than a grouping of variables which he identified in the literature
as related to gainsharing program success: (1) situational factors (size, technology, and
managerial climate); (2) personnel characteristics (the attitude of the CEO, management,
and foreman; background characteristics of the workforce such as experience, skill, tenure,

sex, importance of work; and expectations of success and failure before the gainsharing
program is begun); and (3) process variables (number of years a company has had the
program, the extent to which feedback on performance is given to the employees promptly
and in a usable form, the extent to which too much emphasis is placed on the bonus and not
enough on the nonfinancial aspects of the plan). While White used these variables to
develop and test a set of hypotheses relating to gainsharing program success, they could be
used to construct a rudimentary, correlation-type model of gainsharing. It appears that this

was done five years later by Bullock and Lawler (1984).
Bullock and Lawler (1984) developed the model shown in Figure 2-2 in order to
analyze the case study literature on gainsharing programs. The model, which is intended
more as a device for cataloging existing information rather than a model of how gainsharing
works, predicts gainsharing program success from the effect of structural factors (what is
done), implementation factors (how it is done), and situational factors (where it is done).
The researchers conclude that longitudinal studies of the fundamental issues common to all
21

Structural factors
(Involvement structure, target,
productivity focus, employee
distribution, payout period)

Implementation factors

(Employees involved, interventionist
used, objectives, employees

____

favorable)

Success outcomes

(Organizational effectiveness,
quality of work life, innovation,

labor-management cooperation,
pay, program success)

Situational factors

(Union organization, size,

technology, environment

favorable, management style)
Figure 2-2. Bullock and Lawler’s (1984) Heuristic Model of Gainsharing

gainsharing programs are needed to understand the in-depth dynamics of gainsharing, and
that comparative studies are needed to integrate patterns across gainsharing cases in order to
understand how structures and processes affect results.
The most comprehensive theoretical framework developed to date is that of
Graham-Moore and Ross (1983). The Graham-Moore and Ross framework, depicted in
Figure 2-3, was based on their review of “the current research on productivity and reward
systems” and their “best judgment,” derived from their consulting experience, as to which
variables are perceived to be relevant. The box in Figure 2-3 represents an organization as
it moves through time; the letters A, B, C, and D represent the relevant, macro-level
variables that influence a gainsharing program’s initial implementation, ongoing
development, and institutionalization.
The letter A represents organizational variables; it is placed inside the box in Figure

2-3 because these variables are typically within the control and influence of the organization
itself:
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Figure 2-3. The Graham-Moore (1983) Framework
Depicting the Context Surrounding the Gainsharing Model

(A1) Climate: the perceptions and attitudes toward immediate supervision, work
groups, management, and the abstract organization.
(A2) Size: the influence of the number of employees allowed in work groups.
(A3) Technology: the interface between human resources and the technical
requirements of work, from machine-paced work to the know-how required.
(A4) Policy: the stated and implied rules or procedures that guide and constrain
action.
(A5) Reward structure: the formal and informal system for reinforcing behavior
valued by the organization, including its recent cumulative reward history.
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(A6) Identity: the merging of individual goals and needs with those of the
organization into a congruent pattern of attitudes, beliefs, and actions.

The letter B represents the socio-cultural-institutional variables that influence a
gainsharing program.

B is placed on the boundary of the box in Figure 2-3 because many

of these variables are not under the direct control of the organization. The B subvariables
are:
(B1) Union and industrial relations: the degree to which one places the organization
on a continuum of adversarial/harmonious relations existing between the firm
and bargaining units.
(B2) Workforce characteristics: the demographic and cultural profile of work
groups, supervisors, and managers, especially their attitudes and values
toward work in general.
(B3) External environment: the relevant exogenous variables that have a long-range
impact on the firm, such as geography, labor market, housing, and schools.
The letter C indicates all the individual-level variables that affect a gainsharing
program. The C subvariables are:
(C1) Managerial philosophy: beliefs about how people are to be controlled and how
this control is to be communicated.
(C2) Trust: one’s degree of confidence in the honesty, goodness, and fairness of
others.
(C3) Locus of control: degree to which an individual perceives his or her behavior
can influence rewards.
(C4) Skill level: the ability of an individual to get results from data, people, or
materials.
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(C5) Motivation: the amount of force or energy an individual expends in a
controlled, directed manner.

(C6) Satisfaction: the degree of contentment and gratification that stems from the job
intrinsically or is derived from the job extrinsically.
The last macro, theoretical variable is D, representing the financial variables. These
variables, like B variables, lie on the boundary of the organization. The D subvariables are:
(D1) Internal system attributes: accuracy, utilization, and control of inventory;
production; budgets; and standards.
(D2) External system attributes: knowledge of competition, markets, pricing,
economic factors, and governmental constraints.
Graham-Moore and Ross state that while all four of these macrovariables influence
a gainsharing program, they interact with each other in ways that are not fully understood.
In addition, the particular emphasis given these variables changes depending on a particular
organization’s characteristics and situation; a gainsharing program design team could use
this framework to determine the degree of fit between a particular program design and the
organization. They conclude that management must understand, as fully as possible, how
each of these variables influence a gainsharing program alone and in concert.

2.3.2

Correlation-Type

Models

of Gainsharing

There are two correlation-type models that depict some of the key variables and
relationships operating in gainsharing programs: Florkowski’s (1987) model and

Hammer’s (1988) model. A description of each follows.
2.3.2.1

Florkowski’s

model

of profit

sharing.

Florkowski,

after an

extensive review of the literature, developed the model shown in Figure 2-4 in order to
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foster improved research on profit sharing programs.© Although the model is not
gainsharing specific, and is deeply rooted in a psychological view of organizational
behavior, it does highlight some of the key variables and relationships which, more than
likely, operate in a gainsharing program.
Profit sharing begins with an initial stimulus for change, such as the desire or need
to increase productivity or tie labor costs to the organization’s economic condition (Block 1
in Figure 2-4). Individually or collectively, these motives lead to the structural design and
implementation of profit sharing (Block 2).
Features of the profit sharing program (Block 2) determine the program’s
psychological impact. Participation in the program (Block 2) should influence the
perceived importance of the plan; that is, as the number of organizational members and
organizational levels included in the program increases, the perceived importance of the
program will increase. The size of the profit-based incentive (Block 2) should affect
perceptions of pay equity among participants (Block 3). The distribution schedule, along
with the organizational units or subunits used to assess profitability (Block 2), should
influence perceptions of performance/reward contingencies (Block 3). Last, the quality of
participation designed into the program (Block 2) is expected to affect organizational
members’ perceived influence on decision making (Block 3).
Perceptions about the importance of the plan, pay equity, performance/reward
contingencies, and influence on decision making (Block 3) are expected to influence
executive, supervisor, employee, and union support for the profit sharing program (Blocks
5, 6, 7, and 8). Executive support for the profit sharing program also should be influenced

©The description of this model draws heavily from Florkowski (1987). Profit sharing is
used in the text instead of gainsharing to remind the reader of the model’s original intent.
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Figure 2-4. Florkowski’s (1987) Model of How
Profit Sharing Works to Improve Performance
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by their perceptions of the affect that employees have on operations (Block 4).
Supervisors’ and employees’ support for the program (Blocks 6 and 7) should be
responsive to the perceived backing that profit sharing receives from executives; in turn,
supervisors’ support for the plan should increase employees’ support. Union support for
the profit sharing program (Block 8) is also expected to influence employees’ support.
As support for the profit sharing program increases, so should the level of
executives’, supervisors’, and employees’ commitment to the organization (Block 10); the
current level of job satisfaction (Block 9) influences the relationship between support for
the profit sharing program and organizational commitment.

In unionized settings,

employee support for the profit sharing program (Block 7) also should raise organizational
commitment to the union (Block 11) among bargaining unit members.
Increased commitment to the organization and union should result in performance
improvement in the areas of financial performance, productivity, quality, absenteeism and
turnover, employment stability and growth, and an improved labor-management climate
(Block 14). The union may experience greater institutional security, greater political
security for its leaders, and improved labor-management relations (Block 15). The extent
to which greater organizational commitment will manifest itself in observable gains should
be moderated by two variables, technology (Block 12) and organizational structure (Block
13).
Last, the model posits that the company and the union will use their assessments of
profit sharing’s impact as feedback to guide future actions regarding the profit sharing
program. For example, the company is expected to alter the program’s structural features
(Block 2) to enhance program performance.

Executive perceptions of the impact

employees have on operations (Block 4) should be affected by the programs influence on
organizational performance.

The union should continue its support for the profit sharing
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program (Block 8) if there are signs that employees believe the union has helped secure
greater benefits via the program.
2.3.2.2 Hammer’s

model of gainsharing.

Hammer’s

model, depicted in

Figure 2-5, shows how the bonus payment component and the employee involvement
component of gainsharing work together to improve productivity.’ The bonus payment
occurs twice in the model: first as a promise of equity in a redefined work-effort bargain
between the organization and its members that serves to secure initial acceptance of the
gainsharing program; and second, as actual payments to members following organizational

productivity gains. Participation — direct worker involvement in and influence over work
processes and performance issues — leads to three outcomes.

The first outcome is the

identification of and solution to productivity problems, and identification and acceptance of
performance improvement goals. From the problem-solving and goal-setting activities
follow (1) improvements in the planning and organization of the work, including the
removal inefficiencies from the production process, and (2) increased effort — physical,
mental, or both — toward the attainment of the productivity and cost-containment goals.

The second outcome of participation — which, according to Hammer, has a more
nebulous status in the model — is intrinsic motivation. If one accepts the hypothesis that
involvement in and influence over organizational decision making is intrinsically
motivating, organizational members will be more motivated to participate, but they will not
necessarily be more motivated to do the work they are supposed to do. Therefore, the
model has a feedback loop from intrinsic motivation back to participation, but not a direct
causal arrow from participation to an intrinsic motivation to engage in other forms of work.
7The description of this model draws heavily from Hammer (1988). The words
productivity and performance are used interchangeably in this description because Hammer
never operationally defines these terms. An assumption is made that these terms, when
used in regard to Hammer’s model, mean the same thing. This loose usage of terms will
be corrected during the model development stage of this research.
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Figure 2-5. Hammer’s (1988) Model of How
Gainsharing Works to Improve Performance

The third outcome of participation is the empowerment of lower level employees
through their access to management-level information. Effective participation creates
pressure on management to open communication and share information. Information is a
source of power in organizations and extensive information sharing decreases traditional
labor-management power gaps (Lawler, 1986).
Improved planning and organization of work, together with increased member
effort, result in productivity improvements, which are translated into bonus payments
through some financial formula. Trust in management and commitment to gainsharing are
further strengthened by the bonus payments.
commitment, reinforce participation.
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The monetary gains, and employee trust and

2.3.3

Caveats

Left

by

the Available

Models

Correlation-type models, like those of Florkowski (1987) and Hammer (1988), and
the theoretical frameworks of White (1979), Bullock and Lawler (1984), and Graham-

Moore and Ross (1983), usually represent small pieces of the overall system structure (see
Drew, 1989). Perhaps the biggest shortcoming of all correlational approaches is that they
are unable to provide an indication of what may happen if changes are made in the system.
The traditional, correlational approach simply does not capture the full dynamics of the
system, especially when feedback loops are present. Because feedback loops are the basic
building blocks of systems (Forrester, 1975), feedback loops are found almost

everywhere, especially in organizational settings. System dynamics modeling allows one
to develop a causal model that reflects the full, dynamic complexity.

2.4

SYSTEM

DYNAMICS

MODELING

Table 2-1 compares the assumptions underlying the traditional, correlational
approach to studying organizational systems with the assumptions underlying system
dynamics modeling. A system dynamics model starts with a verbal description or mental
model of the system expressed in words and is then translated into a visual, causal
diagram, from which the system equations are written.8 The model is exposed to criticism,
revised, exposed again, and so on in an iterative process that continues as long as it is
useful.

8This section is based almost entirely on Drew’s (1989) description of system dynamics
modeling.
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Table 2-1. A Comparison of the Major Assumptions
Underlying Two Different Approaches to the Study of
Organizational Systems (Source: Forrester, 1975: 3)
Major Assumptions of the
Causal, System Dynamics Approach

Major Assumptions of

the Traditional, Correlational Approach
Linearity is an adequate representation of
organizational system behavior.

Much of the important behavior of
organizational systems is a direct
manifestation of nonlinear characteristics.

Organizational systems are inherently

Many organizational systems are

stable.

characterized by an unstable, nonlinear,

self-limiting systems behavior.

The purpose and test of a model of an
organizational system is to predict specific
future action.

A model should be used to predict the
character and nature of a system and for the
design of the kind of system desired.

The construction of the model must be
limited to those variables for which
numerical time series data exists.

A model of system behavior must deal with
those variables which are thought to control
system action.

A model must be limited to those variables
which have generally accepted definitions.

Undefined concepts that are presumed to be
of major importance must be given
definitions and included in the model.

The vast body of descriptive knowledge in
the business press is unsuitable for use in
model formulation.

The popular business press may contain the
clearest and most perceptive published
insights to the reasons for managers’
decisions.

Exactness and accuracy must be measured
in terms of the number of decimal places.
There is a sharp distinction between the
“exact” and the social sciences.

Exactness and accuracy must be measured
in terms of requirements. Dynamics of
system behavior can be studied using

parameters which may be in error by a

The physical sciences provide the proper

Engineering models of telephone systems

sciences.

military systems and missile controls
provide a much better analogy.

Accuracy of parameters is more important
than accuracy system structure.

Accuracy of system structure is more

factor of three.

and aircraft controls, and military models of

analogy for model building in the social

important than accuracy of parameters.
Correct parameters can hardly succeed in a
grossly incorrect model structure.
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Table 2-1.

Continued

Major Assumptions of the
Causal, System Dynamics Approach

Major Assumptions of
the Traditional, Correlational Approach
Accuracy must be achieved before precision
is useful.

A precise and explicit statement with
assumed numerical values can be
tremendously revealing.

It is necessary to find optimal solutions to
managerial questions.

Optimal solutions are generally possible
only for simple questions.

The social sciences differ from the physical
sciences by inability to conduct “controlled
experiments.”

Controlled experiments can be done with
models.

Human decision making is obscurely subtle
and impenetrable.

The major factors to which a decision is
responsive are relatively few in number and
are usually subject to clarification if
properly approached.

The emphasis on models of organizational
systems should be on decision making.

Models of organizational systems should be
directed toward policy, the rules by which
information sources are converted into a
continuous flow of decisions.

To translate a verbal description into a causal model requires an understanding of
four hierarchical different levels of feedback system structure: variable, linkage, feedback
loop, and feedback system (Roberts, 1978). A variable is a quantity that varies over time.
There are two types of variables: level and rate. A level variable, at any moment in time,

describes the condition or state of the system, and provide the information on which the
rate variables are based. An example of a level variable for a factory is inventory; for a
city, population; for a bank, balance. Rate variables cause and control changes in the level
variables; they are the policy statements of a system.?

Examples of rate variables for

9 As Forrester (1975: 8) points out, level and rates concepts are found in many fields. In
economics, the levels are often referred to as stocks and the rates as flows or activities.

In

business, the balance sheet gives the present financial condition or state of the system (i.e.
the level variables) as it has been created by accumulating or integrating past rates of flow
(i.e. the profit and loss variables). In social-psychology, the concept of field or life space
corresponds to the level variables and behavior corresponds to the rate variables. In
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inventory in a factory are production (a rate-in) and sales (a rate-out); for population in a
city, births (again, a rate-in) and deaths (a rate-out); for a bank balance, deposits (a rate-in)

and withdrawals (a rate-out).
A linkage is a cause-and-effect relationship between two variables.!° Each linkage
can be represented by an arrow, with the direction of the arrow indicating the direction of
causation, and a plus or minus directional sign placed near the arrow head indicating the
polarity of the relationship. A plus relationship means that the dependent variable (the
variable at the arrow head) changes in the same direction as the independent variable (the
variable at the arrow tail); a minus relationship means that the dependent variable changes in
the opposite direction as the independent variable. Linkages can also be one of two types:
physical and informational. The causal relationship between a rate variable such as a
production rate (widgets/hour) and a level variable such as inventory (widgets), is a
“physical flow.” However, the relationship between the level variable (inventory) and the
rate variable (production rate) is an “information flow”; information regarding the state of
inventory influences the production rate. In the context of causal diagramming, physical
flows can be represented by solid arrows, and informational flows, which emanate from
level variables, can be represented by dashed arrows. Using this convention, rate variables
will always be found at the tail of a solid arrow and level variables will be found at the head
of a solid arrow.
The linkage between a level variable, L, at time t, and a rate variable R can be

expressed in the integral equation (Drew, 1989)
Li) =Ltt-1) +

Rdt

or in the equivalent difference equation
engineering feedback systems, the state variable approach conveys the same ideas that are
associated with the level variables.
1O0}mplicit in any causal relationship is the provision “all other things being equal.”
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L(t )= L(t-1) + (dt )R(t-1, t)
Because in most situations, a level variable will be affected by a rate-out as well as a ratein, the single rate equations above are easily generalized to take this into consideration
(Drew, 1989):
L{t) = L(t-1) +

(RI-RO) dt

L(t) = L(t-1) + (dt)[RI(t-1,t) - RO(t-1,t)]
In difference equation terminology any level variable, Li, can be expressed as functions of
rate variables, Rj, and the previous value of the level (Drew, 1989):
Li(t) = L(t-1) + (dt) Y Rj(t-1) where i=1....m
with the Rj’s assumed to be constant over the interval from t-dt to t. The rate variables are
in the form:

Rj) = Li, Ex(O, Aij(, Akj(D]
where Ex are the set of exogenous inputs that affect Rj directly and Ajj and Ajj are the
impacts or auxiliary variables in the causal streams from the ith level variable and kth
exogenous input directly.!!

Since the exogenous inputs are known time functions or

constants, if the initial values of the level variables are known, all other variables can be

computed from them at that time. Then the new values of the level variables can be found
from the level equation. This integration (or accumulation) can be applied to level and rate
structure found in feedback loops.
A feedback loop consists of two or more linkages connected in such a way that,
beginning with any variable, one can follow the arrows around the structure and return to
the starting variable. Within a feedback loop, a change in one variable ripples through the
entire chain of variables forming the loop, until the initial cause becomes an indirect affect
1 I Exogenous variables are variables which are not affected by other variables inside the
system. A variable that is subject to the effects of other variables inside the system is
termed “endogenous.”
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on itself. Just as linkages have two possible polarities, feedback loops have two possible
polarities, positive or negative. Positive feedback loops contribute to either persistent
growth or continuous decline of level variables; positive feedback loops are often referred
to as virtuous or vicious cycles, depending on the intended or unintended system behavior.
Negative feedback loops modify the rates of flow variables to bring level variables back to
their desired values, much like a thermostat controls the temperature in a room. In other
words, a positive feedback loop acts to reinforce level variable changes in the same
direction as the change, and a negative feedback loop acts to resist or counter level variable
changes, thereby pushing toward a direction opposite a change, contributing to fluctuation
or to maintaining the equilibrium of the loop. A simple way to determine the polarity of a
feedback loop is to count the number of negative linkages: if even, the feedback loop is
positive; if odd, the feedback loop is negative.

A feedback system arises when there is one or more connected feedback loops.
The order of the feedback system is determined by the feedback loop with the maximum
number of level variables in the loop. The behavior of the level and rate variables in each
feedback loop can be propagated through their connection to other variables in other loops
within the feedback system.

Social systems, organizational improvement programs

included, belong to a class of information-feedback systems called “multi-loop, non-linear
feedback systems” (Forrester, 1975: 14). Because multi-loop, non-linear feedback
systems result in complex system behavior, they do not lend themselves to intuitive or
casual analysis. In fact, equations describing multi-loop feedback systems cannot be
solved using ordinary mathematical approaches, making it necessary to use simulation.
System dynamics modeling, with its simulation capabilities, may prove useful to
managers and practitioners responsible for gainsharing program design. System dynamics
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would provide these managers and practitioners with a tool to conduct controlled laboratory
experiments on a gainsharing program.

2.5 GAINSHARING

PROGRAM

DESIGN

AND

EXPERIMENTATION

Kurstedt's (1991) conceptualization of a management system provides a useful
starting point for depicting the theoretical framework for experimentation in organizational
settings (Figure 2-6). According to Kurstedt, a management system has three components
— who manages, what is managed, and what is used to manage — and three interfaces:
decision/action, measurement/data, and information portrayal/perception.

“Who manages”

is any individual in an organizational setting who uses information to make decisions that
result in actions that affect what is managed.
things that are managed.

“What is managed” includes the physical

“What is used to manage” are the management tools. “Who

manages” makes decisions based on information that is useful. Converting information to
action is the crux of the decision/action interface (i.e. management).

Through

measurements to assess performance, data are generated which represent characteristics of
what is managed (the measurement/data interface). Information results from biasing and
portraying data to who manages; “who manages” perceives information based on her or his
individual characteristics (the information portrayal/perception interface).
Because Kurstedt's model was intended primarily for the design and improvement
of management tools (what is used to manage) for individuals (who manages), it is not
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Figure 2-6. The Management System Model (Modified from Kurstedt, 1991)

readily applicable to cases where who manages is a group, whose primary concern is the
design and improvement of what is managed.!2

Such is the case in organizational

performance improvement programs; however, the model provides a useful framework for
experimentation in organizational settings because similar components and interfaces are
found in the context of an experimental approach to organizational performance
improvement.

12 Because the writer's emphasis is on the relationship between a program and its effects,
the Management System Model is portrayed differently than Kurstedt's portrayal. Because
Kurstedt's emphasis is on what is used to manage, what is used to manage is in the 6
o'clock position and what is managed is in the 2 o'clock position. The interfaces relate the
components as in Figure 2-5, with the exception that the flow of decisions, actions,
measurement, data, and information is clockwise.
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2.5.1

A Modified

Improvement

Management

System

Model

for Understanding

Programs

Figure 2-7 depicts a modified management system model.

“Who manages,” in an

improvement program, are program stakeholders. Program stakeholders are all those
individuals or groups who are entitled to define program goals or limits of acceptability

because they either affect or are affected by the program itself (see Gray, 1989; Mitroff,
1989; Archer, 1968). Program stakeholders may differ in terms of outcome preferences,
belief in cause and effect, legitimacy, willingness, knowledge and skills, level of
involvement, demographic factors, power, and roles. In regards to improvement
programs, outcome preferences and belief in cause and effect are the two most critical
variables determining organizational action and readiness for action (Thompson, 1967).
Outcome preferences among stakeholders are translated, via some decision-process, into
program goals. Beliefs in cause and effect, while rarely made explicit, determine program
goals. Program goals, which, along with activities, represent the decision/action interface.
Program goals are explicit statements of a program's intended effects. Each
program goal can be independent of, dependent on, or interdependent with other program
goals. In addition, these program goals can differ along the dimensions of time (shortterm, long-term), focus (local, global), specificity (clear, ambiguous), achievability (easy,
impossible), resource requirements (few, many), measurability (direct, indirect), and

importance (low priority, high priority).!3 Regardless of whether the program goals are
short-term or long-term, or whether they are focused on local issues or global issues, in
general, goals which are clear, challenging, and measurable are preferable to goals which
are ambiguous, easy to accomplish, and unmeasurable (Locke and Latham, 1984).

13 A distinction is made here between program goals and program objectives. Program
objectives, as used in this context, are the means to achieve goals. Program objectives are
therefore classified as a type of activity.
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Figure 2-7. A Modified Management System Model

Program goals require some path to achieve them, and program activities may
represent this path. Program activities are objectives, actions, or steps which also may be
independent of, dependent on, or interdependent with one another. As with program
goals, program activities can differ along such dimensions as time, specificity,
achievability, resource requirements, and importance (low priority, high priority). In
addition, and more importantly, program activities can differ in the degree of certainty
relative to achieving program goals, ranging from a certain belief in cause/effect to an
uncertain belief in cause/effect.

The variables that comprise the program’s reinforcing processes and balancing
processes are what is managed.

The reinforcing process is what produces, to one degree

or another, the desired program effects; it represents the program’s theory of action
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(Patton, 1986).!4 As the reinforcing process operates, it also inadvertently creates
secondary effects (manifested in a balancing process) (Senge, 1990: 6). This balancing
process operates to limit the growth or improvement.

Balancing process variables

comprise the interface and integration of the program with other programs or management
systems. Pushing harder on the reinforcing process while ignoring the balancing process
only ensures the program will go into decline; the balancing process will take over, causing
the reinforcing process to operate in reverse. Because all improvement programs have
some type of limiting conditions and factors, attention must be paid to both reinforcing
processes and balancing processes.
Prior to, during, and after program implementation, program stakeholders should
be provided information aimed at program improvement, modification, and management
(formative evaluation) or information aimed at determining program results and effects
(impact or summative evaluation) (Patton, 1982). Formative and summative evaluation are
not mutually exclusive and can occur simultaneously. Moreover, within each category of
evaluation, numerous types of evaluations can occur (e.g. appropriateness, cost/benefit,
descriptive, effort, goal-based, goal-free, longitudinal, needs, process, systems analysis)

14Thompson’s (1967) conceptualization that all organizational action is based on one hand
in desired outcomes and belief in cause and effect on the other forms the basis of the
concept, “programmatic theory of action.” The program’s goals make the outcome
preferences explicit. The program’s theory of action makes beliefs in cause and effect
among program outcomes explicit. The multiple outcomes produced by an improvement
program have a temporal, logical relationship with one another (see Suchman, 1967, pp.
51-56).

Taken together, these outcomes constitute a means-end hierarchical chain (Patton,

1986, pp. 153-154). Any given outcome in the chain is the result of the successful

attainment of the preceding outcome and, in turn, is a precondition to attaining of the next
higher outcome. This temporal sequence among outcomes should not be exaggerated.
Once a program is in operation, the relationships between links in the outcome hierarchy
are likely to be recursive rather than unidirectional (Patton, 1986, p. 164). Depicting these
links in a temporal sequence, however, provides a simplification of reality that lends itself
to investigation, yet still provides meaningful information regarding that reality.
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(Patton, 1982). Regardless of the category and type of evaluation, all involve data
collection, data analysis, and data interpretation.

Measurements are made and data collected on the assessment criteria that
stakeholders believe will provide them with useful information. These data can be
quantitative or qualitative or both. Program effects are the data. These effects can be
classified according to the actual things affected — values, attitudes and beliefs, knowledge
and skills, practices and behaviors, performance results — and how these things are
affected: purposefully or unintentionally, functionally or dysfunctionally, short-term or
lasting. Regardless of the type of program effect, it can have one of four relationships with
the program itself (see Ackoff, 1984, p. 15):
1. Cause/effect: a cause/effect relationship between the program and an effect means
that the program was a necessary and sufficient condition for the effect to occur.
2. Producer/product: a producer/product relationship between the program and an
effect means the program was a necessary but not sufficient condition for the
effect to occur.
3. Correlational: a correlational relationship between the program and an effect
means the program is not known to be either necessary or sufficient for the
particular effect to occur, but that the program and the effect tend to be present or
absent together.
4. Spurious: a spurious relationship between the program and an effect is one in
which the program and the effect are sometimes present together and sometimes
absent together with no discernable relationship.
In addition, program effects themselves may also have one of these four relationships with

each other. For example, a change in attitudes may be necessary, but not sufficient for a
change in behavior (a producer-product relationships). A successful program sets in
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motion causal processes, producer processes, or both, which tend to lead to the desired
effects.
The program effects are then analyzed using data analysis methods which may
consist of methods like descriptive and inferential statistics or content and pattern analyses.
These data analysis methods should be explicit, systematic methods for drawing
conclusions and and testing the conclusions carefully. During data analysis, the raw data is
organized in a form that reveals basic results. The results are then compared to standards
of desirability, prior expectations, and hypotheses.
Interpretation goes beyond the data to meaning and practical significance. From
this interpretation comes an improved understanding of the program, which can then be

translated into recommendations for future action. The cycle depicted in Figure 2-7 then
repeats itself; goals may be added, modified, deleted, or left alone. In addition, activities
may be altered. Data collection, analysis, and interpretation may be enhanced based on
lessons learned.

2.5.2 The Meaning

of Experimentation

In An

Improvement

Program

Based on the modified management system model presented in Figure 2-7, for an
improvement program to be considered an experimental undertaking it requires, at a
minimum that:
1. Program goals be made explicit;
2. The activities which stakeholders believe will achieve these goals be made
explicit;
3. The program’s theory of action be made explicit;
4. Balancing processes be made explicit (these represent potential moderating or
intervening variables);
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5. Hypotheses based on the program’s theory of action be made explicit;
6 Determination, in advance, of evaluative questions, data needs, measurement
methods, data analysis methods, and the meaning of evaluation data;

7. Interpretation of results relative to pre-determined standards of desirability,
expectations, and hypotheses; and
8. Recommendations to further the program or design the next, subsequent
program.
In short, an experiment is any management action in which an explicit conceptualization of
the management decision problem is made, hypotheses are raised, evaluative criteria are
specified, and data are systematically collected, analyzed, and interpreted (see Morris,
1975). Designing the experiment involves:
...the good sense to admit we are not sure how things are
going to turn out and to be clear about what we are testing.
It is the good sense to think in advance about what data will
be necessary to make some judgment about whether or not
what happened was good, and to be very careful about
collecting this data and using its message in moving forward
to the next experiment. Experimentation done this way is
good science, and what many people think is good
management is pretty much like good science. (Morris,
1975, p. 279.)
Approaching an improvement program as an experimental undertaking stands in sharp
contrast to the typical approach, which tends to leave the theory of action, evaluative
questions, and data analysis implicit.
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2.6

SUMMARY

Five major findings emerge from the review of the gainsharing literature. First, the
interest in gainsharing, as measured by the frequency of published studies, has increased.
Between 1946 and 1978, a 33 year period, there were 40 studies of gainsharing. In the 13
year period covered in this review,1979-1991, there were 55 studies. This finding
parallels the results of several survey studies described in Section 1.1, that reported an
increasing interest in and application of gainsharing programs.
A second finding suggests that much of the gainsharing literature is not-theory
based but is mostly comprised of unsystematic studies. Lack of theory and systematic
research may be due to the fact that most of the gainsharing experience is largely in the
hands of a small group of consultants or academicians acting as consultants; design and
implementation of the client’s gainsharing program is primary, while theory and research
development are secondary. In addition, the researcher, acting as consultant will often find
it difficult, if not impossible, to publish failures or negative findings when a client is paying
for the services or research.
The third finding suggests that there are relatively weak case studies or empirical
evidence supporting the commonly identified causes and correlates of gainsharing program
success in books or in review, integrative, and theoretical studies. Section 6.2 presents a
more in-depth study of these causes and correlates of success.
The fourth finding suggests there are an ample number of descriptions on how
gainsharing is believed to work, but relatively few theoretical models developed from these
descriptions. The theoretical models that have been developed are either directed toward
understanding gainsharing processes or structures; are comprised of vague and elementary
causal statements for the purpose of analyzing case study information, or are casual,
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correlation type models that do not capture the full dynamics of gainsharing programs.

To

date, a causal model of how gainsharing works has not been developed.
The fifth finding suggests that system dynamics modeling appears to be an
appropriate technique for developing a causal model of a gainsharing program.
Understanding and delineating a system dynamics model of how gainsharing works — one
that captures its full, dynamic complexity — can provide an extremely important conceptual
model that program stakeholders could use in designing their gainsharing programs.

This

could provide program stakeholders with a comprehensive description of how gainsharing
1S believed to work, thereby providing a fruitful structure through which design changes
can be evaluated, hypotheses can be formulated, direction as to which program activities
require attention, and direction on which to focus evaluation efforts. At present,

organizations either considering a gainsharing program or with a gainsharing program have

no useful, causal model from which to tailor gainsharing theory for their specific situations.
In addition, researchers have no comprehensive model to guide their investigation of
gainsharing phenomena.
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3.0 THE

RESEARCH

METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes research methodology: 1) the research questions; 2) the type
of research study conducted; 3) a process flow chart of the research; 4) the site selection
criteria; 5) the data; 6) how the data were collected, analyzed, and interpreted; and 7) four
methodological issues associated with the collection and interpretation of the data.

3.1

THE

RESEARCH

QUESTIONS

The broad question to be addressed in this research was: How does a gainsharing

program affect organizational performance? More specifically:
1. How does gainsharing work to affect organizational performance in one, specific
organizational case?
2. Based on the answer to the above question and the gainsharing literature, how
does a gainsharing program work, in general, to affect organizational performance?
3. What variables and relationships are found in the general hypothesized model
that do not appear in the specific model?
4. What future research is suggested by the answers to Questions 2 and 3 to
enhance our understanding and depiction of how gainsharing works to affect organizational
performance?
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3.2 THE

TYPE

OF

RESEARCH

STUDY

This study is best characterized as applied, qualitative, exploratory research (see
Marshall and Rossman, 1989), and addresses the research question: How does a
gainsharing program affect organizational performance?

The research study was 1)

qualitative: the primary data required were verbal descriptions rather than numerical
quantities and 2) exploratory: it was a preliminary study designed to identify and portray
the variables and causal relationships that may operate in a gainsharing program.

The research methodology selected for this research was the case study.! The case
study is a research methodology which: (1) focuses on understanding the dynamics present

within a single setting; (2) typically combines data collection methods such as archives,
interviews, questionnaires, and observations; and (3) is used to provide description, test

theory, or generate theory (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1984). The case study was an

appropriate methodology for this research study because this research aimed to depict how
a gainsharing program works to affect organizational performance at a single site, and then
compare this single site model with other research findings to hypothesize a general case
model.

Using the case study as the research methodology helped maximize the probability

that the researcher understand the phenomenon investigated thoroughly, precisely, and
accurately, and allowed adequate data to be collected at minimal time, access, and cost to
the case site’s managers and staff.

1A distinction is made here between methodology, method, and technique (see Miller,
1983). A research methodology is a body of methods appropriate for a specific research
purpose. A method refers to the means of gathering or interpreting data that are common to
all sciences or a significant part of them. A technique refers to the specific procedures that
are used in a given method.
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3.3 A PROCESS

FLOW

CHART

OF THE RESEARCH

Figure 3-1 depicts, in general, how the research was accomplished.

The shaded

area in Figure 3-1 represents the scope of the research. At Commonwealth Paper (CP), six
top managers were asked to describe how they believe the gainsharing program works to
affect company operations and performance. From their verbal descriptions, a site-specific
causal model was created and then compared to the gainsharing literature. From this, a

general model was hypothesized. Figure 3-2 provides a more detailed look at how the
research was accomplished, and Section 3.6 describes each step of the process.

3.4 CASE

SITE

SELECTION

CRITERIA

Three criteria were employed to select Commonwealth Paper (CP) as the case site.
First, the case site’s gainsharing program had to satisfy the definition of gainsharing used
in this research. That is, the case site must have had a reward system program that
combined, either formally or informally, some type of employee involvement with a
financial formula for distributing organization-wide performance gains (Bullock and
Lawler, 1984).

Second, the case site had to be within a few hours travel of Blacksburg,

Virginia because this research was unfunded and travel was limited by the researcher’s
funds. Third, in order to gain access to the research site, it was necessary to be acquainted
with, either personally or through a third party, an employee in order to establish some

prior contact.2
2Jackall (1988, pp. 13-16) provides an interesting account of the difficulties he faced in
gaining access to organizations for a study of managerial ethics, a subject which is
receiving increasing attention in the management and business literature. Thirty-six
corporations refused permission for the study during a ten month search for access. The
most common rationales given for refusal were: there were no tangible organizational
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Figure 3-1. An Overview of How the Research Was Accomplished

benefits to be gained from the study because it lacked a specific practical focus, or that
timing for the study was inappropriate. Jackall finally gained access to several corporations
through “fortuitous circumstances and for reasons independent of any intrinsic merit that
my proposed study...may have had.” He became “acutely aware of the importance
managers place on being known” and on having “someone who is known vouch for one’s
probity” (p. 14).
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These three criteria — program presence, location, and accessability — provided a case site
best described to offer a non-random, purposeful, convenience sample.3
Based on the criteria of program presence, location, and accessability, I first

contacted a manufacturing company located in Southwest Virginia with whom I had done
prior research. Because of the time the research would require, the company declined,
stating they saw little in it to benefit them. I then contacted Mr. Bob Hutchinson (Vice
President, Employee and Public Relations) of CP to whom I had been introduced to
December 1990 by Dr. Kenneth J. Kiser. While this research was still in the proposal
stage, Mr. Hutchinson (hereafter referred to as Human Resource Manager Hutchinson) had
been approached by Dr. Kiser to explore the possibility of their participation in this
research. Dr. Kiser was instrumental in securing CP’s participation in this research. The
high quality, research relationship that Dr. Kiser has had with CP over the years played a
major role in their willingness to participate.4

3 Even if random sampling were done, there would have been subtle biases in the sample.
For example, manufacturing organizations would have outnumbered service organizations,
and successful programs (because of their willingness to publicize results and make their
program known) would have outnumbered failed programs In addition, it is highly
unlikely that access could have been gained to the vast majority of sample organizations.
4A key point should be made here in regard to CP’s participation in this project. Because
the results of this research were not directly applicable to paper production, and because
their gainsharing program has been in place since 1976, their involvement in this project
stemmed more from professional courtesy than it did from a perceived need for the research
results.
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3.5 THE

DATA

There were two types of data used in this study: primary data and secondary data
(see Leedy, 1985, p. 88). Primary data were the data that lay closest to the phenomenon of
interest, which, in this study, were the cause-and-effect relationships operating in the case
site’s gainsharing program . The primary data collected included six managers’ responses
to: 1) interview questions designed to identify key variables and relationships in the
gainsharing program at the case site, and 2) a follow-up session to verify the model created
from interview results.
The decision was made to limit primary data collection to managers for two reasons:
time and perspective. Managers typically have greater levels of discretionary time to devote
to projects like this research than do operations personnel. At Commonwealth Paper (CP),
operators and mechanics work 12 hour shifts, which makes it difficult to gain access to
them. In addition, the perspective of supervisors, operators and mechanics, as well as
clerical and administrative staff, was thought to be more limited than the perspective of

managers who would see more of the program’s effects.5
Human Resource Manager Hutchinson selected the six managers, based on these
criteria, which were explained to him in the memo shown in Appendix B, page 254.°
>In hindsight, the research would have benefited from this perspective because it would
have provided additional data. Because the researcher was sensitive to the time CP was
spending on this project, and because the study overlapped with a planned mill shutdown,
he never made the request to interview operators and mechanics or clerical and
administrative personnel.

6Mitroff (1989) identifies seven approaches to identify stakeholders. The seven are

imperative, positional, reputational, social-participation, opinion leadership, demographic,
and focal organization This research used the four most appropriate for its purpose:
positional, reputational, social-participation, and opinion leadership. The reason for

limiting the number of managers to six was to make the interview data manageable.
Researchers in organizational settings can be overwhelmed by the data collected in

interviews. It was the researcher’s thinking that it would be better to have fewer pieces of

high quality interview data which he could make sense of, then it would be to have a lot of
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* Position - a manager or staffer, who by nature of her or his position, has a
relatively broad view of the gainsharing program.
* Reputation - a manager or staffer considered by others in the organization as
knowledgeable about the gainsharing program.”
¢ Participation - a manager or staffer who participates in the design and application
of the gainsharing program.
¢ Opinion leadership - a manager or staffer who tends to shape others opinions
regarding the design and application of the gainsharing program.
He selected himself and:
1. Dave Allen, President and Chief Operating Officer (hereafter referred to as
President Allen)
2. Mark Bauer, Mill Manager (Mill Manager Bauer)
3. Barry Kohler, Vice President, Finance (Finance Manager Kohler)
4. Chuck Russell, Operations Manager (Operations Manager Russell)
5. John Daniels, Maintenance Manager (Maintenance Manager Daniels)
A description of each manager is found in Section 3.7.2.
Secondary data was helpful in the interpretation of primary data. Four types of
secondary data were used where appropriate: (1) CP specific data (see Appendix B, page

data which he could not make sense of. The researcher believed that interview data from
six company experts was manageable and would provide quality results. A minimum
number of three managers was originally selected because of the multiple selection criteria

used. The researcher’s thinking was that no one manager would meet all four criteria

equally well, but that three managers probably could meet all four criteria . Three also

provided the minimum required for data triangulation. Because of the nature of this

research and the type of data required, it seemed preferable to spend more time with fewer
managers (e.g. four hour sessions each with three managers) than less time with many
company experts (e.g. two hour sessions each with six company experts). As it ended up,
four interviews were conducted: two interviews were group interviews lasting two hours,
and two interviews were individual interviews, lasting one hour and three hours

respectively.
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256); (2) published, gainsharing case studies; (3) published, gainsharing empirical studies;
and (4) published, gainsharing review/integrative/theoretical studies.

3.5.1 CRITERIA

FOR

THE

ADMISSIBILITY

OF DATA

To control the amount of primary data collected, only the above six managers’
responses to interview questions were considered. To control the amount of secondary
data considered, it was necessary to wait until some meaning began to emerge from the
interview data before deciding on the secondary data required from CP. In addition, only
those gainsharing case studies, empirical studies, and review/integrative/theoretical studies
considered by White (1979) or the researcher as an objective study were used (see Section
2.2).

3.6 SPECIFIC

TREATMENT

OF

THE

PRIMARY

DATA

Below is a description of how each piece of primary data was collected, analyzed,
and interpreted.

3.6.1

THE

INTERVIEW

DATA

3.6.1.1 How the Data Were Collected.

Interviews were scheduled with the

study participants through Human Resource Manager Hutchinson.

It was anticipated that

each interview would be in the neighborhood of two to four hours, which could be spread
out over several sessions.’

Because of the managers’ time constraints, it was decided to

7The original two to four hour time estimate was provided by Mr. Daniel Kim of the
System Dynamics Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on March 13,
1991. For the purpose of continuity, I preferred that the entire interview be conducted ina
single session; Mr. Kim also finds this preferable for collecting interview data. The
managers agreed to a single session but the time available for this session varied from three
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conduct two group interviews and two individual interviews. The group interviews
occurred first, followed by the two individual interviews. The first group interview paired
Human Resource Manager Hutchinson and Finance Manager Kohler. This group
interview lasted two hours and provided an administrative perspective of the gainsharing
program.

The second group interview paired Operatons Manager Russell and Maintenance

Manager Daniels. This group interview lasted two hours and provided an operations
perspective of the gainsharing program.

The next interview, with President Allen, lasted a

hour. This interview provided an historical and cultural perspective of the gainsharing
program.

The fourth, and last, interview scheduled was with Mill Manager Bauer. This

interview, which was scheduled to last one hour, but lasted three hours, provided a relative

newcomer’s view of the gainsharing program. All the interviews were conducted on the
same day, and each interview was tape recorded.

Because of the possibility of mechanical

failures, two tape recorders were taken to each interview and fieldnotes were taken.

In

addition, the researcher brought along an assistant, Mr. Mario Beruvides, a doctoral
student in industrial engineering at Virginia Tech, to help with the interviews and provide a
perspective different from that of the researcher.
The decision to use a team approach to interviewing should be guided by at least

four criteria: 1) the comfort level among team members; 2) the interviewees comfort level
with the team members; 3) team member’s knowledge of the organization where the
research is conducted; and 4) team member’s knowledge of the subject researched. In
regards to the first three criteria, Mr. Beruvides was a good choice. In regards to the fourth

hours (originally scheduled for one hour) to one hour. In hindsight, a better strategy
would have been a series of two interviews, the second occurring after meaning began to
emerge from the data. The interviews could not have gone much past the time allowed for
them because at the time the interviews were done, I was not “smart enough” to ask many
detailed questions.
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criteria, he was not the best choice. This posed some minor problems for him in following
the flow of the interview whenever it deviated from the interview guide.
The fieldnotes taken during the interviews were not much help. Both the
researcher, and his assistant, were novices at interviewing. Although they had practiced
asking one another the interview questions, they never practiced taking notes. During the
interviews, time was spent trying to listen to what the person was saying, showing an
interest in what he had to say, and thinking about what the next question should be.
Needless to say, few notes were taken. It was also thought that immediately following

each interview, our reflections on the interview — its quality and the process — would be
recorded either on tape or directly in the fieldnotes, along with any ideas or concepts that
may have emerged.

However, the interviews happened one after another, leaving no time

for this. Again in hindsight, the interviews should have been scheduled over a period of
two days. Both the researcher and his assistant were mentally tired after the second group
interview.
An interview guide approach was used in each interview because it was thought that
it would provide the needed data while being appropriate for the type of person being
interviewed. The type of respondent chosen for this study can be described as an “elite”
(see Marshall and Rossman, 1989, pp. 94-95). Valuable information can be obtained and

complex interactions can be uncovered through in-depth interviewing of elites (Marshall
and Rossman, 1989, p. 94). However, elites typically resent restrictions placed on them
by narrowly focused questions, like those used in a standardized, open-ended interview
(see Marshall and Rossman, 1989, p. 94). Because elites desire a more active interplay
with the interviewer, considerable variation may occur in the degree of control both within
and between interviews. An informal, conversational interview probably increases this
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variation.’ Therefore, given the type of person being interviewed, and the need to exercise
some control over the amount of variation within and between interviews, the interview

guide approach seemed to provide an appropriate balance between an informal,
conversational interview and a standardized, open-ended interview (see Patton, 1982: 6).
The interview guide that was used in this research is shown in Appendix B, page
257. Its design was based on Lewin’s (1951) Force-Field Analysis Technique.

Two

critical questions were of great concern in regards to this interview guide: (1) What happens

to the research if the theory guiding the research is wrong? and (2) Will I be able to tell this
from the data? Because the queries in the interview guide queries were intended to
construct both positive and negative feedback loops, the basic building blocks of systems,
they represented a complete set (Forrester, 1975).? The content analysis employed on
these data revealed inconsistencies with the original theory and helped identify new or

different model sectors. Originally it was believed that the site-specific model would be
comprised of four sub-sectors and follow a system archetype called “limits to growth” (see
8Human Resource Manager Hutchinson had provided each manager with a copy of the
interview guide, which they had with them during the interviews. As it turned out, the two
group interviews — one with Hutchinson and Finance Manager Kohler and the one with
Operations Manager Russell and Maintenance Manager Daniels — followed the interview
guide fairly close. President Allen’s interview, which was only an hour in length, was
more informal, but focused on the set of questions in the interview guide. Mill Manager
Bauer’s interview, originally scheduled for one hour, but lasting three hours, was
extremely informal. At this point in the day, both the researcher and his assistant were
tired. They tried to gain control of the interview, but were unsuccessful. Despite the free
flowing nature of this interview, valuable information was collected.
?One of the most important and potentially most empowering insights to come from the
field of systems thinking is that certain patterns of structure (or archetypes) occur again and
again, producing qualitatively similar results or patterns of behavior (Senge, 1990).
Structure, as used here, refers to systemic structure, the key interrelationships among

variables that influence the behavior of a system over time. Once a systems archetype is

identified, it provides an explanation for the patterns of behavior at a level at which these

patterns can be changed. It also suggests areas of high- and low-leverage change. All of
the systems archetypes are made up of three systems building blocks: reinforcing
processes, balancing processes, and delays. Reinforcing processes amplify or accelerate

growth or decline. Balancing processes stabilize a system in relation to some goal, norm,
or resource. Delays are interruptions in the flow of influence between cause and effect.
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Senge, 1990). As meaning began to emerge from the data, six sub-sectors were identified,
and it became clear that the site-specific model followed a system archetype called “eroding
goals” (more will be said about this in Chapter Five).
3.6.1.2 How

the Data Were Analyzed.

Each interview tape was transcribed

and a copy provided to the person interviewed, accompanied by the cover letter shown in
Appendix B, page 258. The transcripts were returned by five of the six managers.

It

seemed that some managers were concerned that the transcripts made them look
inarticulate. Their corrections were focused more on improving sentence structure rather
than on clarifying content. For example, one manager, using the transcript as a guide, redictated his thoughts and had them transcribed by his secretary.

The one manager who did

not return the transcript, Mill Manager Bauer, told me that he did not have any changes to
make.
It was originally thought that once the transcripts were returned, I would code them

and then transfer the coded data to a matrix for data analysis. First, sections of the
transcript would be grouped according to whether they relate to the four sub-sectors
believed to comprise the site-specific model: 1) participation sector, 2) the bonus payment
sector, 3) the information sharing/performance measurement sector, and 4) the performance
impact sector, or other (1.e., those sections of the transcript that lie outside the other four).
Second, the elements identified within each section would be coded.

Because it was

believed that the site-specific model would more than likely follow a “limits to growth”
structure, the elements were to be coded as either a growing action, slowing action,
performance condition, limiting condition, or causal linkage. Once coded, the variables
and relationships would be transferred to a matrix that listed the six managers on the X-axis
and the elements on the Y-axis. There would be one matrix developed for each of the
above four sectors.
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After listening to the interview tapes twice, reading through the transcripts several
times, and taking detailed notes, it became clear that the above coding scheme was too
mechanistic and would not work. The coding scheme assumed the interviews would be
more linear and have clearer boundaries delineating responses than the interviews actually
were. The coding scheme was dropped and the cause-and-effect relationships identified in
each interview were listed.

3.6.1.3 How the Data Were Interpreted.

Through the exercise of listening

to and reading the interview tapes, taking notes on the interview, and completing the data

matrices described above, common themes began to emerge. The cause-and-effect
relationships listed in the above data matrices were grouped by these themes. Once these
matrices were completed, the site-specific model was ready to be created. The following
four questions were used to help order the elements into a causal model (see Miles and

Huberman, 1984): 19
1. What cause-and-effect relationships do the managers claim are present?
2. Which variables occurred first in time, which occurred along the way during
implementation, and which might be seen as early and later outcomes?
3. Which variables might reasonably be expected to have a direct impact on other
variables, both preceding them in time, and having a plausible direct connection?
4. What does the available research and theory have to say about causal
connections?

101t was originally thought that the elements comprising the various cause-and-effect
relationships would be transferred to index cards, and these index cards could then be
arranged into a model. The final arrangement would then be transferred to paper and a
descriptive narrative written. The problem with the index cards was that I could not get a
sense of the whole model with the cards. Therefore, I went directly to sketching model
versions on sheets of paper.
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A number of model versions were developed before I became comfortable with the one
described in Chapter Five. The process of model development became an iterative one of
(1) trying to piece together a model based on the above rules and (2) returning to the
original interview data and secondary sources for supporting evidence. These two steps
were repeated over and over again as each model version unfolded. The second step, in
particular, was important because there were several instances, in early model versions,

that there was no supporting evidence in the interview data for some of the model
relationships. In the process of model creation, I had inferred too much.

3.6.22 THE

VERIFICATION

3.6.2.1 How

MEETING

DATA

the Data Were Collected.

Each company expert was sent a

copy of the site specific model described in Chapter Five and a summary narrative

(Appendix B, pages 259 to 262). It was originally thought that model verification would
occur through a questionnaire mailed to each manager.

The questionnaire data would then

be coded using the same coding scheme originally intended for the interview data and then
transferred to a data matrix so a content analysis could be performed.

Because the

researcher believed that the final model would more than likely overwhelm the managers,
he thought he would get better results by conducting it in person. Therefore, a one hour
meeting was scheduled by Human Resource Manager Hutchinson to review the model.
He, Mill Manager Bauer, Finance Manager Kohler attended this meeting. The meeting
followed this agenda:
1. Purpose of the meeting
2. Bauer, Kohler, Hutchinson give their views of the model

3. Key variables in model discussed
4. Review of incentive bonus sector narrative
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5. Review of production sector
6. Discussion on information sharing
7, Wrap-up
3.6.2.2 How the Data Were Analyzed.

A number of key issues were

identified in this meeting and are discussed in Section 5.7.
3.6.2.3. How

the Data Were Interpreted.

Based on the results of the

verification meeting, two minor changes were required in the incentive bonus sector of the
site specific model. The final, causal model was then compared to the gainsharing literature
and a general model of how a gainsharing program works to impact company performance

was hypothesized.
3.7 METHODOLOGICAL

ISSUES

There are four methodological issues that all research must address, but are
particularly problematic for qualitative research studies: representativeness, reactivity,
replicability, and reliability (Katz, 1983). A discussion of each follows.

3.7.1

REPRESENTATIVENESS
This research confined itself to the study of a gainsharing program at one company

and interviews with six managers at that company.

The study will have some value as a

site-specific case, and some generalizations can be made.

Case studies, like experiments,

are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations or universes (Yin,
1984). The case study, like the experiment, does not represent a “sample,” and the
researcher’s purpose is not to enumerate frequencies (statistical generalization). Rather, the
researcher’s goal is to expand and generalize theories (analytic generalization). Because
this research study is exploratory in nature, theory is being generated.
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So that careful

generalizations can be made, the research site is described in Chapter Five and the
limitations of the research are fully stated in Section 1.5.3.

3.7.2

REACTIVITY

In this study, six manager were interviewed for different lengths of time, at
different times, and in different places, and an interview guide was used rather than a fixed
questionnaire. In addition, working with company experts like these six managers placed
great demands on the ability of the researcher, who needed to establish competence by
displaying a thorough knowledge of the subject or by projecting an accurate
conceptualization of the problem through shrewd questioning (Marshall and Rossman,
1989). Differences reported in the data may simply reflect differences in researcher
behavior rather than actual differences as perceived by these six managers.
The credibility of interview and questionnaire data rests on the credibility of those
who participate in those interviews and questionnaires. Therefore, the following
background data is provided for each of the six managers interviewed:
1. Dave Allen, President and Chief Operating Officer.

President Allen has been

with Commonweatlh Paper (CP) since the beginning, gradually taking over for
the founder, Rich Neal. Prior to joining CP, he was working in the corporate
headquarters of a large paper company when Chairman Neal asked him to help
start CP. Because of his background in accounting and finance, and the
influence he has had over the evolution of CP, the organization is to a large
degree “accountant driven.” However, he provides balance to this accountant
approach by telling managers to “spend money where it makes sense.” He is
one of the original designers of the gainsharing program. When asked what he
would do over at CP if he could do it all again, he said:
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The only thing that has bothered me for years is this

incentive compensation program. Not that we have
one, but that we didn’t think it through enough. It
should have been put to the test, rather than just the
Board of Directors making a quick decision...I
would have tailored it a little differently so that it was
somewhat self-adjusting and self-correcting. We

paid incentive one year when we lost $3

million...So, if I had to do it over again, I would do
it slightly different. With the experience I’ve had
over the last 15 years, I could design one now that
would be perfect.

President Allen calls the gainsharing program “the cement” that holds together the
partnership. Because his son has a Ph.D. in ornithology, he has a special affinity
toward academicians.
2. Bob Hutchinson, Vice President, Employee and Public Relations. Human
Resource Manager Hutchinson has been with CP for 15 years. His primary
responsibilities include pay and benefit program design and administration,
safety programs, training programs, security, public relations, and the
performance improvement process. Prior to joining CP, he was personnel
manager in the Research and Development Division of a nuclear power plant
construction consulting firm. While he recognizes the importance of hard
performance measures like production and cost, he thinks of CP’s performance
more as a “health” issue and identifies cultural issues like trust, openness,

loyalty, and confidence. He believes the gainsharing program is a “bonder.”
3. John Daniels, Maintenance Manager. Maintenance Manager Daniels has been
with CP for 15 years and is two years away from retirement. His primary
responsibility is to maintain the mill and keep it operating at its capability. Top
managers are concerned that when he leaves, they will be missing something
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very important because he is —according to Mill Manager Bauer — “the
people’s voice” on the management team. Bauer went on to add that “John's

worth to this company is invaluable.” The story of his career, told to me by
President Allen, is worth recounting:
John is a guy that didn’t finish high school. He has cut pulp

wood for a living. He’s run a moonshine still for a living.

He learned to weld when he was...making moonshine: vats,
tubing, and all that stuff. He became a machinist, taught

himself, lucked up and got a job at a paper mill when it was
newly built and was just hiring anybody that walked
in... They just needed bodies and John happened to be one of
the bodies. He has a knack for machinery, repairing stuff.
He moved up and learned several trades while he was
working with the paper company. He became a union
member, a union steward.

One of the best, toughest union

stewards that they ever had at the Big Northern Paper
Company. Became a foreman down there...We had some
problems here and lost our maintenance manager. And so
(the mill manager) picked up the phone and called
John...John is people. John is a leader of people. They
follow him. Who works with him? All of those mechanics.
He’s very protective of his people. He goes to bat for them.
He speaks frankly to them. But he’s like a sergeant on a
battle field. His troops will follow him to the jumping off
place.

He believes the gainsharing program is the difference between “union and nonunion.” If he owned a mill, he would “definitely have a gainsharing program.”
4. Barry Kohler, Vice President, Finance. Finance Manager Kohler has also been
with CP for fifteen years. Prior to joining CP, he was an accountant in a CPA

firm where the only incentive was “work seven days a week or be fired.” While
he believes that hard performance measures like production and cost are
important, he also recognizes the importance of softer measures. He believes the
gainsharing program is a “motivator,” but the efforts put forth by people “go
beyond it.”
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5. Mark Bauer, Vice President, Mill Operations. Mill Manager Bauer is the third
mill manager that CP has had, joining the company in 1989. Both Maintenance
Manager Daniels and Operations Manager Russell report to him. His last job in
the paper industry, before leaving it to pursue other interests, was Vice President
and Assistant General Manager of a 1500 employee, five paper machine, largest
newsprint manufacturer in North America.

At his former job, he was moving in

the direction of participative management and statistical process control when his
boss, the general manager, retired. The new general manager did not see the
need for group decision-making and quality management, and Bauer eventually
resigned, fed up with the management practices. According to President Allen,
he was the perfect fit for CP. Since he has been mill manager:
...we were able to move forward toward fully implementing
participation in planning, adopting (statistical process
control), developing training programs, and implementing
other programs that are important to us. We began to truly
pull the team together like we had never been able to do
before. Everyone did not make the transition, and it was
necessary to make some changes. It’s very important that
when you bring a person aboard that he believe in the
philosophy of the company and fit within the culture.

The gainsharing program is, in Mill Manager Bauer’s words, “a fascinating twist”
because he had never been exposed to that type of compensation before. He
believes the incentive program is a “powerful force” at CP.
6. Chuck Russell, Operations Manager.

Operations Manager Russell has been with

CP for 15 years. His primary responsibility is the day-to-day operation of the
mill. Four department managers report to him: the paper machine manager; pulp,
power, and woodyard manager; environmental manager; and
shipping/transportation manager.

According to Russell, responsibility for “98%
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of the tons produced” is between him and Maintenance Manager Daniels. His
career in the paper industry began in 1964. Commonwealth Paper is the third
paper mill he has worked in, and the first non-union paper mill he has worked
in. The second paper mill had a stock plan that required employees to be with
the company five years before they could cash-out of the plan without penalty.
“So I stayed there five years and two weeks and left” to join CP. Unlike
Maintenance Manager Daniels, he has always been a manager. He is wellrespected by other managers.

Several top managers told the researcher that

under the previous two mill managers, he was never provided the opportunity to
make the contributions he is making today. He believes that the gainsharing
program is the reason “we’re here today.”

In addition to manager’s bias, there is also researcher bias. I believe that:
1. Commonwealth Paper is a well-managed organization. They do more things
right than any organization with whom I have had experience within the past ten
years.
2. The gainsharing program is not a politically sensitive issue. The managers
interviewed had nothing to gain or lose through their participation.

The case study description found in Chapter Four provides the reader a view of CP as I see
it.
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3.7.3

REPLICABILITY

To provide replicability, this chapter has provided a description of the actual
methodology, and the reasons why the methodology differed from the planned
methodology.

3.7.4.

RELIABILITY
Although this chapter has specified how the data were collected, analyzed, and

interpreted, there is still room for decision-making and judgment to occur when following
the research methodology.
to interpretation.

For example, the meaning found in interview data was subject

Similarly, comparing results across interviews lends itself to

interpretation, and managers, themselves, may leave some things out. Relying on the
manager’s verification of the model is not as strong as an actual test of the model based on
predictions of hard and soft criterion measures. However, a predictive test of the model
would, at a minimum, require one year’s worth of performance data. The time constraints
of a dissertation make such a test unfeasible. How can the researcher claim the model
developed is correct?
The validity or significance of a model depends on:
1. Its suitability for a particular purpose (e.g. designing an improved program or
system),
2. Its ability to forecast macro behavior (e.g. the results of design changes),
3. Its scope,
4. The defense of the details of the model structure and variable interactions, and

5. The validity and precision of the sources from which the contents of the model
are drawn (Drew, 1989).
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Given that this research was not assessing the suitability of either the site-specific or
general model for design activities, and was not assessing either models’ ability to forecast
macro behavior, model validity rests solely on the defense of the details of model
development and the validity and precision of the data sources used. Therefore, only a
weak claim can be made that the site specific model is “correct” and no claim can be made
that the general hypothesized model is correct. However, the research findings and
conclusions still have value because of the exploratory nature of the research. Research
must start somewhere; this research is a start, something on to which others will perhaps
build.
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4.0 THE

CASE

SITE

A widely held, but unspoken, assumption in management consulting circles,
business schools, and even industrial engineering departments, is that organizations are
“thin.” Thin in the sense that organizations are comprised of a handful of mutually
exclusive components — like culture, strategy, technology, structure — layered quite
neatly on top of or next to one another, interacting with one another in rather
straightforward, simple linear fashion. Organizational description (and understanding)
becomes, under the thin assumption, an exercise in analyzing hard performance measures,
administering instruments, holding focus group sessions, conducting surveys, or
performing audits. While this exercise may yield valid and useful information, the
description that often follows is somewhat sterile, lacking a certain richness and depth of
insight. The organization seems thin.
In direct contrast to the thin assumption is the view that organizations are “thick” in
the sense that they are a comprised of a dynamic multiplicity of structures, systems,
processes, histories, and people, which are all superimposed on and interacting with one
another (see Geertz, 1973). Thick description requires, at a minimum, that a significant
amount of time be spent with an organization, often as a participant member, collecting and
interpreting data. And even these longer term internal accounts — accounts more likely to
be found in the fields of anthropology or sociology — are limited by both perspective and
time. For the outsider who has had limited exposure to an organization to claim to have
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provided a thick description of that organization is more arrogant than accurate (see Geertz,
1973).
The description that follows is to the right of thin, but far short of thick. With the
exception of two weeks of direct, on-site contact at Commonwealth Paper (CP), the
company has mainly been observed at a distance the past ten months. However, because

there has been an opportunity to indirectly observe CP through the eyes, ears, and findings
of colleagues — in particular Dr. Kenneth J. Kiser of Oklahoma State University who has
attempted to go beyond the thin description characteristic of most case study research.!
Yet, like most case study descriptions found in the gainsharing literature, the researcher
relies on anecdotal evidence, personal observation, and documentation that was either
asked for, was given, or stumbled upon. The purpose here is simply to describe CP as the
researcher sees it, in the hope that it lends the reader better insight and understanding of the
research and its results. This description is organized by these topic areas: 1) history, 2)
geography, 3) product, 4) mission and vision, 5) organizational structure, 6) production
process, 7) performance, 8) performance issues and plans, 9) mill modernization, 10)
participative management practices, 11) information sharing practices, 12) workforce
characteristics, 13) culture, and 14) pay, benefits, and the gainsharing program.

1See Coleman (1990), Kiser (1989, 1990, 1991), and Van Aiken (1991).
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4.1

HISTORY

History is inextricably woven into CP’s vision, mission, plans, structure,

processes, and culture. It is found in the “Annual Report to Employees” and appears in
company brochures and marketing literature. It starts quarterly planning sessions and 4th
Working Day meetings, and arises in conversations with managers.
The idea for CP began in October of 1973, when the Chairman, Rich Neal, and the
President and Chief Operating Officer, Dave Allen,were working in the corporate
headquarters of a large, southern paper mill that produced liner board and medium which
goes into the manufacturing of corrugated boxes. Chairman Neal approached President
Allen about starting a company that was
different than what we normally find in the business world.
One that is staffed leanly. One where people don’t have any
specific job description, but where a group of talented people
come together, know what’s got to be done, and go ahead
and do it. And in the end, they all share equally in the

performance of the company (Allen, 1991).

Chairman Neal, who had held several sales and marketing positions in industry, wanted to
create an independent mill to produce semi-chemical corrugating medium.

He envisioned a

state-of-the-art facility that would supply the independent and integrated container industry
with unequaled quality, service, and assurance of supply continuity. President Allen was
asked to help raise the funds because of his finance background.
It took about two years to put the financial package together. Chairman Neal could
only raise $1 million at the time and they were having trouble borrowing the rest. Every

investment banker on Wall Street refused to finance the project. Finally, they found a
banker who agreed to put a financial package together if Neal and Allen could come up with
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$6 million in equity. Eventually, they raised the $6 million and borrowed $44 million. The
mill, in the words of a contract engineer who worked on its construction, was built on a
“shoe string and a prayer.”
During the two years it took to put the financial package together, Chairman Neal
was thinking about the principles under which he wanted the company to operate. He
spent quite a bit of time talking with the minister of his church. As a result of these
discussions, he came up with the “Ten Commandments” (Figure 4-1). These are the

guiding principles that outline management’s responsibilities. In 1988, these Ten
Commandments were renamed the “Principles of the Partnership.” According to President
Allen, these principles are the one thing that will not change at cp.2
The mill began operations in August 1975 at an average daily rate of 450 tons.
When people were hired, it was explained to them that the company was going to be
different, that it would be a close-knit group. There were not going to be restrictions on
what you could do — everyone would be expected to do their best and help their fellow
worker. One thing both Chairman Neal and President Allen wanted to create was an
environment in which employees would feel no need for a union.? Because of the culture
CP has, and because of the way everybody works together and participates in the
performance of the company, there has never been any serious talk of a union organizing
drive.
Chairman Neal and President Allen also knew that to make the partnership work,
they had to have a program that would allow everyone to share in the growth and

2These principles were reviewed by top managers during a strategic planning session in

December 1990. There was some discussion regarding the last principle, regarding equal

employment opportunity. This one could, it was argued, be removed because it is required
by law. However, history came into play here in that they were referred to by President
Allen as the Ten Commandments, and “there shouldn’t be nine of them.”
3The paper industry has been, and still is, union dominated.
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Principles of the Partnership
Commonwealth Paper regards itself as a partnership enterprise which offers its members
opportunity, incentive, recognition and security. With this in mind, corporate guidelines,
entitled, “Principles of the Partnership”, have been established to express how this
Partnership should function and how its members should act:
The Partnership is committed to:
¢ Promote the dignity and worth or each member of the Partnership
¢ Provide competent leadership which instills confidence in the members.
* Encourage the members to maximize their potential by providing the opportunities,
training and rewards for so doing.
*Promote from within based upon experience and performance whenever possible.
* Provide a fair and equitable compensation package which includes benefits that provide
financial security for all members.
* Operate the mill in a safe and environmentally responsible manner, protective of
employees and the community.
* Encourage open communication and active participation of members to improve the
enterprise and minimize conflicts.
* Develop and implement an ongoing planning process that ensures the Partnership
maintains a competitive position in the marketplace.
* Produce a product of high quality and performance which continually meets the changing
needs of our customers and which is backed by the best service and reliability in the
containerboard industry.
|
* Provide equal employment opportunity, without regard to race, color, sex, national origin
or age.
Figure 4-1. Commonwealth Paper’s Ten Commandments
(Source: Commonwealth Paper Annual Report to Employees, 1991)
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performance of the company, and they wrestled with how to do that. Finally, they came to
the conclusion that the performance of the company could be measured in tons of
production that the paper machine made. They designed an incentive program that based
bonuses on production tonnage. That program, which is the focus of this research, is
described in Section 4.14.

The early years of CP, 1975 to 1979 is referred to by managers as the survival
stage. The mill had a lot of problems and the company was virtually bankrupt during that
period, mainly due to an unanticipated, depressed market for corrugating medium
worldwide.

Managers were preoccupied with trying to get the mill producing what it was

capable of so that the debt could be serviced. And so were operators and mechanics
because, even though CP was just starting up, information was being shared so everyone
knew what the situation was. While the company was not in a position to get people to
participate as they are today, as far as the principles of the partnership were concerned,
sharing information, treating people fairly, and answering any questions was the rule.
The growth period was from 1980-1988.

During this period, CP became more

stable, with a good production growth curve and an excellent customer base. During the
first ten years, however, Chairman Neal and President Allen were not able to fulfill all their
ambitions to be the type of participative company it set out to be. Eventually, they reached
a point where Allen believed “it’s really time to fulfill our desires for the company to be a
true partnership.”
improvement.

So, in 1988, they embarked on a process of strategic planning for

Because this process represents a fundamental shift in the way the company

is managed, the period since 1988 is referred to as the “New Era” period.4 The focus since
4All of the organizations the researcher has had contact with the past ten years have labeled
improvement programs with catchy names, slogans, and acronyms. Commonwealth Paper
is different in this respect. While some top managers refer to the New Era, its use is not
widespread or visible. The strategic planning process is simply viewed as an improved
way of managing the business.
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1988 has been mill modernization and expansion, remaining debt free, and implementing a
process for the continuous improvement of quality and productivity.
Today, CP is the world’s largest, independent producer of semi-chemical

corrugating medium. It ranks 10th among all U.S. producers with 3.3% of the market. A
review of CP’s history reveals that:
1. From its inception, CP was designed to be different. The Ten Commandments
(or Principles of the Partnership) were its design specifications.>
2. The paper production process has always been the focus of everything CP does.
3. There is widespread recognition among CP managers and employees that what

CP has is special, yet fragile. Eighty five of CP’s 258 employees have been with the
company since the beginning and remember the survival period. One hundred seventy
seven of the 258 remember the growth stage. Commonwealth Paper to this day remains a
small mill competing against industry giants like Georgia Pacific, International Papers, and
Weyerhauser.
4. There is an implicit guarantee of employment security and there have never been
layoffs. The philosophy, according to President Allen, is to “always run the mill full and
worry about selling the stuff later.” Allen adds that “we’ve had to pull a lot of rabbits out
of the hat to keep the mill full of orders during the last two years.” While this problem may
intensify with expanded production capability, CP is working to position itself as the most
desired supplier of semi-chemical medium.
5. There is a strong desire on the part of Chairman Neal and President Allen to
remain debt free; for example, all mill modernization projects are financed from cash flow.

SIt is interesting to note that guiding principles became popular in the late 1980s.
Commonwealth Paper had them in the early 1970s.
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4.2

GEOGRAPHY

Commonwealth Paper is located in the Southeast United States on a 1,200 acre site
in arural county. The abundance of wood supply, proximity to major markets, and the
reputation of the area’s strong work ethic are the reasons CP selected the site for its mill.

4.33 PRODUCT

Commonwealth Paper produces corrugated medium, the wavy, center ply found
between the walls of corrugated boxes. The mill, due to its configuration, has no
alternative grade capabilities. Medium is primarily a commodity product but there is an
increasing emphasis on both product quality and recycled content. Because linerboard (the
corrugated box wall) is becoming lighter weight, the medium is making a more significant
contribution to the performance of the finished box. Product characteristics that determine
medium performance are:
1. Concora - crush strength after fluting of sheet
2. Cross-directional ring crush - measurement of compressive strength of the sheet.

Recent test results on competitive semi-chemical medium has shown CP to be
low on cross-directional ring crush but competitive on concora.
3. Moisture, cross direction - variations in moisture across the width of the sheet.
CP's cross-directional moisture continues to be about the best in the industry.
4. Basis weight, cross direction - variations in the basis weight across the width of
the sheet.
At the present time, a cross-functional team from sales and operations have formed

to clarify and recommend a plan to produce acceptable medium grades with specifications
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for the above factors as required by customers.

The quality specifications in use today are

focused more on the market than on specific customers.

Operations managers believe that

technological improvements (which are readily duplicated by large competitors) often raise
the “level of the commodity” regardless of the performance requirements of customers.
Sales and marketing managers believe that as “quality increases, competitors decline.” The
answers to these two questions — “Who is the customer?” and “What level of quality do
these customers expect?” — are critical to the mill’s continued competitiveness and
profitability. Where a high level of performance is not needed, operations managers would
like to run the paper machine faster, producing more tons at a lesser cost.
Other product characteristics that do not necessarily determine medium performance
but do contribute to customers’ (box plants’) corrugator runnability are:
1. Caliper - thickness of the sheet
2. Tensile - breaking strength when stretched
3. Stretch - elasticity
4. Coefficient of friction - a measure of the resistance of the sheet as it moves across
a surface.

4.4 MISSION

AND

VISION

Commonwealth Paper’s mission is to position itself as the most desired supplier of
semi-chemical corrugating medium in the containerboard industry (Commonwealth Paper
Strategic Plan, 1991). The company’s vision for the year 2000 is to become an industry
leader that:
1. Continually improves product quality and customer service to anticipate and to
meet the ever-changing needs of the marketplace;
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2. Continues to improve and modernize plant, equipment, and facilities;
3. Pursues growth opportunities for itself and its employees;
4. Employs a process of strategic planning that provides an opportunity for every
employee to participate in the ongoing improvement of individual and company
performance;
5. Provides training that meets the needs of the company and its employees;
6. Provides financial security for its employees both during and after their work
years; and
7. Abides by its guiding principles, the “Principles of the Partnership,” in
conducting its internal and external business (Commonwealth Paper Strategic

Plan, 1991).
4.5 ORGANIZATIONAL

STRUCTURE

The formal organizational structure is found in Figure 4-2. This structure was
designed to support the production process and is characterized by its flatness. Top
managers view this structure as one level (all these managers participate in strategic
planning), with supervisors forming the next level, and operators and mechanics, clerical
and administrative the next level. In addition, there is a President’s Operating Commttee
comprised of President Allen, Mill Manager Bauer, Human Resource Manager
Hutchinson, and Finance Manager Kohler.

In 1991, there were, not including extra board

or part-time employees, 64 exempt employees, 150 mill operating employees, and 30
clerical employees.
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4.6

PRODUCTION

PROCESS

A macro-level process flow diagram of the production process is provided in Figure
4-3. Paper production is so important to the success of CP that one cannot spend a day
with its top managers and not learn more than expected or bargained for about making
paper. Because CP is small in comparison to its competitors, it cannot control the selling
price of its product, which has declined by 33 percent the past 29 months, making cost
control and production critical not only to profitability but to the survival of the company
itself.© There is widespread belief among top managers that if they can get “tons out the
door,” everything else will fall in place. This belief is echoed in statements by top
managers calling production “the only way we can help ourselves,” “our salvation,” and
the one thing that the “mill lives and dies by.” And the paper machine is referred to as “the
heart and soul” of the entire operation.
Paper production is a capital intensive, continuous process operation. The rate at
which paper can be produced and the amount of time paper is being produced are the key
determinants for production performance, as measured in tons.

With each increase in the

production rate, more tons can be produced per unit of time. And, with each percentage
increase in machine efficiency — the ratio of uptime or paper machine running time to
operating time — the more time there is available for production.

©The net selling price of paper reached its peak in the Ist quarter of 1989 at $354.53 per
ton. In the 2nd quarter of 1989, 29 months later, the price had fallen to $236.02 per ton.

This has been the longest decline in net selling price since mill operations began. The
previous net selling price decline lasted 14 months. Forecasts of net selling price show a

recovery starting in the 3rd quarter of 1991. The net selling price will not reach its
previous high of $354 until the 2nd or 3rd quarter of 1993. It will eventually rise to $445

per ton in the 4th quarter of 1995.
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The production rate and lost time, together with production capability, are the three
major variables which receive attention by managers, operators, and mechanics. For

example, if the maximum production capability is limited to a production rate of 2050 feet
per minute, and the paper machine is running at 2050 feet per minute with little if any lost
time, the focus is on removing the capability roadblock. If, on the other hand, the paper

machine is running at 2000 feet per minute with a lot of downtime, managers, operators,
and mechanics are no longer thinking about the capability roadblock. Their focus becomes
more operational, shifting toward reducing lost time and increasing the production rate.

4.7 PERFORMANCE

The summary accomplishments table shown in Table 4-1 presents a number of hard
performance measures for the past 9 years in the area of production, quality, safety,

absenteeism, and pay.’
Because CP cannot control the selling price of the product, they do not rely on price
recovery to drive profitability. Rather, they practice aggressive cost and productivity

management. A review of the accomplishments summary shows that since 1983,
production has increased (see Row 2) while labor (Row 14), material (Row 10, 11, and
12) and energy (Row 13) consumption have decreased.8

Operational improvements,

7To further protect CP’s confidentiality, financial performance figures have not been
provided Table 4-1. However, a brief financial performance summary is in order. In fiscal
year 1991, CP will earn 9% on net sales and 7% on net assets. This is not considered by
their top managers as a good year. Return on assets, since the mill started operations, has
averaged 5.7%. Return on assets in fiscal year 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990 has been

18.5%, 23.2%, 25.4%, and 15.2% respectively. Net income in fiscal year 1990 was $13
million on sales of $79.6 million.

8Figures are not available for capital input. Because of trade-offs among input factors, it
could be the case that total productivity has remained unchanged because of capital-labor
substitution.
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combined with supplier competition, have continually reduced manufacturing costs.
Commonwealth Paper has always been able to operate within budgeted costs. Two
examples that demonstrate CP’s approach to cost reduction are found in the area of clothing
costs and chemical costs. Machine clothing is the shortest life piece of equipment on the
paper machine, and since last year, there has been an effort to increase clothing (felt ) life in
order to reduce the number of shutdowns caused by worn felts that need changing.

By

working with suppliers, felt life has increased to 35 days; originally they lasted fewer than

21 days. The goal for next fiscal year is 42 days. As the felt life has increased, their costs
have decreased $0.50 per ton. In the area of chemical costs, the use of a new, more
efficient defoamer, combined with a new supplier, lowered defoamer usage and costs by
27% .

Production for fiscal year 1991 has averaged 740 tons per day, up from 721 tons
per day in fiscal year 1990. This 19 ton per day production increase came primarily from
controlling lost time (i.e. improving machine efficiency) because the production rate was
limited by the paper machine drive. Paper machine efficiency (Table 4-1, Row 8) has

continually improved the past three years to 93.5% in fiscal year 1991 from 92.5% in fiscal
year 1990 and 90.2% in fiscal year 1989. Downtime for paper machine operations has also
improved, down from 6.4% in fiscal year 1989 to 4.7% in fiscal year 1991.9 With the
installation of the new paper machine drive in July 1991, average paper machine speed

(Row 4) has increased to 2125 feet per minute from 2030 feet per minute. The daily
production in August 1991 averaged 771 tons per day.

?Operations management is still not satisfied with the consistency of mill operations. They
continue to have disappointing months and disappointing periods of runnability. Statistical
Process Control is being implemented as part of an overall effort to control process
variability.
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Quality, which has continually improved, is measured by product characteristics

like concora and ring crush, and offgrade tonnage. Measurements of concora and ring
crush show improvement following the installation of the new stock preparation area and
paper machine drive in July 1991. Because CP will not ship any paper that does not meet
quality requirements, there is a concerted effort to reduce offgrade tonnage. An analysis of

offgrade tonnage revealed that it is mostly produced immediately following an unscheduled
start-up. A more stable operation means fewer unscheduled shutdowns and less offgrade

tons. Offgrade tonnage has declined to 1,600 tons in fiscal year 1991 from 3,580 tons and
2,550 tons in fiscal year 1990 and 1989 respectively. Fewer offgrade tons means more
saleable product.

4.8 PERFORMANCE

ISSUES

AND

PLANS

A review of the assumptions and objectives found in CP’s strategic plan shows that
CP is focusing on: modernization and expansion, product quality, energy usage and
conservation, maintenance, customer base, the performance improvement process,

training, environmental, safety, and medical costs.

4.9 MILL

MODERNIZATION

A major focus since 1989 has been mill modernization and expansion, a five year
plan involving capital expenditures of $100 million to boost the capacity of the mill to

1,100 tons per day from 700 tons per day. Because CP wishes to remain debt free, this
entire modernization project will be financed out of cash flow.
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The first phase of the mill modernization and expansion project was the Old
Corrugated Container (OCC) plant which allows CP to use recycled fiber. The OCC plant
uses recycled boxes to produce pulp for CP’s papermaking operation.

Since the OCC start

up in December 1989, CP has used what they call self-directed work teams to operate the
plant.
The second phase of the mill modernization and expansion project was completed in
July 1991 when a new stock prep area and a new paper machine drive were installed,
allowing for improved quality at a higher paper machine speed. This shutdown, the first in

two years, was in the planning stages for 18 months. Scheduled to last for 12 days at a
cost of $15 million, it lasted 13 days at a cost of $10 million. The shutdown required a
great deal of planning and coordination and the use of the largest crane in the Eastern
United States (it was brought in on five flatbed trucks and assembled on-site), 450 people
on-site from contractors, and all 260 CP employees.

Three weeks after the shutdown, the

daily production average was 740 tons per day (compared to the pre-shutdown average of
721 tons per day), and daily production records were being set and broken.
The mill modernization and expansion project will continue for the next five to
seven years. The cash flow approach to modernization, however, places limits on what
can be done. One of the roadblocks to performance improvement cited by top managers in
their 1990 Strategic Plan and ranked second overall was conservative owners.

Because of

conservative owners who wish to remain debt-free, there are insufficient funds to acquire

the state-of-the-art equipment available. The downturn in the economy, and the net selling
price decline that resulted, has forced CP to modernize and expand somewhat slower than
top managers want to. To better integrate capital projects with the business plan, capital

projects are prioritized according to their impact: 1) sustain operations - these projects must
be done to maintain paper production; 2) risk reduction - these projects should be done to
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reduce lost time or improve environmental or safety performance; and 3) return on
investment - these are projects that make sense because they will pay for themselves,
avoiding problems at some future point in time. These project prioritizations help managers
decide what will be done when the total capital project cost exceeds the forecasted cash
flow, 10

4.10 PARTICIPATIVE

MANAGEMENT

PRACTICES

Participation or involvement in performance improvement occurs at two, somewhat
distinct levels at CP: formal and informal. At a formal level, there is a participative strategic
planning process and an action team process in which top managers, supervisors,
engineers, operators, and mechanics work together to design and implement additions to
production capability and reductions in lost time. This action team process is one of the
types most associated with participative management.
It might appear to an outsider, at first glance, that not much is going on outside this
action team process. However, to understand participation at CP, one has to go beyond
formal processes. Formal participation at CP has been a more recent development that
really began some three years ago with the hiring of the new mill manager. Most of the
participation that occurs at CP is informal, occurring in the course of daily operations as

10[t is interesting to note, however, that the cash flow approach to modernization eliminates
(or circumvents) a classical management problem: What should money be spent on, and in
what priority, when trying to improve organizational performance. In the words of the Mill
Manager Bauer, “Somebody may be able to put them (additions to production capability) in
order of priority and be accurate on what the sequence should be. But the way that you can
be absolutely sure is run until you find the next roadblock. Spend money, move again, and
run until you find the next roadblock. Spend money. You do it on a cash flow basis. It’s
not an unplanned event, although I can’t give you the plan right now. But it doesn’t
matter. I don’t have the money to spend on it anyway.” With the installation of the new
paper machine drive, the winder has become the next speed roadblock.
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individuals and groups go beyond formal job descriptions and functions to contribute
additional effort.

It is this type of informal participation which was designed in from the

company’s beginnings and from which it probably receives the greatest performance
benefits. And, at this stage of CP's formal participation program development, informal
participation is more closely connected to the gainsharing program. However, there are
plans to forge a stronger linkage between formal participation and the gainsharing program.
The strategic planning process is a fundamental shift in the way CP manages the
mill. Commonwealth Paper has always done business planning, forecasting revenues and
costs, but had never done performance improvement planning.

Beginning in September

1988, CP managers began meeting once a year to lay out strategic objectives (goals to be
accomplished in five to seven years) and tactical objectives (goals to be accomplished in the

next 12-18 months) that would improve the quality and productivity of the mill.!! They
looked at obstacles to CP’s future growth and began planning for ways to eliminate them
by forming action teams of employees to complete the planning process and implement
solutions. The strategic planning process is now in its fourth year. Last year, they worked

on 41 tactical objectives, fully implementing 66% , partially completing 17%, and
continuing work on 15%.12
An action team process is used to support the mill modernization and expansion
project. At the present time, 91 employees (34% of the total workforce) had participated on

36 action teams over the past four years. A new initiative is underway to increase the level
of participation. Teams are forming around certain operational problems and will receive

11See Sink and Tuttle (1989) for an in-depth description of this planning process.

12The researcher’s experience with other organizations engaged in similar planning efforts
is that this implementation rate is extremely high. Compared to these other organizations,

CP focuses more on objectives that are process-oriented, hands-on, and small (incremental

versus step-function improvement).
action teams (see Squires, 1986).

They also have “maestros of technology” leading
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training in quality tools to determine a solution.13 The way in which the action team
process works is best described in the words of Operations Manager Russell:
On our new rebuild of the paper machine we’re putting in...a
new stock preparation area. We’ll use some of the old
equipment, but basically it’s all new additional
equipment...Well, several years ago we had commissioned
an engineering consulting firm to do a study of this mill and
come back with recommendations to raise the production

level of this mill from 700 tons per day to 1000 tons per day.
So they did that. And that is a base document. Then we

identified the stock prep project. We said, “Okay. We’re
going to do this...and we want to utilize the people in the
mill to...help modernize the mill.” So the department
manager for the paper machine area...is the chair for that
action committee. He now says, “Okay. I want an engineer
to help me.” If it’s electrical type, he wants an electrical
engineer. He goes to John (the maintenance manager) and
says, “I want the paper machine maintenance foreman and I

want your electrical maintenance foreman on my action

team.” And he goes out here to the operating people and
says, “All right. Call either Matt or a certain crew and Pd

like to have you join my action team to put in a new stock

prep.”..So he forms a little team to design and engineer a
stock preparation area for expansion of this mill. He can use
a consultant if he wants too...And so he starts with that team
and says, “Okay, we want to do this and that, and we want

to be able to handle 1000 tons a day.”...Maybe they decide

to go look at other mills that put in a stock preparation area
or go look at suppliers of equipment. They can talk to
engineering firms that they might want to do the
engineering...
That team goes through a step-by-step process
that has been set up by us...and then make their
recommendations to what we call a management action
team... The management action team is the management level
for the departments involved. And as they go through this
process they want money. They want money to make a trip.
They want money to commission a certain part of the work.
So as they go through this process, there comes a time
to...review what they have come up with. “This is our plan
for a stock preparation area. You commissioned us to do
this. You wanted us to come up with some plans for stock
preparation.” And that’s reviewed and then a capital
13Commonwealth Paper takes a different approach to training than most organizations:
operational problems drive training programs, not the reverse. Training is targeted to help
people solve the problems faced.
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purchase release is issued; funds for the $3 million or

whatever it is to do the job. The action team is responsible

for training all in-house people, from maintenance to the

operations guy... to make sure we can do this and do
that... That’s how we get our projects instead of saying,
“Red Engineering, we want 1000 tons a day.”...CP’s
formula or method of improving this mill is through action
teams...Action teams can be done in other areas, every
department, every phase of this mill expansion. Whether it’s
the woodyard or whatever...a team has been formed. They
may be dormant now but they have done something. They
know what lies ahead and soon as funds become available,

because we’re expanding the mill on a cash flow basis,
they’ll become active.

The benefits of the action team approach are seen in the July shutdown: although the
shutdown lasted one day longer than planned (because of some unexpected maintenance
work), it was $5 million under budget. Three weeks after the shutdown, production
records were being set.
The action team process is not the only participative initiative occurring at the mill;
self-directed work teams operate the Old Corrugated Container plant (see Van Aiken,
1991). Everyone on the team has the same job classification and can perform all the team’s
tasks. Teams work either three or four shifts in a week.

Three team members work days

at any one time, from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., and one team member works overnight to do
preventive maintenance, lubrication, unload trucks, inventory control, and fire watch.

Team members rotate the job or working overnight. There are three basic jobs for the three
team members working days: (1) monitoring controls, (2) working on the floor, and (3)
feeding bales. Team members rotate these three jobs every three to four hours. Some of
the specific decisions and responsibilities of teams are:
* Scheduling work and the rotating jobs;
* Keeping time cards;
* Entering quality information on incoming materials;
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* Monitoring and adjusting process parameters;

* Performing 70-80% of minor maintenance;
* Shutting down the mill if necessary;
* Calling maintenance to fix a problem;
* Deciding whether to work overtime;
* Receiving information on in-coming shipments;
* Deciding to bring in someone from the labor pool if necessary;
* Managing inventory;
¢ Ordering things (up to a certain point);
* Determining and addressing training needs;
* Covering for the supervisor if she or he is out;
* Responding to questions from other parts of the mill;
* Responding to technical questions from people outside the mill;
¢ Trying new things, providing ideas to engineering; and
* Informally evaluating new team members.
In addition to the self-directed teams, there is also a committee structure that

provides a system of “checks and balances” on policy decisions to ensure that policy
decisions are fair to all parties. There is a President’s Operating Committee, an Employee

Relations Committee, and a Safety Committee.
Commonwealth Paper is trying to foster a participative environment throughout the
mill, to supplement past participative initiatives in the past (quality circles, employees
deciding to work twelve hour shifts). With plans to move the participative strategic
planning process to all levels of the organization, even more employees will have the
opportunity for involvement in quality and productivity improvement.
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4.11

INFORMATION

SHARING

PRACTICES

An outsider is not skeptical when top managers talk about there being “no secrets”
at CP, because more performance information than one would ever expect — including

financial performance — is volunteered to outsiders.!4 Top managers claim that if they are
guilty of anything, it is sharing too much information.

Because sharing information,

according to President Allen, has “always been the rule,” they have always shared financial

information and wanted employees to know “the way it is” and that there are not “two sets
of books.”
Table 4-2 shows the information provided to employees working in the Old
Corrugated Container plant. This information is typical of the type of information provided
all CP employees: feedback on performance, production information, team issues, technical
information, internal customer feedback, CP issues, and CP performance.

Two

information sharing mechanisms in particular — the Weekly Operations Report and Semi
Annual Communication Meetings — demonstrate CP’s commitment to information
sharing.
A weekly operations report that contains summaries, by department, on the prior
week’s operations, including activities, problems, and safety issues is sent to all
departments and is posted on bulletin boards. In addition, all employees have access to any
and all information on the computer system. If they have a question, they can look up the
answer in the computer system, and if they can’t find a satisfactory answer there, they can
ask any supervisor, manager, or the president. Because of the wealth of information
available to employees, the rumor mill is not the primary source of information.

14This section is heavily based on Van Aiken’s (1991) case study of information sharing
practices at CP in the Old Corrugated Container plant.
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Table 4-2. Information Shared with CP Employees (Source: Van Aiken, 1991)
Examples

Information Shared

Informal recognition, written memos
Process Information | Process parameters, incoming material, internal customer demand
Team Issues
Equipment problems, job assignments
Team Performance

Product Changes
Operating procedure changes
Customer Feedback | Internal customer problems
Company Issues

Company Perform.

Upcoming projects, mill problems, project statuses, production

forecasts, training schedules, human interest stories, strategic and

tactical plans, pay and benefits
Department performance, production and operating statistics (lost
time, machine speed, product quality), safety, average daily

production tonnage, customer complaints, defects, financial

performance

Semi-annual communications meetings in April and September keep all employees
informed on company performance and upcoming plans. The meetings used to be
quarterly but were cut back twice a year because employees thought they happened too
much. There are several meetings each time so all employees can attend. The typical
agenda for the meeting is:
1. Comments from President Allen - perceptions of overall business climate, mill
performance, an update on the strategic planning process, and any other topics
he believes important to discuss;
2. Sales and Marketing Report - the marketplace, strength of customer orders, net
selling price situation, and new and lost opportunities;
3. Financial Report - financial performance review;
4, Operations Report - the status of production operations, ongoing and planned
projects, quality indicators, and other relevant production information.
5. Miscellaneous - planned shutdowns, safety, training, and environmental issues;
6. Questions and Concerns - any questions or concerns someone may have.
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There is also an annual address to employees in September, the end of the fiscal
year; this annual address differs from the communications meeting because there is much
more detail shared about performance, projects and plans in various areas, and annual pay
raises. The Annual Report to Employees, a comprehensive, detailed compilation of how
CP performed, is a summary of this annual address. The major sections of this report are:
1. Strategic Planning - update of progress toward strategic objectives and tactical
objectives;
2. Performance - significant accomplishments, net income, return on assets, cost
comparison to other mills, daily production and lost time, monthly average
production, and paper machine lost time;
3. Market - net selling price;
4. Safety - safety performance and accidents, listed by type;
5. Attendance - percent absenteeism, absenteeism costs, employees with perfect
attendance;
6. Wages - cost of pay and benefits, typical earnings, comparison with other mills;
7. Benefits - medical benefits, medical costs, comparison with other mills;

8. Incentive Program - incentive plan performance;
9. Training;
10, Charitable Contributions;
11. Guiding Principles - mission, vision, and the Principles of the Partnership; and
12. Service Anniversaries
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4.12 WORKFORCE

CHARACTERISTICS

A thumbnail sketch of the typical CP employee is a white male, age 43, with a high
school education, living in a rural county, with 10 to 14 years of vested service. Almost 62

percent of employees are ages 35-49, 70 percent of employees have a high school
education or some college, and 69 percent of employes have 10 years or more seniority.
Females comprise 15.8 percent of the workforce and minorities comprise 10.5 percent.
Kiser (1989) had the opportunity to conduct a number of sessions with top
managers, supervisors, operators and mechanics, and clerical and administration, for the
purpose of identifying roadblocks to performance improvement.

His findings lend some

insight to the characteristics of these groups. Top managers, particularly on the operations
side, are engineers that understand the paper production process. The overwhelming
majority of top managers appear to be genuinely interested and committed to a continuous
improvement philosophy in several key areas:
1) improving the paper-making process in both quantity and quality;
2) responding to the needs and expectations of customers;
3) making prudent capital investment decisions; and
4) wanting to create and reinforce a culture that is characterized by fairness,
openness, and involvement.

By the same token, top managers in no way minimized some of the internal and external
challenges facing CP. For example, there was a strong consensus that the mill must
improve operational processes, and that while capital investment is a must, the conservative
ownership of the company hindered this. In addition, there are a number of “people”
issues —- compensation, benefits, training, and employee involvement in performance
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improvement — that continually require their attention and action. Kiser (1991) believes
this picture of top management is still valid today.
Supervisors are more concerned with people issues than process issues like
equipment and maintenance. Most of their performance roadblocks involve problems with
communication, performance appraisal, powerlessness, micro-management, and the
absence of long-term planning. Kiser (1989) suggests that this pattern is not unique to
supervisors and staff at CP. Other studies suggest that supervisors feel themselves “caught
in the crossfire” between top management and employees.

A typical reaction is a feeling of

frustration in trying to please those above them and effectively supervising and managing
those below them. Kiser found that perceptions of poor communication and powerlessness
were being influenced by a subset of top managers who did not always communicate
effectively with supervisors or who believed only in one-way communication.

Since

Kiser’s study, a weekly communications meeting with supervisors has been established,
and the planning process is being implemented at the supervisor level.
At the operator and mechanic level, and clerical and administrative level, Kiser
(1989) found roadblocks that were very predictable and other roadblocks that surprised
him. His experience has been that when non-exempt employees are asked to list
roadblocks to doing their job, they will more often than not list those things that directly
and personally affect them on a day-to-day basis. Things such as pay and benefits,
working conditions, attitude and behavioral style of management, and supervisors are
almost always listed. In addition, lack of opportunity for advancement and lack of training
are frequently mentioned. In this respect, employees at CP did not disappoint him when
they were asked to list roadblocks.
While Kiser expected many of the roadblocks mentioned by employees, he was
surprised and impressed with the number of roadblocks that were operational in nature.
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That is, there were things that employees wanted to change in order to do a better job and
make a better product.

Several groups mentioned problems with machinery and

maintenance of that machinery, and while such problems might be interpreted as selfserving in nature, Kiser was convinced that a majority of these employees were committed
to improving the production process. Granted, their time frame for improving the process
was shorter and more tactical than top managements’, but their commitment to continuous
improvement was not markedly lower. Van Aiken (1991) came to a similar conclusion in
her study of CP’s self-directed teams.

4.13

CULTURE

Because culture is an ongoing process, not a simple variable that an organization

possesses, it is difficult to describe.15 While many characteristics of culture rest in the
obvious, many more rest in the mundane.

The “Principles of the Partnership” shown in

Figure 4-1 provide, in a sense, the design specifications for CP's culture. The importance
of culture to CP's performance was highlighted by President Allen while discussing
strategic planning:
Our ability to implement strategic planning, take those
strategic objectives and break them down into tactical
objectives, then pass that information to the troops and put
together action teams to address these tactical objectives
would not work nearly as smoothly today if not for the
principles and culture we developed over the first ten year’s

15While culture is difficult to describe, it is probably even more difficult to manage and

control. As Morgan (1986) points out, to manage and control culture in the sense that
many management writers advocate assumes that culture can be manipulated in an
instrumental way. This mechanistic view of culture ignores an important, defining
property of culture: it pervades organizational life in a way that is not amendable to direct
control by any one or any group. President Allen readily admits that he does not know
exactly how the culture at CP evolved. Some of it was planned. Most of it was luck.
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of the company’s life. Our planning efforts would have
failed if we hadn’t, at the outset, said, “We want a company

that’s different, where everybody’s equal. We want one

where everybody’s respected. We want a company where
there are no boundaries on what a person can do, where a
person can become anything he wants to as long as he
applies himself. We want a very open company with no
secrets between management and the people in the lines of
progression.

Following are some critical elements of CP's culture:

guiding CP managers. Mill Manager Bauer, was asked why there was a proposed
reorganization. He said that there were a few people, three to five years away from
retirement, who were no longer making the contribution they should, and he would like to
get their replacements in place now in order to take over when these senior people retire.
When asked whether it was good to keep people on the payroll if they were no longer
contributing, he said, “I don’t know whether it’s good or bad, but they’ve been with us
since the beginning.

It’s the right thing to do.”

Clint Brown — the pulp, power, and woodyard manager — wrote personal checks
to three employees, totalling over $1,100 because his error, and the supervisor’s error,
meant that these employees would not get this money at the time they were expecting it, but

sometime afterwards. When they got their checks later down the line in time, they just
signed it and gave it to him.
At the end of the 3rd Annual Strategic Planning Session, top managers were shown

the findings of a research study that asked the question, “Does fairness make a

difference?”!©

The research study identified a number of factors that influence feelings of

fairness: openness, trust, respect, influence, consistency, equity, justice, and integrity.

16See Sashkin and Williams (1990).
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Bob Loudon, the engineering manager, asked, “How long did it take this guy to figure this
out? These are some very basic, fundamental principles on how you should treat people.”
A construction manager from an engineering consulting firm, with 30 years experience in
the paper industry, told me that “he couldn’t be a manager at Commonwealth Paper. They
worry too much about people.”
Tim Scharr, the guest house manager, was diagnosed as having cancer. His
treatment required long stays away from home.

Commonwealth Paper flew him and his

family to the treatment site and paid for their stay.
Element

2 - Tons, tons, tons. Because CP is small in comparison to its

competitors, it cannot do much to influence the net selling price of the product. While they
do an excellent job of forecasting net selling price and are concerned about it, they don’t
rely on selling price for profits. Rather, they worry more about what they can do. That is,
they continually strive to reduce their costs per ton and improve productivity. As President

Allen put it, “The only way we can help ourselves is tons, tons, tons.”

Maintenance Manager Daniels summed up this type of thinking when he said:
You've got...six paper
minutes for a break is
days like that and you
think you have to look
you’re trying to make

machine breaks in one day. Two
12 minutes a day. Like I say, five
have already lost a ton of paper...I
at minutes more so than hours if
the tons.

The minute mentality is, however, balanced by a strategic planning effort with a vision for

the year 2000, a five to seven year mill modernization plan, five to seven year strategic
objectives, and 12-18 month tactical objectives.
Element

4 - Continuously improve.

As mentioned in the previous section on

workforce characteristics, the overwhelming majority of top managers appear to be
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genuinely interested and committed to a continuous improvement philosophy in several key
areas: 1) improving the paper-making process in both quantity and quality; 2) responding to
the needs and expectations of customers; 3) making prudent capital investment decisions;
and 4) wanting to create and reinforce a culture that is characterized by fairness, openness,

and involvement. In addition, the majority of employees are committed to improving the
production process. Their time frame for improving the process is shorter and more tactical
than top management's, but their commitment to continuous improvement is not markedly
lower.
==
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their job is to protect the people who work for them from bureaucracy. President Allen, for
example, looks at the organization as upside-down, with himself and other management

there to support employees (Van Aiken, 1991). The president, in his words, is “at the
bottom and up at the top you have a broad base of individuals that are out there in the
trenches making the decisions...I don’t want to get in their way, I just want to support
them” and provide “the capital, so to speak, for them to get the job done.”

does. It is good scientific management: they perform test trials, conduct process
experiments, and describe before they prescribe. They are methodical in both planning and
implementation; CP does things because they simply make sense, like self-directing teams
in their Old Corrugated Container plant and strategic performance improvement planning.
Element 7 - No secrets.

One gets the feeling of openness when first arriving at CP.

You are given the key to the guest house; you are allowed to see financial statements; and
one gets the sense this is not superficial openness. That is, it is not public openness
designed to subsume private discontent.

You are privy to dialogue on sensitive issues. 1

witnessed more than a few disagreements among managers.
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A project engineer and

construction manager from an engineering consulting firm, with 20 and 30 years
experience in the paper industry respectively, called working on projects at CP “a joy”
because everyone knows what is going on and everyone is willing to talk about the project.

Element 8 - Above and beyond. Hardin (1985) identified an intrinsic defect of
organizations which he called the defect of delegation: it is easier to meet the job
requirements than it is to do the job right. This defect increases with organizational size
and size-related feelings of impersonality. Commonwealth Paper’s goal, in the words of
Human Resource Manager Hutchinson, is to “not carry one more body than is absolutely
necessary,” and because of this lean staffing, performance expectations are high. Since
there are not “layers upon layers of employees,” there is a feeling that one can contribute
and make a difference.
Element 9 - Hire people that “fit.” Recently, there were 170 applicants for an

instrument technician position; 18 were interviewed, and one was hired. Managers at CP

view the hiring decision as the most critical decision they make. The attention given to
selection and placement helps ensure a “critical mass” of managers and employees are not
only of high quality but philosophically aligned with the culture. When talking with top
managers about people, the word “fit” is often used, people who “fit our culture.” As
President Allen explained:
We try to apply the same standards to everyone we hire.
The one thing we look for is a person that will fit the culture
that we have here. That’s the number one judgment before
we even look at the individual's technical abilities. We have
to ask ourselves, “Does his personality, his nature, his way
of operating and beliefs fit our culture?” If the answer is no,
then I don’t want to know anything else about him. It’s easy
to find guys that just come in and dictate how the job is to be
done. Those are easy to find. Thousands of them. It’s hard
to find an individual who will take the time to be a team
player, to allow people to participate, take the time to
communicate.
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He went on to add,

1 would just sum it up by saying this: The key to having an
organization with the culture that we have here and have it
function and operate like it does today, you start with
recruiting. That’s very important. It starts with recruiting,
and that’s at all levels, from the janitor to the president.
Because every one of those positions are people who are
important when it comes to attitude, belief, and how you
work with other people, how you treat other people, and
how you conduct your business with other people.

It is here, in hiring decisions, that one sees the difference between “being” (i.e. a
person’s moral and ethical character) and “doing” (i.e. a person’s skills and abilities).
President Allen reveled the importance of this distinction when asked the type of skills he
wants his top managers to possess:

You can buy professional credentials but the other part of it

is human. You are born with it or
you the way you were brought up.
comes from. Some people have it
Just like the (former mill manager)

your parents instill it in
I don’t know where it
and some people don’t.
said, “I understand what

you are trying to do. I know you want us to interface with

people, how you want us to be, but I just can’t do it. It’s
not my nature to do things that way.”

Element 10 - Give something back to others. Commonwealth Paper contributes ten
percent of its pretax profits to charity, continuing a pledge established in 1988. Nine
percent of pretax profits went to a worldwide relief organization founded by Chairman
Neal. One percent of the profits are designated for local charities. Employees were able to
designate where many of these local contributions went through the company’s matching
funds program.

Others went to support local rescue squads, fire departments, educational

institutions, hospitals and free clinics, museums and the arts. There is also an aggressive
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environmental program being organized and a partnership being formed with the local
Board of Education.

Employees have begun their own charitable contributions program,

HAND, or the Help A Neighbor Donations Program, which seeks to raise money from
employees for the less fortunate in the area. Donations have been used to help a local

family whose home was destroyed by fire and to assist the Salvation Army in its Christmas
Gift Program for needy children. HAND

has placed donation boxes in five areas of the

mill to make donating convenient.

4.14

PAY,

BENEFITS,

AND

THE

GAINSHARING

PROGRAM

Since its founding, CP has worked to create the feeling of togetherness, that this
organization is truly a partnership. Their pay practices are, perhaps, with the exception of
information sharing, the most visible symbols of this partnership. Everyone at CP is paid
according to the same job evaluation plan; there is no separate plan for hourly employees,
salary employees, and top managers. Everyone participates in the incentive bonus plan and
everyone receives the same benefits.
Commonwealth Paper takes a lag strategy in regards to base pay. It considers what
comparison mills are paying different jobs, considers the increases in pay for those jobs,
and adjusts base pay and premium pay accordingly.

Because base pay has begun to

stagnate in the paper industry, as unionized mills look for ways to control costs, base pay
at CP has also begun to level off. Total earnings (base pay, premium pay, lump sum
payments, incentive bonus, and benefits) in 1991, however, were 14.3% higher than the
average of six similar mills. The average employee, doing the same job today as in 1976,
has gained 7.8% in real purchasing power.
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Medical benefits is the major pay issue now confronting CP. Of the six mills they
compare themselves to, they are the only one providing both basic and comprehensive
medical coverage at no cost to employees. However, medical costs continue to rise (see
Table 4-1, Row 22).

A management action team, formed last year, is working to slow,

stop, or reverse this trend. In the meantime, they are keeping everyone informed of

medical costs and the possibility that one day employee contributions to medical may
become necessary.
The gainsharing program, or incentive program as it is often referred to at CP, is,
according to Human Resource Manager Hutchinson, the “cornerstone of the pay package
and Commonwealth Paper.” To him, “Commonwealth Paper in a nutshell” is,
If you get a bunch of people and you put them in a good
work environment with no union and give them an
opportunity to participate, pay them well, give them benefits
to protect them and their families against major peril such as
death and disability and give them the opportunity to earn

more (the incentive program), they are going to work hard

and feel ownership in the process.

Because the incentive program was the focus of this research, more will be said about the
incentive program in the next chapter. However, it is worthwhile here to briefly review its
design, bonus history, and the changes made to it over the years.
The original incentive program design is found Figure 4-4. The design is fairly
simple and straightforward: the incentive bonus percentage is determined each month by
comparing the average daily salable tonnage produced (based on actual operating days) to
the incentive compensation schedule (which pairs production tonnage with a bonus
percent). The incentive bonus percentage is applied to earnings for actual hours worked,
including scheduled holidays and vacation days. The payment of the incentive bonus is
paid quarterly for the preceding three months, in January, April, July, and October. All
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EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE PLAN
1. Eligibility: All permanent Commonwealth Paper employees on the payroll the first and
last day of each calendar quarter.
2. Production Goals: Production goals will be developed annually by management on the

basis of mill capability.

3. Incentive Percentage: The incentive percentage will be applied to earnings for actual
hours worked including scheduled holidays and vacation days.
4. Production goals and incentive percentage for the Calendar Year 1976:

Average Daily Salable Tonnage
Production Per Month

At Least
400

But Less Than
410

420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510

430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520

410

420

Incentive

Percentages
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Average daily salable tonnage production per month will be calculated on the basis of actual
operating days (excluding downtime scheduled by Management).
5. Incentive Calculation: Incentive percentage will be determined each month by comparing
the average daily salable production tonnage produced as reported in the Company’s
Financial Statements to the Incentive Production Goal/Incentive Percentage table. The
incentive percent attained will be applied to eligible earnings for all full weeks in the month
plus any week where the majority of the days in the week fall within the incentive month.

6. Payment of Incentive: Payment of incentive compensation earned will be by company

check issued in January, April, July and October for the preceding three months.

Figure 4-4. Commonwealth Paper’s Original Gainsharing Program Design
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permanent CP employees on the payroll the first and last day or each calendar quarter are
eligible.
Incentive compensation has become a significant portion of total compensation,
rising from 1.75% in 1976 to an average 18.4% the first seven months of fiscal 1991 (see

Table 4-1, Row 21). The incentive program has paid out more than $16 million since it
was introduced. Incentive was earned and paid even during the financially uncertain years
leading up to 1979, before CP became profitable.
Since its introduction, there have been three actual adjustments to the incentive

base, one in each year 1977, 1981, and 1985 (Table 4-3). These adjustments were made at
the conclusion of a trial period following major capital improvements to increase
production.!7 A fourth trial period was to have occurred following the installation of a new
headbox, computer slice control and top former in December 1987. However, post
installation production dropped and remained below pre-installation levels for over two

Adjustment
Date

Table 4-3. Previous Test Periods and
Resulting Adjustments to the Incentive Base
Base Ton.
Tonnage
Production
Incentive
Priorto Mill
After Trial
Tonnage
Base
Modern.
Period
Increase
Adjustment

8/1/77

525

543

18

20

5/1/81

580

612

32

28

4/1/85

630

766

136

112

10/1/91

775

793

18

Capacity
Creep After
Trial Period
37
18
9

17The original memo that details the incentive program called for the incentive base to be
adjusted annually, based on production capacity. This was, however, not done until this
year. It will become standard practice because of the problem of tonnage creep (or capacity
creep) associated with trial periods (see Table 4-3). Trial periods have posed a problem for
CP in the past because the trial periods are shorter than the learning curve of the new
equipment and no one can predict the learning curve of new equipment.
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years.

Then, production rebounded and surpassed levels achieved prior to the December

1987 shutdown.!8

Therefore, a fourth adjustment has taken place for fiscal year 1992 that

takes into account the postponed trial period for the December 1987 shutdown and
installation of the new stock prep area and paper machine drive in July 1991

Table 4-4

compares the proposed and current incentive schedule.

18The production rebound resulted in a 2.5% increase in incentive bonus from pre-

installation levels.

The story behind the production increase, as told by President Allen, is

interesting and worth recounting: When we started up after that shutdown, production
dropped about 25 tons a day. From like 723 to 690 or 700, and it stayed there for twoand-a-half years. And we said, “What in the hell is happening?” We spent all this money
to give you (employees) better equipment and we aren’t getting anything out of it. But
during that two-and-a-half years, we had an awful lot of breaks on the paper machine...and
they kept complaining we don’t have enough vacuum...to drain the water out and get it
ready to go into the presses...We said, “well maybe we ought to replace the vacuum
pumps..We’ll replace those. Maybe something is wrong with them.” And then Wade, the
young engineer we sent down to maintenance...said, “Let me go out there and study those
pumps. Monitor them for several days before we do that. So he goes down and he’s not
down there for a hour or so and he comes back and said, “I think I know what the problem
is...I think the screens in the vacuum line that the contractor put in back in December of 87
to catch slag, and bolts, and nuts, and wrenches that fall down in the equipment while you
are working on it, from going in the vacuum pumps and destroying parts, I think those
screens are still in there.”...So he goes down there and we break the line. Sure enough,
there is a screen just packed full of junk...Been there since December of 87.
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Table 4-4. The Current and Proposed Incentive Schedule
Current
Proposed
Monthly
Incentive
Incentive
Average
Schedule
Schedule
Tons Per Day
Percentage
Percentage
650
655
660
665
670
675
680
685
690
695
700
705
710
715
720
725
730
735
740 (Budgeted Tons)
745
750
755
760
765
770
7715
780

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
\1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

5.0 A MODEL

OF

PERFORMANCE

HOW
AT

GAINSHARING

COMMONWEALTH

AFFECTS
PAPER

The model that follows is comprised of six sectors: 1) Paper Production; 2)
Financial Performance; 3) Compensation; 4) Participation; 5) Information Sharing; and (6)
Incentive Bonus.

These model sectors emerged through a grounded (i.e., data based),

circular process of listening to interview tapes, reviewing field notes and interview
transcripts, referencing secondary data sources, and attempting to reach closure by visually
portraying variables and relationships. It was originally thought there would be four
sectors: 1) a participation sector, 2) an information sharing sector, 3) an incentive sector,
and 4) a performance impact sector. While the data could have fit the original four sectors,

it made more sense to split the incentive bonus sector into two parts — incentive bonus and
compensation —because of Commonwealth Paper’s (CP) emphasis on total compensation,
and to include a sector on financial performance because it determines CP’s ability to pay
an incentive bonus. The paper production sector closely resembles the original concept of a
performance impact sector, but performance measures are found in most of the other
sectors. Because the sectors are interrelated and blend together, there were no hard and fast
rules in deciding which variables and relationships comprise one sector and which
comprise another. One could argue about the variables and relationships that comprise each
sector, why they are in one and not another, or why there are not two or eight or twenty
sectors. Again, these six sectors are not necessarily “the sectors” but rather a conceptual
framework that made sense, based on the researcher’s interpretation of the data; these
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provided an avenue for organizing and portraying how gainsharing works to affect
performance at CP.
While the names and number of model sectors changed from what was originally
thought, the more important change was in the system structure of the model sectors
themselves. It was originally thought that the model sectors — with the exception of the
performance impact sectors (in this case paper production and financial performance) —
would follow what is commonly referred to as a “limits to growth” structure (see Appendix
C, page 263). Limits to growth structures tend to be present in most organizational
improvement programs and often frustrate organizational changes that seem to be gaining
ground at first and then run out of steam (see Senge, 1990). While there are limits present
m each of the model sectors, it appears that the model follows a system structure known as
an “eroding goal” structure (see Senge, 1990); in this system structure, a gap between
actual performance and a performance goal creates pressure to improve performance and
lower the performance goal (hence the name, eroding goal). The limits to growth structure
may not be present in the gainsharing program at CP because it was, unlike most other
gainsharing programs or most other organizational improvement programs, designed into
the organization from the very beginning. More will be said about both these system
structures in Chapter Six.
The description of how gainsharing works to affect performance at CP begins with
a description of the paper production sector. (The narrative that describes each sector and
the causal diagram that depicts the variables and relationships in each sector are simply
different ways to portray the same phenomenon.
causal diagram is the visual model.)

The narrative is the verbal model, and the

It is here that most of the effects influenced by the

gainsharing program manifest themselves. Next, the financial performance sector is
described because it ties in closely with paper production. Paper production is, after all,
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CP’s business — generating revenue and producing cost. Following the financial
performance sector is a description of the compensation sector. The compensation sector
produces a key effect found in the paper production sector: labor-management partnership
(or conversely, labor-management polarization). A description of the participation sector
come next. One of this sector’s main effects is reducing the delay between improvement
projects and performance results. That is, participation helps CP move down the learning
curve faster when implementing new equipment or procedures. A description of the
information sharing sector is next. The effects produced by this sector are considered by
top managers at CP to be as important as the effects produced by the incentive bonus
sector, whose description appears last. The reason for describing the incentive bonus
sector last is to place it in its proper context. With a working knowledge of the first five
sectors, one can begin to see how the incentive program interacts with the causes and
effects found in the other sectors.

5.1 THE

PAPER

PRODUCTION

SECTOR

Paper production is so important to the success of CP that one cannot spend a day
with its top managers and not learn more than expected or bargained for about making
paper. Because CP is small in comparison to its competitors, it cannot control the selling
price of its product — which has declined by almost 30 percent the past two years —
making cost control and production critical not only to profitability but to survival of the
company itself. There is a widespread belief among top managers at CP that if they can, in
the words of President Allen, get quality “tons out the door, everything else will fall in
place.” Therefore, it is appropriate to begin a description of how gainsharing works to
affect performance at CP with a description of the variables and relationships that influence
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paper machine production. Most everything at CP, including the gainsharing program,
seems to be geared toward that end.
Paper production is a capital intensive, continuous process operation (those readers
who are unfamiliar with the paper production process may wish to read the brief
description found in Section 4.6). The rate at which paper can be produced, and the

amount of time paper is being produced, are the key determinants for production
performance, as measured in tons.

With each increase in the production rate, more tons

can be produced per unit of time. And, with each percentage increase in machine efficiency
— the ratio of uptime or paper machine running time to operating time — the more time

there is for production. Figure 5-1 portrays the variables and relationships that influence
the paper machine production rate (Quadrant II, lower left) and those that influence paper
machine efficiency (Quadrant I). A discussion of Figure 5-1 follows.

5.1.1 THE

PAPER

MACHINE

PRODUCTION

RATE

The paper machine production rate (Figure 5-1, Quadrant II, lower left) is
influenced by product characteristics (Quadrant I, lower right), production effort (Quadrant
II, lower left), and production capability (Quadrant II, upper right). Product
characteristics, like weight, and quality requirements like concora and ring crush, are
mostly determined by the marketplace. Production-focused effort, on the other hand, is
mostly determined by managers, operators, and mechanics.

Managers, operators, and

mechanics come to CP each day with a finite amount of energy. That energy can be spent

either on value-adding activity or wasted on non-value-adding activity. The more physical
or mental energy of the total energy available that is directed toward a value-added activity,
like increasing the production rate, the better. Work rule restrictions (Quadrant III, upper
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right) place limits on the total amount of production-focused (and maintenance-focused)
effort. There is a belief among top managers, several of whom have worked in union
mills, that the non-union environment at CP makes a difference in their ability to get things
done because there are few work restrictions with which they have to contend. More will
be said about the effects of work rule restrictions on production-focused and maintenance-

focused effort in Section 5.3.
Top managers at CP talk about the concern for, sensitivity to, and focus on
production that influences the overall level of production effort. The following quotes by
President Allen, Mill Manager Bauer, Operations Manager Russell, and Financial Manager
Kohler, respectively, were typical of the statements emerging during the interviews:
President Allen: With their efforts and their teamwork, their

attitudes, their presence, their dedication can and will have an impact
on production.
Mill Manager Bauer: This is the only mill that you go into...in which
the mechanics, the operating people, the pulp mill, the shipping
department, or the woodyard, or the secretaries care anything about
the production of the mill. I guarantee you that... And even though
the accountant may not be able to come down here and pick up a tool
and help us fix something, he is genuinely concerned. And he’s
more understanding if he knows the operators and their management
are preoccupied with the condition of the paper machine. “Hey, I
need something, but I will wait until you get the paper machine
fixed.” There’s the sensitivity we talked about.
Operations Manager Russell: You come in here... Monday morning
after a bad weekend, and people want to know why, what

happened. Why did we make 650 tons? You go to other places and
make 650, no big deal. And I can give you an estimate because I

was talking with some people in New Orleans in February at a
seminar... You go out in those other mills and...you’ve got the
chance to speed up the paper machine 25 feet. The operator says,
“No. Why should I do that? It makes more work for me.” You take
a man out here at Commonwealth Paper and we don’t tell people
here to speed up. They know.
Finance Manager Kohler: I think our people work hard but people
work hard everywhere. Our people are maybe more attuned to what

they can do when there are problems that affect production.
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And although paper production is a capital intensive process, production-focused effort
can, in the words of Mill Manager Bauer, both “overcome the deficiencies of the
equipment” and “get more out of the equipment.”
This caring, sensitivity, and attention are related concepts that fall under the
perceived need (and desire) to increase production (Quadrant II, left center), and as
perceived need to increase production increases, so does production-focused effort. The
modifier “perceived” is used here to highlight the subjective reality that operates in an
organizational setting, and “need” is synonymous with concepts like necessity, requisite,
and desire. Need includes both external requirements (pulls) as well as internal
compulsions (pushes).
The perceived need to increase production will appear in other sectors, particularly

in the incentive bonus sector and information sharing sector, and so a full discussion of it is
best saved for later. For now, it is enough to say that this perceived need to increase
production is influenced in part by the production gap (Quadrant II, left center), the
difference between the annual daily production goal established at the beginning of each
fiscal year and the average level of production achieved. As this production gap increases,
so does the perceived need to increase production. Once average production exceeds the
production goal by some amount (i.e the production gap becomes negative), the perceived
need to increase production more than likely begins to level-off or decline. As Mill
Manager Bauer explained:

We had a whole month when the daily average was less than
700 tons. This was not a fun place to be. This was a lousy

place to be...it literally is like somebody is sick in the family.
You don’t feel right. You walk out of here and, well you are

concerned. You don’t want to leave. You think you ought
to stay here and do something.
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He returned to the same topic when discussing the gainsharing bonus:
I read this mill performance information back to the
employees. Why did we not do so very well? They want to
know who in the hell is running this place, particularly when

we are back running at less than 700 tons, and they know
they can do better than that. “Okay big guy in charge.

What’s your plan? What are you going to do to get this ox
cart out of the ditch? I need to know when I am going to get

my incentive back.” !

Because paper production is capital intensive, additions to production capability
(Quadrant II, upper right) influence the paper machine production rate. Operations
Manager Russell spoke of the “need to pace ourselves” because things wear everyday and a

“miniscule amount takes away from the capability every day.” Mill Manager Bauer spoke
of the importance of removing capability roadblocks and the problems created by removing
those roadblocks:
The paper machine is...pretty much at full potential. We are

limited now by an intrinsic design feature, and that’s the

drive. Now, if we can remove that roadblock it will allow
us to run at a higher speed. Now all that’s going to do is
create more problems. It will allow us to run faster and it
will allow us to run and make more paper. But it is also
going to mean that maintenance is maybe needed more. We

may wear felts out faster. We may find other process

roadblocks and we will. And so we are going to have to
find those problems and fix them...

Commonwealth Paper is striving for a production capability of 1100 tons per day
(At the time this research was conducted, the mill had a capability of 700 tons per day,

1The words “gainsharing” and “incentive” were used interchangeably by managers during

their interviews. They mean the same thing.
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based on past average production. A new stock prep area and a new paper machine drive
were installed in July in order to boost mill capability toward that 1100 ton per day goal).
This capability gap (Quadrant II, right center) influences the perceived need to invest in
capability (Quadrant IT, lower right). As the capability gap increases, so does the perceived

need to invest in capability.

Once capability exceeds the capability goal by some amount

(i.e the capability gap becomes negative), perceived need to invest in capability may begin
to decline. Because CP wishes to remain debt free, additions to production capability are
limited by available cash flow (Quadrant II, right center).2.

The mill manager provided a

description of this cash flow approach to modernization:
Now when we present this approach of financing

modernization out of cash flow — and let me say that I’ve
had difficulty accepting this type of approach also — and say

we are going to remove the speed roadblock, the operators
on the machine go non-linear. They say, “Well if he did that
the winder is not going to be able to keep up or if you do that
the wet end is not going to be able to form paper or we are
going to run out of refining or the fan pump won’t be big
enough.” And what you say is, “You’re right. But now tell
me which is going to happen first. You want me to go out
there and fix all those things right now? Do you want us to

shut down instead of 12 days...35 days? Instead of
spending $12 million dollars...$35 million...And in which

priority are those things going to happen?”...We’re
operating out of our check book. We don’t have this
reservoir or pool of money from which we can draw from.
We are operating on cash flow. What you can afford to do
is all that you can do.

2One of the roadblocks to performance improvement cited by top managers in their 1990

Strategic Plan and ranked 2nd overall was: conservative owners. Because of conservative
owners who wished to remain debt-free, there were insufficient funds to acquire the state-

of-the-art equipment available. For example, revised capital needs for 1991 totalled $18.58
million. The cash available for capital was $18.355 million. Another example of the limits
which the cash flow approach places on modernization was provided by Human Resource

Manager Hutchinson: “We have a goal to get to 1100 tons a day and we had a plan and the
plan was thwarted by the downturn of the economy. Because our plan was 5-7 years to
modernize the mill, spend a $100 million plus, and now we’re not going to be able to do
that as aggressively.”
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5.1.2

PAPER

MACHINE

EFFICIENCY

Working in concert with the production rate, paper machine efficiency influences

paper machine production. Operating time (Figure 5-1, Quadrant I, lower right), the
denominator of the machine efficiency equation, is determined in large part by the
preventive maintenance and modernization plan (Quadrant I, center). The shutdown that
occurred in July to install a new stock prep area and a new paper machine drive is an
example of how preventive maintenance and modernization plans influence operating time.
Running time (Quadrant I, lower right), the numerator of the machine efficiency equation,
is improved through the reduction of lost time (Quadrant IV, top center). Lost time is the
sum total of all the time the paper machine is shutdown, with the exception of time lost
from planned shutdowns for large scale preventive maintenance or modernization work or
power company outages. When talking to top mangers about lost time, one sees the
importance of minutes in a process industry like paper. The meaning of lost time is best
captured in this statement by Maintenance Manager Daniels:
If this mill is down more that 2% of the time, then I’m upset as the
devil...that’s rough, that’s bad. I try to instill that into the
mechanics... You’ve got...six paper machine breaks in one day. Two

minutes for a break is 12 minutes a day. Like I say, five days like that you
have already lost a ton of paper...I think you have to look at minutes more
so than hours if you’re trying to make the tons.

With each percentage increase in machine efficiency, $500 million (at CP’s current net
selling prices) is added to revenues. Although operations and maintenance are budgeted for
100 minutes of lost time per day, both Operations Manager Russell and Maintenance
Manager Daniels do not want to see lost time exceed 84 minutes per day (which translates
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to roughly a 94% efficiency performance).

According to Operations Manager Russell, lost

time, maybe more so than the paper machine production rate, influences production:
The biggest things that affect the production of the mill is

unscheduled lost time...the paper machine breaks, you’re

going to have those. The things that kill us are unscheduled
outages that affect the production of paper.

Maintenance effort (Quadrant IV, center) is focused on reducing those unscheduled
outages. Similar to production-focused effort, top managers at CP talk about the concern
for, sensitivity to, and focus on maintenance — the perceived need to reduce lost time

(Quadrant IV, right) — that influences the overall level of maintenance-focused effort.
Maintenance Manager Daniel explains:
We had problems in the pulp mill...we lost a pulp refiner
and you’re looking at eight hours work. We didn’t have...a

full crew in here, you know, and I would have had to call

people in on Saturday night. It’s hard to get them.

So, I got

on the phone and I asked if they would shut the woodyard

down and let the people from the woodyard come over and
start helping me. And the boys in the woodyard, they work
with you if you shut down. They do it and they are good.
And we got the thing going and didn’t shut the paper
machine down...I’ve been called in at night and we were
down for some reason — and we don’t want to be down too
long — but I needed two jobs...to get done and I asked them
to give me an operator for the electrician and an operator for
the mechanic and I can do these two jobs. If I don’t have

them I’m not going to have the time to do it. And they done
it. Just get through with it and get the mill running...That’s

the goal of everybody here, to get the mill running.

As the perceived need to reduce lost time increases, so does maintenance-focused
effort and reductions in lost time. The perceived need to reduce lost time will appear in

other sectors, particularly in the incentive bonus sector and information sharing sector, and
so a full discussion of it is best saved for later. For now, it is enough to say that this
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perceived need to reduce lost time is influenced in part by the lost time gap (Quadrant IV,

upper right), the difference between the lost time goal established at the beginning of each
fiscal year and the lost time achieved, as well as the production gap. As the the lost time
gap increases, so does the perceived need to reduce lost time. And because production and
lost time are often viewed as two sides of the same coin; as the production gap increases
(Quadrant I, left center), so does the perceived need to reduce lost time.
Along with maintenance-focused effort, reductions in lost time (Quadrant IV,
bottom center) such as maintenance planning, the use of outside contractors to supplement
staff at clothing changes, and longer life fabrics and felts, work to reduce lost time or
maintenance frequency (Quadrant I, lower left) or both. Reductions in lost time are guided
by an airplane maintenance analogy used by top managers in describing their approach to
lost time reduction. In the words of Operations Manager Russell:
When that airplanes lands (meaning the paper machine) and
people get off it, you take it back to the shop and work on it.

You want to get everything done because you don’t have the

opportunity once it takes off again. That’s what we do with
the paper machine. We shut it down once a month for
maintenance, clothing, or whatever needs to be done.. We
take the time that we think we need to do that and...then
once that’s over with and we launch that paper machine
again; we hope and expect it to go until the next scheduled
out. And if things crop up that are preventable or things that
we feel...we should have caught...that’s what we consider
a...failure on our part to keep that paper machine running or
anything else running that is essential to that paper machine.

Mill Manager Bauer, in describing the airplane analogy, provided an example of the
benefits provided by this approach to reducing lost time:
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When that paper machine is down for clothing, you better do
your maintenance...Three years ago, we could not predict
how long we would run between felts. We have two felts
and they are the shortest term, shortest life, piece of

equipment and they really...dictate when you take the paper
machine down. The two felts at that time you couldn’t
depend on...lasting 28 days...and they were out of phase

with each other. One would go need changing before the

other and a lot of the time you decided to forego life on one

set of felts because the other needed changing and it was

convenient, so why not....The point is predictability.

Getting a maintenance schedule that you can depend on and

plan for. And the key is in the planning as opposed to this
shutdown when...needed basis, which is disastrous. IfI
had to put one of the key indicators or key measures of

performance improvement it would be that very simple

exercise where we found felts that we could predict the life
of and we put on the calendar the days we planned to
shutdown. And over the past year our ability to do that has

improved. And that’s the reason we are going from 88%

percent paper machine efficiency to 92 plus to almost 94

percent. And son, those are dollars. Absolutely...In any
process industry where you’re running continuously and
time is money...being able to produce and plan...are the
keys.

This type of thinking — that reductions in lost time lead to increased production —
extends even to the administrative side of CP. Human Resource Manager Hutchinson
stated that:

I think the thing that’s had as much impact as anything on
uptime on the machine are the things they’ve done in
maintenance and operations to reduce the amount of
downtime...the more uptime you have, the more production
you're going to make.

Because reductions in lost time often require capital, they are limited by available cash flow
(Quadrant II, right center).
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5.1.3 AVAILABLE

DATA

FOR

PRODUCTION

SECTOR

VALIDATION

The translation of the site-specific model to a mathematical simulation model was
beyond this research study’s scope. Therefore, quantitative data were not examined for
model support. However, to assist future research studies, Table 5-1 lists the production

sector variables and the availability of quantitative historical data.
Table 5-1. Data for Production Sector Validation
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5.2 THE

FINANCIAL

PERFORMANCE

SECTOR

While production may be first at CP, financial performance is a close second. One
cannot help but be impressed by the accuracy of their financial forecasting (the margin of
error in both selling price and material prices is less than 5%), and their level of cost control

(manufacturing costs per ton for fiscal year 1991 were almost 6.5% below budget.) The
organization is, in the words of President Allen, “accountant driven,” but the production
emphasis provides the needed balance of “spend(ing) the money when it helps.” Because
CP produces a commodity product, the selling price of the product is extremely sensitive to
the economy at large, and the marketing practices and financial performance of large
producers. It is worth quoting Mill Manager Bauer at length in his discussion of the
marketplace to see both the importance of selling price to CP and the emotional response it
evokes in top managers.
What is absolutely fascinating for me to watch is the
ineptitude of executive level decision makers in this industry.
Absolutely incompetent. They ought to be charged with
impersonating responsible decision makers. We have lost

30 percent of our selling price in a little over 24 months.

Why?

Okay, the recession. That’s part of it, but that’s not

all of it. There are a few, a handful, less than ten

monumental egos attached to humans out there who are
making the decision that one company is going to get a
competitive advantage over another company. Gain market
share and increase cash flow so they can support their drug
habit called expansion. So they have gone out and
purchased a smaller paper company to make a larger paper

company. They have incurred enormous amounts of debt.

They need the cash to support that...And these guys think
that they can support their drug habit by stealing customers

from one of the others. And the others say, “Like hell you

will. You’re not going to get market share from me. I'll cut
the price.” And the other then says, “No you’re not. I’m
going to cut the price.” And before you know it 30 percent
of the selling price is gone. And how long is it going to take
for us to recover? See you got this group of people
impersonating decision makers who have absolutely
124

destroyed our market. Commonwealth Paper is absolutely
powerless to do anything about it... However, we have
protected our market share, small though it may be. And
we’re running. We’ve not taken down time. Some of those
big guys have finally realized they are going to have to take
turns out of the market place to stop this hemorrhage because

right now they’re pretty close to break even.

Commonwealth Paper, therefore, takes a follower strategy on price, and continually
tries to buffer itself from the effects of depressed prices by aggressively controlling costs
and increasing production. In other words, they practice productivity improvement, not
price recovery, knowing that the cycle of declining then rising selling prices described
above will occur over and over again.
Figure 5-2 portrays the variables and relationships that influence financial
performance at CP as it relates to production and the gainsharing program. The importance
of this sector in relation to the production sector lies in its influence on the perceived need
to increase production. Its importance in relation to the gainsharing program is that it

determines CP’s financial ability to pay the incentive bonus earned during any given
period. For the above reasons, financial performance variables and relationships were
treated as a separate model sector rather than grouped with the production sector.

Some simplifications were made in Figure 5-2 in the portrayal of performance gaps
and the various determinants of total cost. For example, the various mathematical
relationships that determine budget performance are not shown. Likewise, all the
contributions of cost, such as incentive bonus payments (or fixed cost- and variable costproduction relationships), are not shown

However, the simplifications allowed a clearer

portrayal of this sector (because of fewer variables), and given the purpose of the larger
model — which is intended to show how gainsharing impacts CP’s performance — the
simplifications seemed justified.
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As shown in Figure 5-2, the net selling price of the product (Quadrant II, upper
right), in combination with paper machine production (Quadrant II, upper left), determines

revenues (Quadrant II, center). Revenue less costs (Quadrant I, right ), which fluctuate
with paper machine production, provides CP’s cash flow (Quadrant II, lower left). Cash

flow requirements (Quadrant IJ, lower right) are determined by additions to production
capability (Quadrant II, middle right) and reductions in lost time (Quadrant I], upper
right). As the cash flow gap (Quadrant III, top center) — the difference between cash flow
requirements and available cash flow — increases, the perceived need to increase
production increases (Quadrant III, lower left). Again, this perceived need to increase
production goes back to top management’s belief that production is the only way CP can
help itself. The perceived need to increase production is also influenced by CP’s financial
performance in comparison to budgets (Quadrant I, lower right) and other paper mills
(Quadrant IV, upper right), which are discussed during the 4th Working Day meetings held

monthly by CP’s top managers. As Financial Manager Kohler explained:
The financial results are definitely a measure of results, but
you’ ve gotta go beyond the numbers.

Like this year we are

having an off year. And the measurement of our success is
not that, well gee, our profits are down 44%, but how we

are doing compared to other people. How are we doing
compared to where we thought we were going to be? And
we feel like even though the market is down, we’re having a
positive year because we’ve been successful in meeting our
goals or exceeding our goals and doing as well or better than

our peers in the industry. So we just don’t look at the
numbers and say, “Gee. It’s off. We’re bad. We’re
terrible. We’re having a tough time.”

That may be true, but

we are able to analyze that information to a point where we
can feel good about what we have accomplished. And so we
measure our performance against our budgets...and against

our peers.
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Commonwealth Paper’s ability to fund additions to production capability and lost
time reduction projects, as well as its ability to pay any incentive bonus earned (Quadrant
Ifl, middle right), decreases as the cash flow gap increases. Although selling price is
extremely variable in the paper industry, CP’s gainsharing program has no direct linkage to
selling price. The reason for no incentive bonus-selling price linkage is that the designers
of the gainsharing program believed it unfair to tie the program into selling price because
CP employees have no control over it. However, the absence of such a linkage can cause

problems when it comes to paying the incentive bonus. Such was the case during the
recession of 1982-83 as described by Financial Manager Kohler:
There was also a time, if we go back into the early 80s —
the recession we had in 82-83 — when financially the

company could not afford to pay incentive and so what we
did at that point was we maintained the incentive formula the

way it was, but for that two years we only paid 25% of what

the formula calculated...And we gave them justification to
why, financially why— cash flow, profits, the whole picture
— we gave them information so they knew why we could
not guarantee the money would ever be paid them but we
would keep records of what they would have received and

what they did receive and if we could ever pay the difference

back we would.3

The financial ability to pay the incentive bonus was also on the mind of the
President Allen. He talked about this linkage when asked if he would do anything
differently if he was given the chance to start CP again:

3The reference in this quote to information sharing provides a nice example of how the
model sectors interact with and blend into each other, often making it difficult to clearly tell
where one sector ends and the other begins. More attention will be given to the sharing of

financial performance information in Section 4.5.
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The only thing that has bothered me for years is this
incentive compensation program. Not that we have one, but
that we didn’t think it through enough...I would have it
tailored a little differently so that it was somewhat
automatically self-adjusting and self-correcting. We paid
incentive one year when we lost $3 million. The program
should not only reflect production, but also consider the
ability to pay and have some relationship to the profitability
of the Company...That’s why we had to change our
program slightly because if we continue with no change and

every dollar that we spend in capital money improves the

capability of the mill to produce more tons, it will continue to
increase the incentive payout. And, even though we attempt
to adjust the base from which we determine the amount of
incentive to be paid, you just can’t adequately do the job,
because some of the capital expenditures require a long
learning curve.

The slight change and adjustment to the base referred to above was actually a return to the
program’s original design in which production goals would be developed annually by
management on the basis of mill capability, and the incentive bonus percentages would be
based on these production goals. This return to the orginal design will help ensure, to a

certain degree, the financial ability to pay the incentive bonus because it restricts what
President Allen and Financial Manager Kohler call “incentive creep.” Incentive creep
results from additions to production capability and no corresponding change in the
incentive base production tonnage. For example, new equipment installed in late 1987
resulted in an increase in production capability that translated because of no corresponding
change in the incentive base into a 2.5% incentive bonus increase.
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5.2.1 AVAILABLE

DATA

FOR

FINANCIAL

SECTOR

VALIDATION

To assist future research studies, Table 5-2 lists the financial performance sector
variables and the availability of quantitative historical data.
Table 5-2. Data for Financial Performance Sector Validation
adrant
ue
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5.3 THE

COMPENSATION

SECTOR

Traditionally, the purpose of a compensation system — that is, the sum total of
base pay, premium pay, incentives, and benefits — is to attract and retain quality people
and motivate people to perform. While CP’s compensation system includes these more
traditional purposes, it goes beyond them and focuses more on the concept of partnership.
It is a system designed to visibly reinforce CP’s “Principles of the Partnership,”
minimizing invidious distinctions and fostering quality relationships both within and among
groups. For example, the compensation ratio at CP between the highest paid manager and
lowest paid worker is around 3 to 1, whereas the average compensation ratio (excluding
benefits) of major U.S. corporations is in the neighborhood of 85 to 1 (Business Week, 5-

6-91).
From its founding, CP has strived to create the feeling of togetherness, that this
organization is truly a partnership. Commonwealth Paper’s pay practices are perhaps, with

the exception of information sharing, the most visible symbols of this partnership.
Everyone at CP is paid according to the same job evaluation plan; there are no separate
plans for hourly employees, salary employees, and top managers.

Everyone participates in

the incentive bonus plan (its relationship to the quality of labor-management relations will

be described in Section 5.6). Everyone receives the same benefits. By minimizing status
and pay differentials, CP seems to have fostered a feeling of togetherness. By minimizing,
as best they can, the manager-employee reward gap, they have helped influence the quality
of labor-management relations, which are talked about by top managers in terms of
togetherness or partnership.
This concept of togetherness or partnership has been represented in Figure 5-3 as
its opposite, “polarization.” As the manager-employee reward gap grows (Figure 5-3,
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Quadrant I, lower right), labor-management polarization tends to occur (Quadrant IV,

upper right) and the quality of labor-management relations declines. The same holds true
for operators and mechanics.

It is not uncommon in the paper industry, in those mills with

some type of pay-for-performance program, to have a separate plan for operators or for
mechanics of for both. As the operator-mechanic reward gap grows (Quadrant II, lower
left), operations and maintenance tend to become polarized (Quadrant III, upper left). The
togetherness fostered by CP’s compensation system was best described by Operations
Manager Russell, Maintenance Manager Daniels, and Mill Manager Bauer respectively:
Everybody’s in it together... You’ve got the machine tender,
pulp mill, power operator, woodyard operator, and shift

mechanic are the top classifications, so they are all paid the
same rate...So if you talk, “you guys in the woodyard and

us guys Over on the paper mill,” they are all together. I

mean the pay helps bring them together and if the incentive is
there also...We pay good wages....You might be hard
pressed to tell a supervisor from who are operators because
of the culture we have evolved. And it has been promoted
by the incentive program, no doubt about that. (Operations
Manager Russell)
We salary people have the same retirement as
hourly...because we’re a partnership. Same retirement.

guess that’s another unique thing about CP. They are

I[

probably one of the only mills that got the same retirement.

Most — I’d say 95% — of the mills have retirement for

salary people and they have retirement for hourly people.

Our retirement for hourly people here is better than any we

looked at for hourly people and about the worst we looked at
for salary people. (Maintenance Manager Daniels)
You know, in a lot of cases a operator is like a...race car

driver.

He gets in, puts his helmet on....starts the engine,

puts it in gear, mashes down on the accelerator and runs like
hell. Goes around and around the track. And may win. But
if he needs to change tires; if he’s got a problem with the

engine; if he needs more fuel, he comes in and says, “Hey

pit crew. Put some gas in. Change those tires. I gota

knock. I got a miss. Fix it.” And you don’t want that.

You don’t want that race car driver mentality. You want, “

Ill tell you what it is and as a matter of fact P’ll help you fix

it...1 don’t have to be the glamour boy that all I do is race on
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Sunday.” So you want to get away from the mentality of “I

drive and you fix.” That’s the operations versus
maintenance battle that tears a lot of mills apart, a lot of
operations apart. It doesn’t have to be a paper mill.

Togetherness, partnership, always seems to be on the minds of CP’s top managers.
It goes by different names, but whatever the name given it, it is considered the utmost of
importance. To Operations Manager Russell, labor-management togetherness was referred
to as credibility:

Credibility. That’s the only thing that...the management

people have really developed and given the hourly

people...They have to have that credibility in the

management of this company. That we’re going to look out
for them...I guess that’s what cements this thing that keeps
the third party out. (i.e. the union). The third party in our
relationship is credibility.

To Human Resource Manager Hutchinson it was addressed in terms of mutual trust and

respect:
We treat our employees in a way that is different from other
companies. I think we respect our employees and try to treat
them that way with dignity. Even so, we probably
disappoint them on occasion and they disappoint us on
occasion, but our goal is to treat each other with mutual
respect. This is one of our “Principles of the Partnership.”

And President Allen talked about it in terms of fairness:

What a good thing we have going. Yet, on the other hand,
we could lose it overnight...So this is not something that is
going to last forever if you don’t work at it. You have to

work at it constantly...And you have a multitude of issues

that are constantly coming up and you have to evaluate those
issues and you have to find that thin line that is in appearance
and in fact absolutely fair. If you can’t find that line then
don’t make the decision. Keep working on it...We want to
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always make sure we are staying within that fine line of
fairness to both the Corporation and to the people. And

that’s an ongoing process, and it just continues forever and
forever.

The reputation of labor-management relations at CP extends beyond the mill. A
project engineer, with 20 years experience in the paper industry, and a construction
manager, with 30 years experience in the paper industry, both of whom were involved in
the installation of a new stock prep area, spoke of how refreshing it was to work with CP,
how accessible everyone was, and how “everyone seems to know where they’re going
because they’re all going in the same direction.” The story was told by Mill Manager Bauer

of a technician interview that occurred recently in which:
One of the questions I asked him was, “Okay, now you’re
working in a union shop and we’re non-union. What do

you think about that?” He said, “Well, I tell you from what I
know about CP you all don’t need a union. Where I am
right now you need a union.” And I know what he is talking
about because I used to work where he’s working and he’s
right.

Because of the quality of labor-management relations, everybody is working
toward the same end. That is, there is a shared, perceived need to increase production,
reduce lost time, and invest in capability (see Quadrant III, left, and Quadrant IV, bottom).

Examples were given by Mill Manager Bauer of how poor labor-management relationships
take on a life of their own, distracting individuals and groups from the organization’s
broader purpose and goals:
I was Vice President and Assistant General Manager of a
1500 employee, five paper machine, largest newsprint
manufacturer in North America...the scope of the job was a
little bit broader than this one, but I had a hell of a lot less

accountability and responsibility...A great deal of my time

— I’m not going to say was spent — I’m going to say was
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wasted in labor relationships. Because if you stop and think

about some of the absolutely inane, superficial, procedural
issues that unions focus on and take up time. The cost, if
you just put dollars on hours, would be enormous.

The wasted energy Mill Manager Bauer referred to that comes as a result of labormanagement polarization was echoed by Maintenance Manager Daniels, who himself was a
former shop steward at a paper mill (he was referred to by one manager as “the best,
toughest union steward the Big Northern Paper Company ever had”):
The union don’t want what Commonwealth Paper has. I

don’t mean the people. I mean some of these hard core

union people and the union representatives. The don’t want
it. You take the shop steward in a mill ,and I used to be one,
his time is spent with grievances. You pay that man for
grievances.
Because labor and management at CP view and treat each other as partners, there is
more opportunity to increase production and reduce lost time because of few, if any,
restrictive work rules and practices (Quadrant III, center).4 As Maintenance Manager
Daniels explained:

If you need an extra set of hands to help somebody in

maintenance get something done in a hurry, you’
ve got those

hands available. And that makes a heck of a lot of difference
to have this extra pair of hands. Probably another unique
thing about this mill is we can go out and get a local
contractor to come in and help us six to eight hours with a

felt change. Like tomorrow, I’Il have available probably 38

total maintenance people and I need 60 to do the work I’ve
got to do in five hours. So, I’m going to pick up those extra
hands through local contractors.
4However, the lack of a union, or lack of work rule restrictions, does not make managing

at CP easy. In fact, top managers who have worked in union mills believed it harder to
manage at CP because there were no hard and fast rules. According Operations Manager

Russell, “Managing a non-union mill is something harder because in a union mill you open
the book and there it is. We have a book but there are a lot of blank papers in it.” The
Maintenance Manager Daniels added, “If it’s union, everything is in black and white.”
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The benefits of flexible work rules were echoed by Human Resource Manager Hutchinson:
One thing that works along with the incentive here is the fact
that the barriers that exist in a union mill are absent here. We
don’t have contractual restrictive work practices that says we
can’t ask you, the electrician, to help the machine tender.

And so you can have gainsharing programs in a union
setting but you never get the bang that you get in a unionfree setting because the latter is less restrictive. When that
paper machine goes down, you wouldn’t be able to pick out
a maintenance employee from a paper machine employee.

Managers and engineers can offer assistance to operators and mechanics, further
strengthening feelings of togetherness. One can begin to see, in the following comment by
Mill Manager Bauer, the vicious circle created by declining labor-management relations and
how difficult it becomes to break that circle once it starts: as labor-management relations
worsen, work restrictions are put in place that provide fewer and fewer opportunities for

labor and management to work side-by-side or for labor and management to do the
everyday, little things that make for a quality relationship, further worsening labormanagement relations:
You don’t have the built in restrictions that a union contract
would foster. Even salary people could pick up tools.
Maybe I’m getting in the way but at least I’m showing I’m
not too good to help out. And I think they appreciate that.
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5.3.1 AVAILABLE

DATA

FOR

COMPENSATION

SECTOR

VALIDATION

To assist future research studies, Table 5-3 lists the compensation sector variables
and the availability of quantitative historical data.
Table 5-3. Data for

ion Sector Validation

t
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5.4 THE

PARTICIPATION

SECTOR

Participation or involvement in performance improvement occurs at two, somewhat
distinct levels at CP: formal and informal. At a formal level, there is a “participative
strategic planning process,” and an “action team” process in which top managers,
supervisors, engineers, operators, and mechanics work together to design and implement

additions to production capability and reductions in lost time. This action team process is
one of the types most associated with participative management.
An outsider’s first impression of CP’s participative management practices would be
that not much is going on outside this action team process. However, to understand
participation at CP, one has to go beyond formal processes. Formal participation at CP has
been a more recent development that really began three years ago with the hiring of the new
mill manager. Most of the participation that occurs at CP is informal, occurring in the
course of daily operations as individuals and groups go beyond formal job descriptions and
functions to contribute additional effort.

It is this type of informal participation which was

designed in from the company’s beginnings and from which it probably receives the
greatest performance benefits. And, at this stage of CP’s formal participation program
development, informal participation is more closely connected to the gainsharing program.
However, there are plans to forge a stronger linkage between formal participation and the
gainsharing program.

The variables and relationships that comprise both the formal

participation and informal participation sector are shown in Figure 5-4. Formal
participation is described first and informal participation (Figure 5-4, Quadrant II, inset in
upper right).is described second
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5.4.1

FORMAL

PARTICIPATION

Formal participation or involvement in production capability projects and lost time
reduction projects are a recent development at CP. Part of the reason for this is that CP
now has the time to do it. Throughout most its history, the paper production process was

extremely variable, creating crises and problems that consumed managers’ and employees’
time and attention. According to Mill Manager Bauer, lost time is the key to controlling
production variability. In the last few years, they have implemented some programs that
have improved process control (Figure 5-4, Quadrant IV); this has freed more time for
involvement. However, the time available for involvement is still an issue (Quadrant I, left
center). A study conducted by researchers from the Virginia Productivity Center (1989)
found that managers and employees were struggling with the time requirements of a
formal, participative approach (Quadrant I, bottom center). The time issue has still not
been resolved, though progress has been made.

Human Resource Manager Hutchinson

stated:
We’ve got to wrestle with how to let these people have the
time to participate when they’re working 12 hour shifts and
so forth.

Another reason formal participation at CP has somewhat lagged behind other
management programs is management style (Quadrant II, upper left). President Allen’s
story about hiring Mill Manager Bauer reveals the influence of management style on
participative management practices, in particular, the desired level of involvement
(Quadrant I, upper left):
Mark Bauer is the third mill manager that we have had. The

first mill manager was a hailstone, brimstone, hellfire, kick-
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ass. He was a true blue, old style mill manager. He loved
his people, and to a certain degree, they respected him. But
he was a rough cut mill manager. He understood what
we’ re trying to do around here and that tempered him
somewhat. But he really just couldn’t implement fully what
we were talking about. He did a lot for Commonwealth

Paper during our start-up years because we had difficulty

achieving a proper level of production. This mill manager
died of a heart attack at a fairly young age. We brought in
another person that we believed would fit what we were
trying to do here.

He was in his late 50s, and, while on

paper and talking to him, he sounded like he believed in the
team concept, when he got here, he was of the old type

papermill manager. When he reached age 64, I started

looking for a replacement, and I knew specifically what I
wanted: a person who believed in the team concept, believed
in delegation, believed in giving people room to make their
own decisions, believed in group participation, group
decisions, believes in statistical process control, believes in
training, and all these other things that we are trying to

accomplish at Commonwealth Paper.>

President Allen’s search for such a person lasted two years. During that time, he
came to believe that “they just don’t make people like we’re looking for.” In his opinion:
..you can’t take someone from an environment that is

entirely different, especially if he believes in and then works

in that environment, and put him into a culture like we have
here at Commonwealth Paper and expect him to function

effectively within our environment. You just can’t do that.

When he finally found, and hired, a mill manager who believed in and had practiced what
CP was trying to do:

5A study conducted by researchers from the Virginia Productivity Center (1989) found that

the autocratic style of the former mill manager was hindering the transition to a more
participative style. Mill Manager Bauer believes that under his predecessor, the
organization was to a great extent “driven by fear.” Many managers and employees were
never given the opportunity to do what they wanted to do or what they were capable of
doing. The results from a series of organization-wide sessions conducted by the Virginia

Productivity Center researchers to identify roadblocks to performance improvement lend
some support to Mill Manager Bauer’s perception.
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...we were able to move forward towards fully
implementing participation in planning, adopting statistical
process control, developing training programs and
implementing other programs that are important to us. We
began to truly pull the team together like we had never been
able to do before. Everyone did not make the transition, and
it was necessary to make some changes. It’s very important
that when you bring a person aboard that he believe in the

philosophy of the company and fit within the culture.

In the next few years, top managers envision action team involvement as part of everyone’s
job responsibilities, and are working toward that end. The desired level of involvement
therefore influences performance expectations (Quadrant II, inset center). They also
envision the action team process incorporating other improvement opportunities outside of
capital intensive, production capability, and lost time reduction projects.
Top managers believe that as the level of involvement increases in production
capability and lost time reduction projects, both project quality (Quadrant IV, upper right)
and project-focused effort (or implementation-focused effort) increases (Quadrant III,
upper left). Operations Manager Russell, in discussing the way in which most
improvement projects are done at other mills (i.e. design, engineer, and install without
operator and mechanic input), talked about the effects of a more participative approach on
implementation effort:
We think there’s a better way to come up with a
project...Have input from all the principals in the mill: the

engineering department, maintenance department,

operations. This thing will work at Commonwealth Paper.
They take ownership of it...When we start this press, you
don’t have operators who say, “I don’t know anything about

this. This isn’t any good.” Well, we may have missed
some things, but they’re not gonna go point fingers at

engineers and say, “You didn’t have my input at all. This

things not worth a dime. I can’t operate like this. You go
down and start tearing it all down and redoing it as soon as
you can.”
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Here again, as in the production sector, one sees that effort can be spent either on valueadding activity (like project implementation) or non-value adding activity (finger pointing,
rework). The more physical or mental energy of the total energy available that is directed
toward a value-added activity, like successfully implementing the project and making it
work, the better. Involvement in production capability and lost time reduction projects
influences the level of implementation or project-focused effort and its quality. In the
words of the Financial Manager Kohler:
If they (i.e the operators) have direct input, you’re going to
get a better quality job and they are going to support, I
would think, the operation of it more that if they didn’t have
any hand in designing it. They have a vested interest in
making it work.

The level of project-focused effort and project quality that come as a result of
participation were mentioned by the consultant project engineer and construction manager
who were working on the new stock prep area. They attributed CP’s action team approach
for fewer design changes and a willingness on everyone’s part to see the project completed
on time and within schedule. Because of improved project quality and an increased level of
project-focused effort, the delay between project implementation and project benefits is
shortened (Quadrant IV, lower right, and Quadrant III, bottom center).

As these projects

are implemented, more time is available for involvement because of improved process
control.
No top manager identified a direct linkage between the gainsharing program and
formal participation. Because formal participation is a recent development, top managers
are still struggling with, in the words of Human Resource Manager Hutchinson, both
“what it looks like and how to make it work”; it is not surprising, therefore, that a linkage
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between the gainsharing program and formal participation was not articulated. However, if
a linkage does exist between the gainsharing program and formal participation, it is most
likely to be found in the gainsharing program’s influence on the perceived need to increase
production and reduce lost time. Before CP embarked on its formal participation program,
there seems to have been a perceived need on the employee’s part to participate (Quadrant
II, left center). Researchers from the Virginia Productivity Center (1989) identified this

need as a common theme in the roadblocks identified by employees. The following story,
told by Mill Manager Bauer, provides an example of an employee’s desire to participate,
but finds no opportunity to do so:
This story is not unique, but it kind of summarizes...There
was an installation of a process piece of equipment at this
mill. And it was a fabulous installation. It was beautiful.
The drawings were super. The equipment was installed.
The control room was well designed. It was turned over to
operations. And the operators who had watched this
installation go on from the time they put in the first structural
steel until the time that it was completed...said, “Okay.

What do you want us to do with this?” And before they

even turned the key to start it up they said, “That’s not going
to work. Valves in the wrong place. And here’s a whole

laundry list.” What have they done? They had watched the

installation very carefully. Probably more carefully than
anybody gave them credit for because it was in their area.
And I mean you can only make so much progress on a given

day...They’re not that busy that they can’t watch this whole
thing being built from the ground up. And they had a list.

This won’t work. This won’t work. Did you ever think

about this? And when the installation was complete there
was a little ...training session because, “Well we need to
show these guys how to operate it.” Well this list surfaced
during the training session. It was another two or three
weeks getting some of those things ironed out. The lesson

that I learned from that is pretty obvious...it wasn’t that they
(i.e the operators) didn’t care, because they cared.

Imminently it was going to be their job to run it. Why
hadn’t they brought this up before? Nobody asked them.
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There was a perceived need to participate on employees’ part. However, there was no (or
very limited) opportunity. The end result was the same: no or low level involvement
(Quadrant II, lower left).

5.4.2

INFORMAL

PARTICIPATION

Top managers at CP use the analogy of a lean, fuel efficient racer to describe their
philosophy toward staffing, a philosophy that has its roots in the company’s founding.

In

the words of President Allen, a piece of Chairman Neal’s vision was that CP would be a
place where
a group of highly motivated individuals who were good
papermakers...would come together and perform the job
based on their knowledge of what had to be done.

Even today, this vision influences staffing decisions to such a degree that CP is producing
more tonnage per employee than anyone in the industry. Their goal, according to Human
Resource Manager Hutchinson, is to “not carry one more body than is absolutely
necessary.”

Because of lean staffing, performance expectations are set high (Figure 5-4,

Quadrant I], inset center). As Finance Manager Kohler explained:
When the incentive program was put in place...it was
presented as a way for the employees to participate in the
success of the company and their participation would be
directly related to the effort that they were willing to put
forth. The fact that we were going to be somewhat
understaffed —- the concept of the lean racer — and they
were going to need to put forth extra effort because we
weren’t going to have layer upon layer of employees to do
certain jobs. They were going to have a job and it was going
to be all they could do to do that job. They were going to
have to do it efficiently, effectively, respond to problems,
and correct those problems.

So, you know, it...was made
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clear to employees that here’s something for you to
participate in the incentive program, but here’s what we
expect from you in return. And while the people who were
here originally are probably more attuned to it than people
who have come afterwards, I think there is a period of time
every employee gets that same feeling.

The incentive program is inextricably woven into this staffing philosophy because it is part

of the bargain for this extra effort. More will be said about this in Section 5.6.
Top managers at CP believe an important part of their job is to protect the people

who work for them from whatever bureaucracy that exists. President Allen, for example,
looks at the organization as upside-down, with himself and other management there to
support employees (Van Aiken, 1991). He is “at the bottom and up at the top you have a
broad base of individuals that are out there in the trenches making the decisions...I don’t
want to get in their way, I just want to support them” and provide “the capital, so to speak,
“for them to get the job done.” This same view was echoed by the Operations Manager
Russell, Maintenance Manager Daniels, and Mill Manager Bauer.

Because there are not, in the words of Finance Manager Kohler, “layer upon layer
of employees” (Quadrant II, top center), there is a feeling that one can contribute and make
a difference (Quadrant II, bottom center). This feeling was referred to by Finance Manager
Kohler as “pride,” Mill Manager Bauer as “confidence,” and Human Resource Manager

Hutchinson as “ownership.”

The perceived ability to influence results (which will be

discussed in more detail in Section 5.6), together with performance expectations, create a
type of informal participation. Informal in the sense that no management program defines
it. People just contribute production-focused and maintenance-focused effort above and
beyond job requirements (Quadrant II, right). And while there is a recognition on the part
of top managers that the production process is capital intensive and most of the productivity
gains come from additions to production capability, there is also a recognition that this extra
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effort can and does make a difference in achieving those productivity gains. It especially
plays a role in compensating for learning curve effects when new equipment 1s introduced,
allowing for productivity gains to be realized in a shorter periods of time. “Dealing with

the learning curve” came out in an explanation of mill performance by Mill Manager Bauer:
Some of the things that have transpired over the last two
years are not organizational in nature. When I make that
statement I am referring to...the productivity of the mill.
They’re not organizational. They’re process-oriented. They
were based on the equipment installed in late ‘87...But really
and truly in this particular case, our guys are
compensating...and they are operating really at a handicap. I

personally believe that. They have overcome the deficiencies

and have learned to operate the equipment at higher levels, in
spite of, not because of, this equipment. And so the learning
curve is still out there. They’ve just learned to deal with it.

5.4.3 AVAILABLE

DATA

FOR

PARTICIPATION

SECTOR

VALIDATION

To assist future research studies, Table 5-4 lists the participation sector variables

and the availability of quantitative historical data.
Table 5-4. Data for

Or

icipation

t

Sector Validation

Data ma

or

Data not co
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5.5 THE

INFORMATION

SHARING

SECTOR

An outsider is not skeptical when top managers talk about openness at CP, because
more performance information than one would ever expect — including financial
performance — is volunteered to outsiders.

Top managers claim that if they are guilty of

anything, it is sharing too much information.
Information sharing is, in the words of President Allen, “a piece as important as the
incentive program.” To understand how information sharing influences performance at
CP, one has to go back and consider the performance gaps portrayed in the production
sector (see Figure 5-1) and the financial performance sector (see Figure 3-2). The
production gap, capability gap, lost time gap, budget performance gap, and comparison
performance gap are information-based realities.© For example, if an operator does not
know what the production goal is, and she or he does not know what the paper machine
production was on any given day, the production gap, for all intents and purposes, is
anything the operator perceives it to be (or, more likely, whatever the rumor mill says it is).
The same is true for the other performance gaps. It is in this sense that the performance
gaps identified in the production sector and financial sector are more accurately labeled as
“perceived” performance gaps, as shown in Quadrants IT and I

in Figure 5-5. The

amount of information shared with everyone at CP helps influence shared performance

perceptions so that everybody is working toward the same end. That is, there is a shared,
perceived need to increase production, reduce lost time, and invest in capability.
One performance perception in particular, the production gap, is closely related to
the gainsharing program. The linkage between the production gap and the gainsharing
program was best described by Mill Manager Bauer (in a quote that was used in Section
6In organizations, if information is not shared, neither is reality (see Mitroff, 1989).
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5.1.1. to describe the influence of the production gap on the perceived need to increase
production). It seems that the production gap and the gainsharing program are so closely

linked in most people’s mind that they are really two sides of the same coin. That is, the
production gap, in the minds of many employees, translates to an incentive bonus gap
(Figure 5-5, Quadrant II, upper right). As Financial Manager Kohler explained:
We give a company performance evaluation...review with
employees. What we’re doing right, what’s wrong with the

business or with the economy, what we’ ve got to do to

correct it, and what we plan to do to correct it. And
production is always a key issue. “Hey look. The market’s
going down so the best thing we can do to boost profits is to
boost production. In the back of everybody’s mind, when
you talk about production, that gainsharing plan is right

there. So to me it’s linked...It may not be directly linked.

We don’t get up there and say, “Look guys. If you'll
produce another ten tons a day, you’re going to get another
percentage.” But everybody knows that. We don’t have to
say it, because it’s there.

While the gainsharing plan is in the “back of everybody’s mind,” including top
managers, top managers seem reluctant to admit the influence of the incentive on their own
behavior. Operations Manager Russell was typical in this regard:
I look at tons per day. I don’t look at percent, what

incentive pay is. I see in tons. Other people down here
think, “We are going to make 15%. We are going to make
16%.” I don’t care about that. I think in tons.

It may be that top managers don’t think in personal terms about the incentive. This,

however, seems unlikely given the fact that anywhere from 15-17% of their pay comes
from the incentive. A more plausible explanation for this attitude is a desire on the part of a
top manager (and for that matter, other salaried employees) to see and portray himself as a
company person (see Jackall, 1986). However, because the incentive is so tightly linked to
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production, it does not really matter whether a person is trying to increase production or
increase her or his incentive. The result is the same: an increase in production-focused or
maintenance-focused effort.
Underlying this linkage between the production gap and the incentive bonus gap is
the incentive bonus complexity (which is a function of the number of performance
measures used). Although incentive bonus complexity is not included as a part of this
sector (it is a part of the incentive bonus sector), it is worthwhile to discuss it briefly here.
Several managers talked about the importance of having an incentive bonus calculation that
is easily understood by everyone. Mill Manager Bauer, in discussing a proposed change
(that was not accepted) in the incentive bonus calculation for the upcoming fiscal year,

talked about the importance of having a bonus calculation that is easily understood:
...One of the reasons that I am less interested in Jeff’s (the
engineering manager) approach, which is the moving
average history approach, is you never know where you are.

The employees can’t figure it out. They don’t understand it
and they don’t know where you are. They don’t know how

to predict. Now you can walk around the mill and you can

ask employees at random, “How does the incentive plan
work? Where are we today? What was yesterday’s
number? How much did we pay last month?” An
overwhelming majority of employees will be able to answer
those questions because they know how it works, and they
know how to calculate it. They have it committed to

memory...They know the 550 ton base and know one
percentage equals ten tons. They know that 750 is 20

percent...200 tons over the 550. I mean they just know how
to figure it.

As the incentive bonus calculation increases in complexity, it becomes more difficult for
people to see the production gap - incentive bonus gap relationship. The reason tons per
day was selected as the basis for the incentive bonus was to keep the calculation simple so
that everyone could easily understand where the bonus was coming from. Because most
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everything in the company revolves around paper production, everyone can understand
how the bonus calculation works and, according to President Allen, “believe in the formula
that’s used” (Van Aiken, 1991).
The amount of information shared not only influences performance perceptions but
also influences labor-management polarization (Quadrant IV, top center). Information
sharing was identified by every top manager interviewed as influencing feelings of
togetherness or partnership. President Allen articulated this view best:
Well, the incentive program was just one piece of the total
package. I think a piece of the puzzle that is just as
important as the incentive program is the openness and
relationship and constant communication that goes up and
down and across the organization. Good communication is
probably as important and on the same level of building trust
as a gainsharing program. If you have an incentive
compensation program and you do not have a
communication program, every time you have a conversation
with the folks, it is going to be an adversarial discussion and
your gainsharing program will not be effective. A
gainsharing program is not enough to hold your employee
relations together. The fact that we disclose everything to
our people gives them the confidence that we are leveling
with them and being honest and open by telling them all the
facts.

The way in which labor-management polarization is influenced by the amount of
information shared is in alleviating uncertainty (Quadrant I, bottom center). Uncertainty is
the difference between the amount of information desired and the amount of information
available or shared. The reduction of uncertainty was called different names by different
managers — to Human Resource Manager Hutchinson it was eliminating “surprises,” and
to Mill Manager Bauer it was “letting everyone know where we headed and why.” A good
example of how sharing information alleviates uncertainty is its influence on takeaway
fears. “Takeaway” is a term commonly used in the union-dominated paper industry. In
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fact, every top manager interviewed mentioned it. Takeaway, in the words of President
Allen, is

a word that is immediately used as soon as you change

something, regardless of what it is. If it is more difficult to
achieve what you had before, or what you had before is no
longer going to be, then the word takeaway immediately
surfaces. Takeaway is the most negative word that can be
used toward management.

Commonwealth Paper sees information sharing as a way to let everyone know what

lies ahead so takeaway fears are alleviated. Human Resource Manager Hutchinson spoke
of this:

I agree with what Barry (the financial manager) just
said...there’s this fear of takeaway and that term is used...as
if you can never go back and adjust for anything. I guess
we have gotten through some issues, and we face one now
and we’ve got one coming. It has nothing to do with
gainsharing but...there’s some piece of pay at risk to the
employees on production that work Sundays. In our
industry, more than half the mills that are union have

eliminated Sunday premium pay. And that runs from $3 to

$7,000...So we have told them...we’re going to keep an eye
on it. We’ll be among the last to eliminate it, but...they
know that...it’s something we’re watching. And they know
we’re looking at a new proposed incentive approach. They
know that medical is becoming problematic. And there are

little, more individualized issues... You are remiss if you

don’t address these issues. And I think we get on the front
side of the curve...We’ve been talking about medical...since
1985...We don’t spring this all on them at once.
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5.5.1 AVAILABLE

DATA

FOR

INFORMATION

SECTOR

VALIDATION

Because this sector’s main effects are found in the production and financial
performance sectors, and because the variables in this sector are qualitative, a table that

shows available, quantative historical data was not done.

5.6 THE

INCENTIVE

BONUS

SECTOR

The variables and relationships that comprise the incentive bonus sector are shown

in Figure 5-6. This picture and the following description of the bonus sector were the focal
points of this research. However, as the research evolved it became clearer and clearer that
the incentive bonus program was not something separate and distinct from the other pieces
of the performance puzzle. In the words of Human Resource Manager Hutchinson:
If you get a bunch of people and you put them in a good
work environment with no union and give them an
opportunity to participate, pay them well, give them benefits
to protect them and their families against major peril such as
death and disability, and give them the opportunity to earn
more (i.e. the incentive program), they are going to work
hard and feel ownership in the process.

While his statement describes CP in a nutshell, all the top managers interviewed spoke of
the complexity associated with doing those things. What these top managers implied
throughout their interviews was that, from a definitional perspective, one can isolate a
gainsharing program from other management programs; operationally though, this precise
definition and isolation becomes more difficult.
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are dynamic, interacting with a multiplicity of forces that permeate organizational life at
CP.
The original research question which asked, “How does a gainsharing program
affect organizational performance?,” would have been better stated as two questions: 1)
What organizational performance variables and relationships does a gainsharing program

affect? and 2) How are they affected? It seems that one first needs to understand the
variables and relationships which affect performance before one can understand how
gainsharing works to influence that performance. This makes sense if one considers the
intended purpose of management policies and programs — to improve organizational
performance.

This broader performance focus has been conspicuously absent from prior

gainsharing research. While more will be said about this in the following chapter, it is
important to mention it now because the description of how the gainsharing program affects

performance at CP begins with the “what” and then the “how.”

5.6.1

WHAT

GAINSHARING

INFLUENCES

The gainsharing program, as stated at the beginning of this chapter, has always
been at CP. All the top managers interviewed referred to it as the “proof of the

partnership.” One is reminded of the old adage that begins with “money talks,” when
Financial Manager Kohler summarized his interview comments by saying:
You know, if you cut through all the crap, financial security
is the most important thing to most people. The gainsharing
program...supports our whole culture, our whole way of
operating, our whole way of treating employees.
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It is in this comment that one begins to see that the gainsharing program may act as a lever,
providing the needed leverage for other management programs to be effective.
President Allen’s recollection of the program’s design process, of which he was a part,
supports the above point. It is worth quoting at length in regard to this point:
Rich Neal (the chairman) wanted a company that would be
entirely different from the norm in that there would be no job
descriptions that prevented one from doing what he knew
should be done. He visualized a group of highly motivated
individuals who were good papermakers, and they all would
come together and perform the job based on their knowledge
of what had to be done.

In return for this, he wanted them

to participate in the performance of the Company and be able
to enhance their earnings as the Company was able to
perform at a higher level. He wanted it to be a partnership
and he coined the slogan, “Partnership in Progress.” During

one Board meeting in 1975, we asked ourselves, “What is

going to make all these people we are hiring believe that if
they come to work for us, we are going to treat them as
family and participate in the performance of the Company?
How are you going to make these people believe that?” Rich
(the chairman) stated that we had to have something up front
that they can see and believe in. They had to have something
that would indicate we are sincere about what we are trying
to do. And it’s got to be cash, because that’s what
talks...50, why an incentive compensation program? It was
driven by the owner’s need to have a group of people who

believed in and felt about the Company the way the owner

did. That is to say, we are in this thing together, we will
come together and build a new company, and then we will
all share in the performance of the company. Mr. Neal
gambled his investment, and each employee who came to the

Company in the beginning gambled their careers by coming
to anew company.

And, if the Company survives and

grows, then everybody is going to benefit. So, it was

driven by the need to put together the right attitude among all
of us here, to work toward the same end and have a
company that is excellent in every way.

This “right attitude,” to work for the same end goes by another name: cooperation.
Cooperation at CP translates to a wide-spread, shared perceived need to increase
production, reduce lost time, and invest in capability (Figure 5-6, Quadrant IT], right).
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While information sharing influences these perceptions, and the degree of labor
management polarization influences them also, it is the incentive bonus that provides the
added leverage. Evidence of this added leverage is provided by President Allen as he
spoke of CP’s early years:
If it had not been for the incentive these other things we’re

doing probably would have never fallen in place. And it

allowed us to do it. When things were tough and we were
having terrible problems...rather than people getting angry
with each other, back biting, it didn’t happen because the
incentive was a carrot there for everybody. “Man, we have
to turn this thing around; we have to make it work.”

Throughout the interviews, top managers spoke of cooperation and related concepts like
sensitivity, focus, team, working together, and, in the words of Mill Manager Bauer, being
“plugged into the heart of our operation”:
The incentive was kind of a fascinating twist. I had never

really been exposed to that type of compensation. And while
I enjoy the direct results of the compensation personally,

financially, it has taken a little while to understand what it

means to the organization...This is a powerful force, and I

am not sure that I fully understand it just yet. But Ill tell

you it means a great deal to the employees. Is it a motivator?
Yes, it is a motivator...a dozen little stories come to mind.

The employees at this mill watch that production scoreboard.

Where else would an accountant, a bookkeeper, a computer
programmer, a secretary, a custodian, somebody in the
woodyard, really care what yesterday’s production was? It
don’t happen...So, right away everybody is plugged into the

heart of our operation. They are concerned about it. When
it goes well, they feel good. When it goes badly, there is
somebody sick in the family. And I mean that literally...So
there is an awareness, a Sensitivity, a concern, a genuine

interest that comes as a result of that incentive.

Production performance (see Figure 5-1) and financial performance (see Figure 52) all follow from the effects produced by those three key variables — the perceived need
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to increase production, the perceived need to reduce lost time, and the perceived need to
invest in capability (Figure 5-6, Quadrant III, right) —- that are, in a sense, leveraged by the
incentive program.

The following story, provided by the mill manager, is an example:

We’ ve got a quality control, hourly paid individual, a quality
technician, I guess...Her job function is really more toward
the dry end. What are the properties of the finished product.
But she has been here since day one and prides herself on
being one of the first women hourly people hired at the mill.
Worked her way to a job that she is proud of. And she

knows her job. Only a high school education, but she has
spent enough time and knows enough things. She is an

authority in her discipline. We get into trouble on the paper

machine, the dry end don’t measure up. She knows enough
about the process that she keeps working her way back up
the process until she finds something...Whatever it is, she

finds it. She’ll let somebody know. Would she do that if

she didn’t have that incentive check involved in the equation?
I don’t know. I suspect not based on my experience in other
places. IfI don’t have any motivation other than the weekly
paycheck...and I am going to get that paycheck whether this
mill runs well or not...it takes a rather unique person,
somebody motivated by other forces than pay and job
satisfaction. There’s got to be pride but there’s got to be
something beyond the normal for them to even care. I go
back to what I said before; when that paper machine 1s not
running, well, it is like there is a sickness in the family, and
it is felt all around us.

The gainsharing program also influences performance in another way: through the
effects of workforce quality (Quadrant I, center). The incentive bonus program is seen by
Operations Manager Russell as enabling CP to “hire and hold high caliber people.”
Workforce quality helps leverage the effects of production-focused and maintenancefocused effort. That is, given the same effort, a more skilled, experienced individual or
group will more than likely produce more results than an individual or group less skilled
and experienced. The ways in which the incentive bonus influences workforce quality, and
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the ways in which it influences the perceived need to increase production, reduce lost time,

and invest in capability are described in the following section.

5.6.2

HOW

GAINSHARING

INFLUENCES

The description of how gainsharing influences performance at CP best begins with
the incentive bonus calculation. The average daily production (Figure 5-6, Quadrant I,
right center) and the incentive schedule (i.e. the incentive base production [Quadrant II,
center] and corresponding bonus percentage production increment [Quadrant II, center})
determine the incentive bonus percent earned (Quadrant II, lower left) and eventually paid
(Quadrant I, lower right). The average daily production influences bonus expectations
(Quadrant II, upper left) and the “line of fairness,” which was mentioned in Section 5.3.
In the words of President Allen, if:
You destroy what that incentive means to the people and the
whole house of cards may come tumbling down. Because it
provides the ownership in the company for every individual
here. And he does not want that ownership diluted by being

somewhat of a takeaway. It would be a break of faith if we

arbitrarily changed the program so that the payout would
drop from 17% or 18% to, let’s say, 10%. That would
destroy all of the trust that we have built up between
everyone of us over the years.

At the time this research was conducted, there was a redesign of the incentive bonus
calculation occurring. This redesign was to reflect the increase in production capability
toward the capability goal of 1100 tons per day from 700 tons per day. The effects that
past incentive bonuses have on any proposed changes to the incentive formula were
highlighted by the maintenance manager, who was particularly disturbed by a proposed
incentive schedule that portrayed 0% bonuses for certain levels of production. Even
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though these levels of production had not been realized for quite some time, Maintenance
Manager Daniels told President Allen to “get rid of those damn zeroes” because he did not
want it viewed as a takeaway.

There was also concern among top managers that the new

incentive schedule provide incentive bonuses at the same level presently achieved (again,

the average daily production influences bonus expectations). The concern shown and the
care taken by top mangers in redesigning the incentive program was best captured by Mill
Manager Bauer who said:
We have to be very careful on how we handle it, how we

present it, how we implement it. Because it’s...an

emotionally supercharged issue. You go tampering with
something like that, let these people believe that you are
being casual in how you handle it, that you are insensitive or
you tampering with...you are revising chapters in the Bible
is what you’re doing.

The concern shown and the care taken by top managers when it comes to the incentive
bonus was demonstrated at the 4th Working Day Meeting, which I had the opportunity to
attend a day prior to the interviews. Almost 20% of that meeting was devoted to the
incentive bonus calculation. The energy level noticeably increased, managers became
animated, and managers known for not saying much (if anything) at these meetings spoke
up. The following day, all the top managers interviewed mentioned that meeting, what
went on in regards to the incentive, and in particular manager’s reactions. These comments
are best represented by Mill Manager Bauer:
Did you see the care with which Dave (the president)

presented that yesterday? And maybe you haven’t seen him

enough on stage, but I will tell you one thing: he put in a lot
of energy into that presentation. He was careful. He was
controlled. He took the time to develop it. And then did you
see the reaction of the audience to the information that he put
out there? This thing is a powerful force and I am not sure I
fully understand it just yet.
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Another example of the concern shown and care taken to ensure the new incentive
formula fails on the line of fairness is found in President Allen’s presentation of the
proposed changes to supervisors. In reading through this presentation, one sees the care
taken and concern shown for fairness and understanding.
Section 4.13 contains a full description of the incentive bonus calculation and CP’s
gainsharing program. However, it is here, with the incentive bonus calculation, that the
gainsharing program first begins to influence the perceived need to increase production,
reduce lost time, and invest in capability. It does this by affecting the perceived influence
on bonus results.

5.6.2.1

The

Perceived

Influence

on Bonus

Results

A way in which the incentive bonus influences the perceived need to increase
production, reduce lost time, and invest in capability is through the perceived influence on
bonus results (Figure 5-6, Quadrant II, lower left). As the latter increases, so do the
former. The perceived influence on bonus results is a function of the incentive base
production tonnage, the bonus percentage production increment increases, the incentive
bonus complexity , and the layers of bureaucracy.
The importance of setting an incentive base production tonnage that is perceived as
achievable was mentioned by Maintenance Manager Daniels:
If you put the incentive beyond...reach, or if you don’t give
something that is doable, you are hurting yourself by trying

it. They will say, “Well, we can’t do this anyway. There’s

no way we’re going to get there, so why in the hell should I
try for it.” I mean that’s the feelings of the people. That’s
what’s going to happen.
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Mill Manager Bauer also talked about the importance of operators believing that the target
levels of production are achievable. He used the term “confidence” to describe this belief.
That is, the operators have confidence both in the equipment and their ability to produce
tons.

Working in concert with the incentive base production tonnage is the bonus
percentage production increment. This increment will be adjusted downward to five ton
increments from ton ton increments for the upcoming fiscal year. The importance of this
change is reflected in the view of Operations Manager Russell:

Because ten ton increments you can’t always make. five ton

increments is...you know you can get above every five tons
rather than every ten. Because sometimes you can’t get
above the ten. The last couple of months, up until last

month, we were above the five ton, but not the ten, and...the

company made something off of it, where if you go to five
tons...then the people will make something off it.

However, Human Resource Manager Hutchinson and Financial Manager Kohler believed
that even though the next bonus percentage may be out of reach toward the end of a month,
people work just as hard as if they could reach it. That is, the incentive bonus program has
been in effect for so long now that it is not something that people turn off and on just
because they can or cannot impact that month‘s bonus percentage

Even though these two

managers believed this to be true, they also believed that the more narrow, five ton spread
will still influence behavior because it provides a more reasonable opportunity to affect or
preserve a bonus percent. According to both Operations Manager Russell and Maintenance
Manager Daniels, employees “definitely strive for one percent.”
Both the operations manager and maintenance manager believed that lost time will
show up more with five ton increments than with the ten ton increments. The influence of
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lost time on paper machine production was discussed in Section 5.1. In the context of the
gainsharing program, an hour of lost time on the paper machine could cost a ton of
production, which would translate to a lost percent of incentive.

And that one percent, in

according to Maintenance Manager Daniels, is “dollars in everybody’s pocket, and they
believe that...they know that.” He believes that narrowing the bonus percentage
production increment will make lost time more visible.
The perceived influence on bonus results is also influenced by the layers of

bureaucracy (see Section 5.5.2). Because there are only three management levels, there is
high line-of-sight or line-of-influence between one’s actions at CP and CP’s performance,
making the extra effort-extra benefit (i.e. incentive bonus) bargain highly visible. Financial
Manager Kohler explained that:
People are more attuned to what they can do when there are
problems that affect production, even though it may not be in

their department or it may not be on their shift or it may not

be right at their control panel. If they feel like they can have

an impact on solving that problem, they will do it. Whether

it’s physically or through suggestions, they are willing to

make that extra effort which is what we kind of tagged the

incentive program to do...People really feel they are part of
the organization. That they can contribute. That they can
make a difference. Whether they can or they can’t, if they
feel that way, they are more likely to put forth that effort.

Because the incentive bonus is so closely tied to production, the perceived influence on
bonus results is closely tied to the perceived need to increase production and reduce lost
time, both in an economical and psychological sense. Operations Manager Russell, in
talking about how the incentive affects people, stated:

The guys on the line are really attuned to the incentive

because when that machine shuts down for a paper break,

those guys...know if they are not all over that machine,

correcting or cleaning out the break and getting it started
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back up, that they have
Mechanics can feel the
maintenance or when a
knowing that I’ve gotta
minute that machine is
everybody else.

a direct impact on production.
same way about their routine
piece of equipment goes down,
work extra hard because every
down, I’m losing money, so is

However, monetary gain is not the sole reason for the above attitudes and beliefs. All the
top managers interviewed believed the perceived influence on bonus results goes beyond
economics.
The perceived influence on bonus results is also influenced by the incentive bonus
complexity.

This understanding is not necessarily a function of education — over 73.2%

of the people working at CP have a high school education or above — as it is seeing and
feeling the connection between the bonus and performance.

President Allen summarized

the importance of this feeling in an interesting account of the design of the gainsharing
program:
So, we started out with a program that had about five
different things that we would monitor, and performance

against these five yardsticks would indicate a bonus for the

employees. Some of those items we were looking at were
safety, housekeeping, production off the paper machine,
manufacturing costs as compared to budgeted costs, net
sales as compared to projected selling price...As we sat there
and looked at these points for measuring performance and
how much a bonus the people would receive, one of our
Directors said, “Now, listen...we are talking about trust,

openness, and here we are talking about five different things
to measure whether a person receives a bonus or not, and
some of it is subjective, and some of it is based on your
accounting books. These people don’t have access to your
books, and they’re not going to believe something they can’t
see or feel.”?

7This inconsistency is worth commenting on. An underlying reason for family of
measures gainsharing approaches may be a lack of trust between management and labor.
Management wants to ensure that labor does not game the gainsharing program. However,
any measurement system can be gamed. A culture of trust eliminates this gaming.
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It is interesting to note that over 16 years ago, CP considered a family of measures
gainsharing approach, which is increasing in popularity, and rejected it. Not only did they
view it as overly complex, they also viewed it as inconsistent with their guiding principles.

5.6.2.2

The

Perceived

Need

for Incentive

The perceived need to increase production, reduced lost time, and invest in
capability are also influenced by the perceived need for incentive (Figure 5-6, Quadrant IV,
upper right). As the latter increases, so does the former. The perceived need for incentive
increases as the incentive bonus paid increases. Closely related to the perceived need for
the incentive is the perceived incentive loss (i.e. the difference between bonus expectations
and the incentive bonus percent paid) (Quadrant IV, left center). As it increases, so does
the perceived need to increase production, reduce lost time, and invest in capability.
According to Maintenance Manager Russell:
We have people at this mill that if it wasn’t for incentive they
couldn’t pay their bills. That’s how important it is for them.

That’s how they look at the incentive. Not everybody, but if
we went through a period of no incentive we got people who
would be in bad shape because they live for that
incentive...Now, more and more...people are looking at
incentives as retirement in the stock savings plan.

All the top managers interviewed stated that there is a certain part of people’s lifestyles
which depends on the incentive. The use of incentive bonus to supplement retirement is
one example. Managers tell stories about people who have sent their kids to college or
bought pick-up trucks or bass boats with their incentive bonus earnings.
Regardless of the incentive bonus’s use in individual’s personal lives, the earnings
from the incentive bonus are significant. The incentive bonus averaged 16.4% of pay in
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fiscal year 1990, boosting typical earnings and benefits some 15.3% higher than
comparison mills. The bonus has averaged 16% the past six years. Not only is the
incentive bonus desired by people in the mill, it is expected as an integral piece of total
income.

Commonwealth Paper’s deliberate attempt with the incentive program has been to

make people see it as part of their total compensation and to depend on it for income and
their financial security. Human Resource Manager Hutchinson, in providing closing
remarks at the end of his interview, said:

I think that gainsharing is relative...I see some real puny
gainsharing programs in our industry and I don’t think they
would motivate me to do anything...one percent and two

percent additional opportunity and they are in the context

where the base wage is lower... If we took incentive away,

our folks would be able to say that they’re being paid total

compensation that is competitive within the industry and
benefits like nobody has...So the gainsharing is really the
capstone of a total program designed not only to get the
employee to work and put forth extra effort, but to give the

employee a fundamental realistic sense of security...I don’t

think that some of these companies that talk about
gainsharing where they have reduced pay or the pay is at 2/3
the level...then you get the rest to make up what your
competitive wages should be through gainsharing. I don’t
think that’s gainsharing.

This perceived need for the incentive is not only financial in nature, but also psychological,
manifesting itself in pride for the incentive bonus. Mill Manager Bauer stated that:

And they understand that 18% bonus is budget...18 percent.
I’m going to get an 18% kicker if they do what they say

they’re are going to do. And we’re all motivated to that end.

That ain’t half bad. 18% over my already decent

wage...And their neighbors who work at the foundry or
GE...or the retail store or the car dealership say, “Oh you

work at Commonwealth Paper. Not only are you well paid

but you’ve got that bonus plan, don’t you?

Supplemental

check four times a year.” People in the community may not
know how it works, may not know the order of magnitude,
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but they know it is significant. And so they know about that
bonus plan. The employees are proud of it.

So while there may be various, underlying economic or psychological forces driving the
perceived need for the incentive, these economic and psychological forces tend to increase
as the bonus percent paid increases (Quadrant I, lower right); these forces manifest
themselves in the perceived need for incentive.

5.6.2.3

Labor-Management

Polarization

In addition to the perceived influence on bonus results and the perceived need for
incentive, the need or desire to increase production, reduce lost time, and invest in

capability is also influenced by labor-management polarization (Quadrant III, upper left).
The role the incentive bonus plays in reducing labor-management polarization, as an
integral part of the compensation system, was briefly discussed in Section 5.3. It also
influences labor-management polarization (Figure 5-6, Quadrant IT, left) through takeaway
fears that result from an incentive bonus payment gap (Quadrant IV, upper right). Recall

the story, found in Section 5.2, told by Financial Manager Kohler of the time when CP
could not afford to pay the full incentive:
There was also a time, if we go back into the early 80s —

the recession we had in 82-83 — when financially the

company could not afford to pay incentive and so what we
did at that point (was) we maintained the incentive formula

the way it was, but for that two years we only paid 25% of
what the formula calculated...And we gave them justification
to why, financially why— cash flow, profits, the whole

picture — we gave them information so they knew why we

could not guarantee the money would ever be paid them but
we would keep records of what they would have received
and what they did receive and if we could ever pay the
difference back we would.
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Maintenance Manager Daniels explains:

The worst time credibility showed up in this mill was back
several years ago...in the early 80s and we held back the

incentive, a portion of it, because the company didn’t have it
and still make the debt... There was four or five months of
incentive pay periods we held back by quarters and the
President said he’d give the money back. The people — I
won’t say a majority of the people — was convinced that
their incentive was lost. They would never get that incentive
back. As the company began to get its head above water,
over a period of time, I think four — and I may be wrong on
these dates — it was three or four times we made an
adjustment. We paid every bit of the incentive back. All the
incentive. Now at that point in time, the credibility was low
for some of the people, but once that was paid back, the
credibility just increased. They realized this company is
going to do what it says it will do.

Financial Manager Kohler also had a similar observation:
There were many employees that went up to Dave (the
president)...and thanked him and said that they were
skeptics when we took it away from them. They never
believed that they would get the money and were really
appreciative. And probably their loyalty to the company
went up a notch because of that.

When asked whether there was less effort expended on people’s part during the
period of no incentive, top managers said no, because everyone was struggling to improve
production performance.

Operations Manager Russell did believe that this would not last

forever:

...l think the time was coming you would have seen a drop

somewhere. Because when the times got good again and the
people saw no lost bonus coming back to them, you
probably would have seen a drop off.
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While the effects of the incentive program manifest themselves in increased production and
reduced lost time, these effects are also leveraged by workforce quality, a quality that is
defined not only by skill level and experience, but by a set of values that align with CP’s
culture.

5.6.2.4

Workforce

Quality

In regards to skill level and experience, the total reward package, of which the
incentive bonus plays a major role, helps CP attract and retain quality people (Figure 5-6,
Quadrant I, center). Commonwealth Paper takes a lag strategy in regards to base pay. It
considers what comparison mills are paying different jobs, considers the increases in pay
for those jobs, and adjusts base pay and premium pay accordingly.

Because base pay has

begun to stagnate in the paper industry, as unionized mills look for ways to control costs,
base pay has also begun to level off at CP. Maintenance Manager Daniels explains:
When the company was in the hole, not making anything,
we had to give people ten percent raises. That was the
industry trend, the average. Now the average is down.
Those ten percent raises are over. There won’t be any more
of them for years and years and years. We’re back into one
percent and two percent raises.

The incentive bonus, however, provides CP with the leverage to make their reward
package the most attractive in the industry. For this reason, the incentive bonus is seen as
helping CP attract and retain quality people. For example, there were 170 applicants for an

instrument technician position; 18 were interviewed, and one was hired. Sixty-nine percent
of the workforce has been with the company ten or more years (recall that the company

itself was started 15 years ago). Financial Manager Kohler, when talking about
performance measures at CP, stated that:
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It’s very difficult to measure, but the things...mentioned that
are good measures of our company performance is loyalty,

low turnover...They’re not necessarily directly tied to the
incentive, but the incentive goes a long way to promoting
that loyalty and keeping people with the company.

The incentive bonus influences both the quality of people employed and the quality
of their effort. The attention given to selection and placement (Quadrant I, upper left) helps
ensure the CP has managers and employees that are not only of high quality but
philosophically aligned with the culture. When talking with top managers at CP about
people, the word “fit” is used quite a bit. They talk of people who “fit our culture.” As
President Allen explained:
We try to apply the same standards to everyone we hire.
The one thing we look for is a person that will fit the culture
that we have here. That’s the number one judgment before
we even look at the individual's technical abilities. We have
to ask ourselves, “Does his personality, his nature, his way
of operating and beliefs fit our culture?” If the answer is no,
then I don’t want to know anything else about him. It’s easy
to find guys that just come in and dictate how the job is to be
done. Those are easy to find. Thousands of them. It’s hard
to find an individual who will take the time to be a team
player, to allow people to participate, take the time to
communicate.

And in his concluding remarks he again brought up the importance of people who fit the
culture:

I would just sum it up by saying this: The key to having an
organization with the culture that we have here and have it
function and operate like it does today, you start with
recruiting. That’s very important. It starts with recruiting,
and that’s at all levels, from the janitor to the president.
Because every one of those positions are people who are
important when it comes to attitude, belief, and how you
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work with other people, how you treat other people, and
how you conduct your business with other people.

Commonwealth Paper hires people who want to do a good job and take pride in what they
do. And because of the culture that has emerged over the years, this attitude is nurtured
rather than stifled.

5.6.3 AVAILABLE

DATA

FOR

INCENTIVE

BONUS

SECTOR

VALIDATION

To assist future research studies, Table 5-5 lists the incentive bonus sector variables
and the availability of quantitative historical data.
Table 5-5. Data for Incentive Bonus Sector Validation
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5.7 MANAGERS’

REACTIONS

TO THE MODEL

While all the managers interviewed believed the summary narrative that
accompanied each of the six model sectors was accurate (see Appendix B, pages 259 to

262), they were confused by the causal diagrams themselves. A number of key issues
were raised in regards to this point.
1. How to read the causal diagram. Mill Manager Bauer’s reaction was typical with
respect to this point: “The diagram has no meaning.

I would need training to

read it. Then I could do it.” Even though instructions were provided, all the

managers — including President Allen, Operations Manager Russell, and
Maintenance Manager Daniels — were confused as to how to read the system
diagrams.

For example, Human Resource Manager Hutchinson did not know

whether the diagram should be read left-to-right or in a time ordered fashion or
some other fashion.

He told me that “if he was a football coach, he would give

these pictures to the opposing team and tell them it was our playbook.” He also
felt that how the gainsharing program worked at CP was much simpler than the
causal diagrams showed.

In regards to this last point, he his right. His

contribution — and the other managers’ contributions — was one small piece of
the larger picture. Each of the causal diagrams is a bringing together of different
perspectives.
2. Perceived time required to read the causal diagram.

Because the managers were

not certain as to how to read the diagrams, they were unwilling to take the time to
read through them.
3. The narrative was cryptic, but it made sense. Only summary paragraphs were
given these managers to describe each sector. I believed that giving them the
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entire findings chapter may overwhelm them because of its size and may bias
them.

5.8

THE

INFLUENCE

GAINSHARING
ON

THREE

PROGRAM’S
KEY

VARIABLES

The production rate and lost time, together with production capability, are the three
major variables which receive attention by managers, operators, and mechanics. For
example, if the maximum production capability is limited to a production rate of 2050 feet
per minute, and the paper machine is running at 2050 feet per minute with little if any lost
time, the focus 1s on removing the capability roadblock.

If, on the other hand, the paper

machine is running at 2000 feet per minute with a lot of downtime, managers, operators,
and mechanics are no longer thinking about the capability roadblock. Their focus becomes
more operational, shifting toward reducing lost time and increasing the production rate.
Closely related to production rate, lost time, and production capability are the three
key variables that lie at the heart of production performance at CP: the perceived need to
increase production, the perceived need to reduce lost time, and the perceived need to invest
in capability. Table 5-6 depicts these three variables and the elements in each of the six
model sectors that influence them. A review of Table 5-6 reveals that information sharing
(through its influence on perceived performance gaps) and the incentive bonus are the two
main driving forces that help ensure a widespread, shared perceived need to increase
production, reduce lost time, and invest in capability.
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6.0 A GENERAL
AFFECTS

MODEL

OF HOW

ORGANIZATIONAL

GAINSHARING

PERFORMANCE

This chapter presents: 1) the underlying system structure of the site-specific model; 2) a
comparison of the causes and effects found in the site-specific model and the causes and effects
hypothesized in models and studies found in the gainsharing literature; 3) a hypothesized, general
model of how a gainsharing program impacts organizational performance based on the site-specific
model and the gainsharing literature; and 4) ten hypotheses, based on model comparisons, on how
a gainsharing program may affect organizational performance.

6.1 THE

UNDERLYING

STRUCTURE

OF

THE

SITE-SPECIFIC

MODEL

The site-specific model, presented in Chapter 5, provided insight into two
questions: (1) What organizational performance variables and relationships does a
gainsharing program affect? and, (2) How are they affected? The gainsharing program at
Commonwealth Paper (CP), in combination with information sharing (through its influence
on perceived performance gaps), worked to ensure a widespread, shared perceived need to
increase production, reduce lost time, and invest in production capability. These perceived
needs led to actions that influenced the three major variables at the heart of production
performance at CP: 1) the production rate, 2) lost time, and 3) production capability.
Through creating many of the conditions that affect the perceived need to increase
production, reduce lost time, and invest in production capability (see Section 5.8), the
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gainsharing program at CP provided the additional pressures or forces necessary to achieve
performance goals.
It was originally thought that the site-specific model sectors — with the exception
of the performance impact sectors (in this case paper production and financial performance)
— would follow what is commonly referred to as a “limits to growth” structure (see Senge,
1990).! While there are limits present in each of the model sectors (i.e. goals, resources,
norms), it became clearer as the research evolved that when trying to understand how

gainsharing works to affect organizational performance, it was the structure of the
production sector that mattered. That is to say, it became more obvious to the researcher
that one first needs to understand the variables and relationships which affect performance
before one can understand how a gainsharing program (or any other management program)
works to affect performance.

This makes sense if one considers the intended purpose of

management policies and programs — to improve organizational performance. The main
effects of the other sectors in the site-specific model manifest themselves in the production
sector. Therefore, it is the structure of the production sector and the gainsharing program’s
influence on that structure, that is important.
The production sector follows a system structure known as an “eroding goal”
structure (see Senge, 1990). The eroding goal structure is depicted in Figure 6-1.
Whenever there is a gap between actual performance and a performance goal, two
pressures are exerted: 1) pressures to improve conditions and 2) pressures to adjust the
goal.2

Information sharing influences perceptions of these performance gaps. While the

1 See Appendix C for a description of the limits to growth structure.
2An eroding goal structure is analogous to Lewin’s (1951) concept that people, and the

organizational structures, systems, and processes in which they work and live, are

embedded in a force-field. Movement (or change) within this field is a function of the
strength of driving forces in relation to the strength of restraining forces. Examples of
eroding goal structures are common. For example, manufacturers let due dates slip when
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perceived need to close the performance gap is influenced in part by the size of the gap
itself, it is the gainsharing program which provides the additional pressures or forces
necessary to avert eroding goals. The gainsharing program not only provides increasing
pressure to close performance gaps, but it also provides increased capacity to hold goals
when there are production problems. It also provides increasing pressure to continually
strive for higher goals because the achievement of higher goals translates to higher
incentive bonuses.

PRESSURES TO
ADJUST GOAL

GOAL

\
(—

|
TN

GAP

|

ACTIONS TO
IMPROVE
CONDITIONS

L

CONDITION
.

3
a

Figure 6.1 The Eroding Goal Structure (Senge, 1990).
production orders increase; elected officials raise acceptable unemployment or inflation
levels when the economy declines.
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6.2 A COMPARISON
WITH

THE

OF

THE

SITE-SPECIFIC

GAINSHARING

MODEL

LITERATURE

To control the amount and quality of secondary data considered, only those
gainsharing case studies, empirical studies, and review/integrative/theoretical studies
considered by White (1979) or the researcher as an objective study were used for
comparison purposes (see Appendix A, Table A-2, page 239, and Section 3.5.1). First,
the site-specific model was compared to the existing gainsharing frameworks and models

(see Section 2.3). Second, the site-specific model was compared to causes and correlates
of success identified in gainsharing studies (see Section 2.2).

6.2.1

A Comparison

with

Existing

Frameworks

and

Models

When comparing the gainsharing literature with the site-specific model, it is
important to keep in mind that there is no standard definition of a gainsharing program.

Up

until the past five to ten years, the literature has been biased toward Scanlon Plans, but
other types of gainsharing programs have also been documented.
standard definitions for gainsharing-related concepts.

There are also no

Because many of the causes and

correlates of success found in the gainsharing literature lack common definitions, there is
some differences in terminology among these models and between these models and the
site-specific model. These differences, however, did not pose a major problem in matching
these models’ causes and correlates of success with the causes found in the site-specific
model.

Table 6-1 compares causes and correlates of success hypothesized in existing
gainsharing frameworks and models with those found in the site-specific model (for a
description of the frameworks and models shown in Table 6-1, see Section 2.3). Table 6-2
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compares the program outcomes hypothesized in these models with those found in the sitespecific model. A review of Tables 6-1 and 6-2 provided the following eight findings:
First, there is a greater level of detail shown in the site-specific model than is shown
in any of the theoretical frameworks or models. The detail found in the site-specific model
was necessary to uncover a fundamental insight: that one first needs to understand the
variables and relationships which affect performance before one can understand how a
gainsharing program (or any other management program) works to affect performance.

All

the existing frameworks and models of gainsharing have been primarily built from literature
reviews, not site-specific data, and are correlational, not causal.

These models, therefore,

take a “black box” approach to organizational performance variables and relationships. An
enhanced understanding of how a gainsharing program works to affect organizational
performance could be obtained if organizational performance variables and relationships
were made explicit.
A second finding, somewhat related to the first, is that only two models — Bullock
and Lawler (1984) and Graham-Moore and Ross (1983) identify the influence that external,
financial performance variables exert on a gainsharing program.

Because most of the

studies documented in the gainsharing literature are limited to the first or second year of
implementation, the influence of financial performance variables may not have manifested
themselves during the time these studies were conducted. The site-specific model, on the
other hand, considers a 15 year history of the gainsharing program at CP. Because of
CP’s early production problems and debt problems, and because the product produced is a
commodity, the influence of financial performance variables was always present.
Third, quality labor-management relations seems to be both a necessary precondition for program success and a program outcome. For example, Hammer (1988)
shows trust in management as an outcome of information sharing and bonus payments, and
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also a cause of participation. Likewise, the site-specific model shows that both information
sharing and the incentive bonus influence labor-management relations. The role played by
the incentive bonus in the site-specific model, however, differs somewhat from the role it

plays in these other models.

In the site-specific model, it is not the incentive bonus per se

that influences labor-management relations, but rather the consistency with which incentive

bonuses earned are paid. In addition, only one model, that of Graham-Moore and Ross
(1983), recognizes the influence of the total reward or compensation structure. For

example, Florkowski’s (1987) model identifies pay equity as an important variable, but
only in the context of the bonus earned, not in the context of total reward.

In the site-

specific model, the compensation structure, by minimizing manager-employee reward
gaps, plays a key role in the quality of labor management relations.
Fourth, all five models identify participation as a critical variable in gainsharing
program success. Yet in the site-specific model, participation plays a diminished and
somewhat unclear role. There are at least two reasons for this. One possible reason is that
the gainsharing programs on which these other models are based included a formal
participation component.

Commonwealth Paper’s gainsharing program, on the other hand,

was designed as one piece of an overall participative environment. There was no formal
participative program attached to it. The other possible reason is that CP has just begun, in
the past three years, to move toward more fully implementing formal participation. As
mentioned in Section 5.4, there has always been a type of “informal participation” at CP.
Because top managers are still learning how to make formal participation work, they may
not have considered how participation relates to the gainsharing program. The relationship
between the gainsharing program and participation, therefore, was not articulated by these
managers in the interviews.
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While there is disagreement between the existing models and the site-specific model
conceming the importance of participation to the gainsharing program’s influence on
performance, there is agreement between three of the models and the site-specific model in
regards to management style (or attitudes or philosophy). White (1979), Bullock and
Lawler (1984) and Graham-Moore and Ross (1983), as well as the site-specific model,
recognize the influence that management style exerts on the desired and actual level of
involvement.
Fifth, information sharing has received scant attention in all but two of the models,

whereas it is considered a critical component of the site-specific model.

(It could be the

case that CP managers inflated the importance of information sharing because they have
always believed that information sharing is important. However, the finding that
information sharing is important is not unique to CP [see Kanter, 1983; Lawler, 1986]).
White (1979) specifically identifies prompt and usable feedback as a critical cause of
gainsharing program success whereas Hammer (1988) simply identifies information
sharing. There are two possible reasons for the lack of attention to information sharing in
these models.

One possible reason— and this is a difficulty I encountered when trying to

portray the variables and relationships in the information sharing sector — the effects of
information sharing are less tangible, less visible, and more subtle than, for example,
participation or the gainsharing bonus itself. Another possible reason is, because
gainsharing programs are performance-measurement based, a certain level of information
sharing is implicit in the design of the program itself. Therefore, the effects of information
sharing may be interpreted as effects of the gainsharing bonus.
Sixth, with the exception of Hammer’s (1988) model, all the models identify size as
a critical variable in influencing gainsharing program success, through its effect on
perceptions of impact on results (or line-of-sight). The site-specific model suggests that a
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size-dependent variable, the number of organizational levels (or layers of bureaucracy),

influences perceived impact on results. It should be noted that CP is a high “line-of-sight”
environment.

The fact that there is a single production process and a single product type

(corrugating medium) produced may account for this line-of-sight more so than
organizational levels. Because CP’s organizational structure is based on this production
process, it is difficult to determine whether process or structure (or both) is the key,
influential variable.
The size variable may offer another possible explanation as to why participation
received less emphasis at CP than it does in the gainsharing literature. Because CP is such
a high line-of-sight work environment, formal participative processes may not be needed to
establish a connection between contribution and results. This line-of-sight already exists.
In fact, it may be the case that it is not participation per se that is important, but the role it
plays in creating or influencing line-of-sight perceptions. In other words, in lesser line-ofsight work environments, formal participative processes are needed to provide a perception
of influence over results. The gainsharing bonus, in combination with participation,
establish line-of-sight, regardless of whether the participation had any real impact. If
managers and workers perceive themselves as having an influence on results, that
perception has real consequences for those people.
Seventh, with the exception of quality of work life, absenteeism, and employment
stability and growth, all the outcomes hypothesized in the existing models are found in the
site-specific model.3 Turnover, a measure associated with both quality of work life and

3It is important to keep in mind that when dealing with the dynamic complexity found in
organizational life, labeling a variable as a cause or as an effect is more a conceptual
distinction than a real distinction. One of the underlying assumptions of this study was that

it is not possible to establish causality in any final and absolute sense when dealing with the

complexities of real programs in which treatments and outcomes are never quite pure,
single, and uncontaminated (Patton, 1986; Suchman, 1967). However, it is possible to
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employment stability, is implicit in the incentive bonus sector of the model. While
absenteeism was not identified as an outcome of the incentive bonus at CP, absenteeism
performance would be considered good (see Section 4.7, Table 4-1). In regards to
employment growth, since its beginning, CP has almost doubled in size in terms of
employment and have never had a layoff, either temporary or permanent.
Eighth, how the gainsharing program is managed is missing from the site-specific
model.

Implementation issues are a focus of White’s (1979), Bullock and Lawler’s

(1984), and Florkowsi’s (1983) model.

As mentioned above, most of the studies on

which these models were built were conducted during the first or second year of
implementation when implementation issues are a major concern.

Commonwealth Paper’s

gainsharing program has been in place for 15 years. When there have been redesigns,
implementation issues are considered (see Section 5.6.2.). However, the purpose of the
site-specific model was not to portray how a gainsharing program is managed, but rather
how it works to affect organizational performance. The management of the gainsharing
program is the approach to these variables and relationships, not in the variables and
relationships themselves. This distinction will be made clearer in the following section.

6.2.2

A

Comparison

With

Gainsharing

Studies

Table 6-3 lists the gainsharing studies compared to the site-specific model (see
Appendix A, Table A-2, pages 239 to 249 for a description of each study). The number
listed before each study was used in place of the author’s or author’s name in matching the
causes and correlates of success identified in the study with those found in the site-specific
model. Table 6-4 lists the gainsharing studies that were omitted from the comparison even
though they were objective studies.
arrive at some reasonable estimate that particular treatments have certain effects (see Section
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Table 6-3. Gainsharing Studies Compared to Site-Specific Model
Study Type
Study
Case Study
1. Northrup and Young, 1968; 2. Gilson and Lefcowitz,
1957; 3. Jehring, 1967; 4. Gray, 1971; 14. Driscoll, 1979;
15. Bullock and Bullock, 1982; Rauglas, 1985; Jewell and
Jewell, 1987
Empirical Study

5. Wallace, 1971; 6. Burnett, 1973; 7. NCPQWL, 1973;
19. White, 1979; 20. GAO, 1981; 21 Schuster, 1983; 22.
Schuster, 1984; 23. Ross, Hatcher, and Adams, 1985; 24.
GAO, 1986; 25. Miller and Schuster, 1987; 26. Levine

and Tyson, 1990
Review/ Theoretical/
Integrative

8. Strauss and Sayles, 1952; 9. Puckett, 1958; 10. 1962;
11. Ross and Jones, 1972; 12. Geare, 1976; 13. Frost,
1978; 27. Ross and Hauck, 1984; 28. Schuster, 1987

Table 6-4. Studies Omitted from Comparison

Reason for Omission
No causes or correlates of success
identified

Study
Tait, 1952; Iman, 19772; Goodman,
Wakeley, and Ruh, 1972; Greenwood,
1977; Goodman, 1973; Woods, 1989;
Rosenberg and Rosenberg, 1980;

Mohrmann, Ledford, and Demming,

1987;

O’ Dell and McAdams, 1987; Mitchell,
Lewin, and Lawler, 1990; Weitzman and
Kruse, 1990; Hauck, 1982; Miller and
Schuster, 1987; Thor, 1987

Emphasis on preparation prior to
implementation

Thierry, 19'73

Primary emphasis on labor-management
relations

Schuster, 1985

Comparing case study, empirical study, and review/theoretical/integrative study
findings with the site-specific model proved to be a difficult and frustrating task. Many of
the concepts used in the gainsharing literature have not been given definitions. In most
cases, a concept’s meaning must be inferred from its use. This inference may or may not

1.4).
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be correct. In addition, matching words to a picture (i.e. the site-specific model) requires
interpretation because the words are acontextual while the variables depicted in the sitespecific model are not. A variable in the site-specific model has meaning because of its
relationship with other variables in the model. Despite these difficulties, a number of

interesting findings emerged.
First, there are two types of causes and correlates of success identified in
gainsharing studies. These two types of causes and correlates of program success are not
differentiated in the gainsharing studies and only became apparent as I was attempting to
match gainsharing study causes and correlates to those in the site-specific model. The first
type deals with gainsharing program management, with an emphasis on program
implementation. Table 6-5 lists the causes and correlates of gainsharing program
implementation success found in the gainsharing literature. The second type, which 1s of
interest here, deals with how gainsharing works to affect performance. Figures 6-2
through 6-7 — which are shown and discussed below — show the matching of this second
type of causes and correlates with the variables and relationships found in the site-specific
model sectors. There are more causes and correlates of the first type than of the second

type.
A review of Figures 6-2 and 6-3 revealed a second finding: organizational
performance variables and relationships in the context of a gainsharing program, including
financial performance variables, received little attention in gainsharing studies. Only two
studies — Puckett (1958) and Schuster (1987) — identify the production process as a
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Study

Table 6-5 Causes and Correlates of
Gainsharing Program Implementation Success

Causes and Correlates of Success

8. Strauss and

* Rank and file support for union leadership

10. Helfgott, 1962

* Enthusiastic union and management support
* Segregation of gainsharing and collective bargaining effort
* Efforts to educate supervisors
¢ “Intelligent, enlightened, and energetic” top management and
union officials
* Need to delineate and articulate organization’s mandate
* Conservative political structure
* Management acceptance of collective bargaining
* Support of top management and union leaders

Sayles, 1952

12. Geare, 19776
13. Frost, 19°78
14. Driscoll, 19779

* Separate commitment from management, union, and workers

17. Jewell and

Jewell, 1987

19. White, 1979

20. GAO, 1981

21. Schuster, 1983
22. Schuster, 1984

¢ Specialized working group to solve production problems
* Quality of management and culture
* Management beliefs and values
* Degree of fit with other dimensions of the change process
¢ Management willingness to allocate resources for design and
implementation
¢ Number of years with program
* Expected level of success
* Management commitment and dedication
* Involved union leadership
* Education and training
* Stimulus for change
* Management and union acceptance

* Corporate encouragement

* Desire of management to improve through gainsharing
- Training programs

* Suggestion acceptance rate

* Job restructuring
* Role of consultant in bonus plan development
25. Miller and
Schuster, 1987
26. Levin and

Tyson, 1990

27. Ross and
Hauck, 1984

28. Schuster, 1987

¢ Coordination of implementation by supervisors
¢ Willingness of middle managers to commit
* Guarantee of workers’ rights
*
*
*
*
*
*

Top management commitment
Adequate planning and expectations
Middle management and foreman support
Realistic expectations
Absence of major threat to job security
Defined program strategic objectives
Sufficient time to feasibility assessment, plan design
* Commitment to concept at all management levels
* Effective implementation
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cause or correlate of success, and only one study — GAO (1981) — identified difficulties
in paying the gainsharing bonus as a cause or correlate of failure. This lack of attention to
performance variables and relationships is most likely due to a failure on the part of
researchers to first understand the variables and relationships that influence organizational
performance before trying to understand how gainsharing works to affect performance.
Third, the role of a gainsharing program in the context of the total compensation
system is mostly ignored in gainsharing studies (see Figure 6-4). This finding lies in sharp
contrast to the way in which the gainsharing program is treated at CP: as an integral
component of the total compensation system. There are at least two reasons why
gainsharing studies have ignored the role of total compensation in the context of a
gainsharing program.

One reason is there may be no interaction effects between a

gainsharing program and base pay and benefits. This, however, seems unlikely given the
fact that most gainsharing programs calculate and pay bonuses as a percent of base pay.
The other, and more likely reason, is that in the organizations where these studies were
conducted, the gainsharing program was added-on to the existing compensation system
(see Kanter, 1989). As such, it may be viewed and treated by managers as an entirely

separate and distinct system.*
Fourth, while quality labor-management relations was identified as a cause or
correlate of success in eight studies (see Figure 6-4), its relationship to gainsharing is not
clear. It is also not clear from these gainsharing studies whether labor-management
relations is best labeled a cause and correlate of successful gainsharing program

4The compensation system in these gainsharing studies is similar to participation at CP (see
Section 6.2.1). Because top managers are still learning how to make formal participation
work, they may not have considered how participation relates to the gainsharing program.
The relationship between the gainsharing program and participation, therefore, was not
articulated by these managers in the present study. The same may be true with respect to
the compensation system in these other gainsharing studies.
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management and implementation or a cause and correlate of how gainsharing works to
affect performance.

For example, causes like management support or union support both

influence and are influenced by labor-management relations. In the site-specific model,
labor-management relations (represented by the concept “labor-management polarization”)
were influenced by information sharing, reward gaps, and bonus payment credibility
(bonus payments equal to bonus earned) and influenced the perceived need to increase
production, reduce lost time, and invest in capability.

Fifth, a number of variables that comprise the participation sector received support

in the literature (Figure 6-5). Management style, and a closely related variable, desired
level of involvement, were identified in seven studies.

Size was identified in four studies.

Similar to the theoretical frameworks and models, participation seems to be more important
in the gainsharing programs that were the subject of these studies than it was at CP.
Sixth, information sharing or communication was identified by a number of studies
as important in the context of a gainsharing program, but like labor-managment relations, it

is not clear exactly what its role is (see Figure 6-6). As mentioned in Section 6.3.1, the
effects of information sharing may be less tangible, less visible, and more subtle than, for

example, participation or the gainsharing bonus itself. The effects of information sharing
may go unnoticed or may be interpreted as effects of the gainsharing bonus itself.
Seventh, incentive bonus complexity (or conversely, incentive bonus
understanding) is the variable that receives most attention in gainsharing studies (see Figure
6-7).

As incentive bonus complexity increases, understanding decreases, and the line-of-

sight between efforts, results, and rewards decreases.
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6.3 A HYPOTHESIZED,

GENERAL

MODEL

Figure 6-8 depicts a hypothesized, general model of how gainsharing works to
affect organizational performance.

The model shows how gainsharing — in combination

with information sharing — works to thwart eroding goals (Quadrant I). Gainsharing does

this by creating the conditions or forces that influence the perceived need to improve
performance (Quadrant I, lower left). These forces for improving performance overcome
the forces for lowering performance goals.
The perceived need to improve performance leads to actions to improve
performance (Quadrant IV, top center). These actions range from work methods
improvement to capital investment, and include formal participation in problem-solving and
decision-making.

Participation is, in a broad sense, an action to improve performance.

Work practice restrictions (Quadrant IV, upper right) place limits on these actions, as does
improvement capacity (Quadrant IV, center) . Improvement capacity, for example, in the

site-specific model, was determined by available cash flow. Another example of
improvement capacity is the quantity of improvement proposals that can be implemented
during a given time period.
Work practice restrictions are influenced by labor-management goal alignment
(Quadrant III, upper left; also Quadrant II, upper right). The term “goal alignment” was
used in place of “polarization” or “cooperation” because it better denotes related concepts
like togetherness and partnership. Labor-management goal alignment is influenced by the
perceived manager-employee reward gap (Quadrant III, right center) and the trust in the
gainsharing program (Quadrant III, left center; also Quadrant II, top center). As the
management-labor reward gap grows, labor is less likely to feel like “we are all in this
together.” Trust in the gainsharing program is mostly a function of credibility: Was the
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gainsharing bonus earned paid in full (Quadrant IV, right)?> The financial ability to pay the
gainsharing bonus earned plays a role here (Quadrant IV, bottom center).©
Where labor’s goals and management’s goals are the same (or perceived as the
same), the likelihood that both labor and management are working toward the same end is
increased. That is, there is a shared, perceived need to improve performance.

In this

sense, labor-management goal alignment also influences the organization’s capacity to hold
goals (Quadrant II, upper left). Poor labor-management relationships often take on a life of
their own, distracting individuals and groups from the organization’s broader purpose and

goals. The organization’s capacity to hold performance goals is lessened because of the
energy spent on labor-management conflict.
The perceived need to improve performance ts a function of the perceived
performance gap (Quadrant I, center), the perceived gainsharing bonus loss (Quadrant II,

left center), the perceived need for the gainsharing bonus (Quadrant III, right center), and
the perceived influence on gainsharing results (Quadrant II, bottom center). The term
“perceived” is used here because of the subjective and information-based nature of these
constructs. The perceived performance gap and the perceived gainsharing bonus loss are
two related variables. The performance goal (Quadrant I, left center), in combination with

SThe researcher was a participant in a gainsharing program where the top manager
continually adjusted the bonus payout. Asa result, the program lacked credibility.
Eventually, this credibility problem manifested itself in little-to-no buy-in of the top
manager’s goals and objectives.
There is a philosophical dimension operating here that is important yet difficult to capture
in this model. For example, because top managers at CP believe the gainsharing program
is the “cement” that holds the company together, they have paid full bonuses when the
company was losing money. In Section 5.2 the story was told of the CP’s financial
problems during the 1982-83 recession. Because of these problems, CP could only afford
to pay 25% of the full bonus earned, with the promise that the remaining bonus monies

would be paid once financial conditions improved. By 1985, all the bonus money earned

during the recession period was paid out. The reason CP did this was because they
believed it was the right thing to do. There are organizations who would not have done
this.
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the perceived probability of goal attainment (Quadrant I, upper left), establishes a
gainsharing bonus expectation (Quadrant I, lower left). When actual performance falls

short of the performance goal, there is both a perceived gainsharing bonus loss and a
perceived performance gap (Quadrant I, center). Whether an individual’s or group’s focus
is directed toward closing the performance gap or recovering the gainsharing bonus loss or
both, the end result is the same: an increased, perceived need to improve performance
(Quadrant I, lower right).
The perceived need for the gainsharing bonus (Quadrant IT, right center) and the
perceived influence on gainsharing results (Quadrant II, bottom center) most likely interact
in a multiplicative relationship to influence the perceived need to improve performance.
The perceived need for the gainsharing bonus is influenced by the size of the gainsharing
bonus paid (Quadrant IV, lower right). As the gainsharing bonus increases as a percentage
of total pay, so does the personal financial need for it. The perceived influence on
gainsharing results is a function of gainsharing bonus schedule (or formula) complexity
(Quadrant II, right center), organizational size (Quadrant III, upper right), and the
relationship between actions to improve performance (Quadrant IV, top center) and the
gainsharing bonus earned (Quadrant IV, center). Gainsharing bonus schedule complexity
is most likely a function of the number of measures used, but not necessarily so. As the
number of measures increase, so does the number of causal relationships that individuals
and groups need to understand.

However, a single measure that is indirectly tied to value-

adding activities or portrayed in a different organizational language (for example, in

financial terms rather than physical quantities) can result in the same type of confusion.
Again, if individuals perceive they have an influence on results, that perception is reality.
AS organizational size increases, the relationship between an individual’s or group’s actions
and performance results becomes more difficult to establish. At a minimum, a critical mass
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of organizational members must perceive a moderate to strong, positive correlational
relationship between actions to improve performance and the gainsharing bonus earned. If
this relationship is considered spurious, the gainsharing bonus will be viewed as
uncontrollable or a “lottery” and the perceived need to improve performance will decrease.

6.4

HYPOTHESES

DERIVED

FROM

THE

MODELS

Based on the site-specific model and the general model, a number of hypotheses
can be stated in regards to how a gainsharing program works to impact organizational
performance:
H1. Gainsharing creates a shared perceived need to improve performance.

This

shared perceived need to improve performance helps thwart eroding goals.
H2. The perceived need to improve performance increases as the perceived:
a. performance gap increases
b. gainsharing bonus loss increases
c. need for the gainsharing bonus increases
d. influence on gainsharing results increases
H3. Information sharing creates shared, performance gap perceptions.
H4. As the perceived gainsharing bonus loss increases, the perceived need to
improve performance increases.
a. Gainsharing bonus expectations are influenced by the perceived
probability of performance goal achievement.
H5. The perceived need for the gainsharing bonus increases as the gainsharing
bonus paid increases.
H6. The perceived influence on gainsharing results increases:
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a. as formal participation in problem-solving and decision-making
increases.
b. organizational size decreases.
c. gainsharing bonus complexity decreases.
H7. Formal participation in low-line of sight environments is more critical to
shaping perceptions of influence on gainsharing results than it is in high lineof-sight environments.

H8. Actions to improve performance increase as:
a. improvement capacity increases.
b. work practice restrictions decrease.
H9. As labor-management goal alignment increases, the capacity to hold
performance goals increases.
a. As trust in the gainsharing program increases, labor-management goal
alignment increases.
b. As the perceived management-labor reward gap increases, labormanagement goal alignment decreases.
H10. Trust in the gainsharing program increases as the gainsharing bonus promisepayment gap decreases.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
Chapter Seven presents the knowledge gained from the research study: 1) general
insights; 2) implications for gainsharing program design; 3) modeling issues, and 4)
directions for future research.

7.1

GENERAL

INSIGHTS

This research study provided three general insights: 1) the complexity associated
with modeling organizational phenomena, 2) how gainsharing works to affect
organizational performance, and 3) the levels at which management programs like
gainsharing should be studied.

7.1.1

Complexity

Associated

With

Modeling

Organizational

Phenomena

When attempting to create causal models of organizational phenomena like
gainsharing programs, one quickly comes face-to-face with the dynamic multiplicity of
structures, systems, processes, histories, and people that comprise an organization, all
superimposed on and interacting with one another. The challenge is not so much in getting
people to talk about some particular organizational phenomenon — a single day of

interview data can prove overwhelming — as it is to neatly and accurately portray what
they have said. And when that particular phenomenon is deeply embedded in the everyday
ebbs and flows of organizational life, it becomes even more difficult to neatly ferret out
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effects and causes. Such was the case at Commonwealth Paper (CP). The gainsharing
program was not something that appeared one day and was “bolted on” the organization; it
has always been there. And while it has some defining features like a bonus formula, it
also lacks definitive boundaries, permeating organizational life at CP in ways that are not
fully comprehensible.

It is little wonder that President Allen referred to the gainsharing

program as “the cement that holds the whole partnership together,” or that Human
Resource Manager Hutchinson called it a “bonder,” or that Mill Manager Bauer called it a
“curiosity.”

To mention all this is in no way intended to make excuses for any shortcomings in
the site-specific model presented in Chapter Five. Rather, the purpose in saying all of this
is two-fold. First, models, with their neatly drawn boxes and arrows, often create the
illusion that things are cleaner and neater than they really are. The reader should not forget
the reality which the site-specific model attempts to represent. Because the development of
a causal model requires a level of discipline not required in the development of correlational
models (which do not attempt to establish causation), the complexity and subtleties of
organizational reality is never far from the model builder’s thoughts.

Second, other

researchers who wish to use this model to compare with or to extend their own site-specific
results should remember that organizational reality is in part subjective and emerging.
Repeating the research methodology at CP at a later time may lead to different results. The
site-specific model that was created in this research was at best a snapshot, built from
limited data, of how six top managers at CP believe the gainsharing program affects CP’s
performance at the time the research was conducted.
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7.1.22 How

Gainsharing

Works

to Affect

Performance

Gainsharing works to affect organizational performance by providing additional
forces for performance goal achievement.

Gainsharing, however, does not provide a

management practice or process through which performance goals are achieved. To
highlight the difference between “force” and “process,” consider a gainsharing program in
the context of these commonly cited barriers to performance achievement (Deming, 1986;

Aguayo, 1990):
* Poor or inadequate training
Lack of direction
* Poor planning that results in delays or deadline anxiety or both
* Inadequate job documentation and drawings
* Goals without the tools to achieve them
* Inadequate product design or process design or both
* Poor working environment
* Lack of communication
¢ Lack of process knowledge on the part of supervisors and managers
* Struggle to get help from engineers

* Arbitrary decisions by boss

* Unclear how contribution is valued
¢ Fear
These roadblocks are most likely the result of inadequate or defective systems of
management, not from the absence of gainsharing. For example, a gainsharing program
does not provide training or improve process design or eliminate employment security
fears. A gainsharing program can, through its interaction with a multiplicity of forces that
permeate organizational life, provide forces for improved management practice in areas like
planning, communication, and cooperation (see, for example, Bullock and Lawler, 1984),
but it is not better management in and of itself.
While gainsharing provides additional forces for performance goal achievement, it
can also provide forces for setting safe performance goals. Setting safe goals is a common
phenomenon in organizations, especially when rewards are linked to performance (see
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Jackall, 1988; Kerr, 1975). An industrial engineer, in describing a gainsharing program at
a Veterans Administration Hospital where he works, illustrates this point:
Mechanically, everything appears to work perfectly.

However, the quality of the goals themselves is less than

desirable. The problem as I see it is in our ability to “stay

the course.” I have been very successful in generating the

passion for improvement in top management. The difficulty
is in sustaining that passion for a long enough period of time
to achieve the results we seek. The (gainsharing) project
began with management assurance of “total commitment.”
However, when it came time to develop goals and objectives
required to strategically move the organization, the problems
setin. The fear of developing goals and objectives which
were measurable and introduced the possibility of failure
overwhelmed the organization. This resulted in strategies

designed to ensure 100 percent probability of successful

completion without regard to whether or not organizational
improvements were realized.

Gainsharing must be implemented in a culture where a critical mass of managers (top
managers in particular) and workers are both intrinsically motivated to perform well and are
allowed to perform well (see point 1 above). Many of the conditions favoring a
gainsharing program, such as open communication, and trust and cooperation (see Lawler,
1981 and White, 1979) do not appear overnight in an organization whose culture has not
supported these characteristics in the past. If managers and workers do not identify with
the organization’s purpose and are not motivated by that purpose, or the gainsharing bonus
becomes an end in and of itself, practices like safe goal setting will occur. In addition, if
the raising of performance goals translates to lower gainsharing bonuses than were earned
in the past, goal changes will be resisted. Raising performance goals while lowering
gainsharing bonuses is analogous to rate-cutting in piece-work plans.
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7.1.3

Gainsharing

Study

Levels

There are two interrelated, though somewhat distinct, levels at which management
programs like gainsharing should be studied.! One level, which was the primary focus of
this research, is the operational level. Studies at the operational level address the question:
How does gainsharing (or some other management program) affect organizational
performance? The other level deals with the approach to these performance variables and
relationships, not in the variables and relationships themselves. This level is the
administrative level. Studies at the administrative level deal with gainsharing program
management, with an emphasis on program implementation.

Causes and correlates of

gainsharing program success at the operational and administrative level are not
differentiated in gainsharing studies and only became apparent as the researcher was
attempting to match gainsharing study causes and correlates to those in the site-specific
model. The distinction made between the operational level and administrative level has
implications for gainsharing program design. More will be said on these implications in the
following section.

7.2 IMPLICATIONS

FOR

GAINSHARING

PROGRAM

DESIGN

This research study, while not focused on design issues, did suggest design
activities: 1) build a causal model, 2) address the operational and administrative levels, 3)
set performance goals based on system capability, 4) make bonus payments significant,
and 5) create line-of-sight for program participants.

1The word “level” as used here is not meant in a hierarchical sense.

same sense as plane or view or perspective.
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Rather it is used in the

7.2.1

Causal

Model

The design of a gainsharing program should begin with a causal model (or macrolevel process flow diagram) of how the organization works.

Because this causal model

depicts key performance variables and relationships, it provides a practical theory from
which valid gainsharing performance measures (or other management programs) can be
selected. The designers of a gainsharing program can also use this causal model to help
determine what information should be shared to influence line-of-sight.
The perceived need for or perceived importance of a causal model probably
increases as line-of-sight decreases. In a high line-of-sight environment like CP, this
causal model may not be viewed as critical as it would be in a low line-of-sight
environment because the cause-and-effect relationships in the former environment are more
visible, more straightforward, and more understood. However, even in a high line-ofsight environment, the wrong measure or measures can be selected. Commonwealth Paper
was fortunate to have selected what seems to be the right gainsharing measure: average

daily production. They could have just as easily settled on their initial five performance
measures (safety, housekeeping, production off the paper machine, manufacturing costs as
compared to budgeted costs, net sales as compared to projected selling price). However,
because they did not anticipate the dynamics of selling price, and production’s relationship
to profit, the production measure has gotten them into trouble at times. Therefore,

regardless of the level of line-of-sight, it would be wise to have the causal model.
The process of causal model development should include the direct participation of
people in the system. Because managers and workers are not trained in building causal

models, this involvement will probably be limited to the review of successive model
versions. The site-specific model presented in Chapter Five emerged through a grounded
(i.e. data based), circular process of listening to interview tapes, reviewing field notes and
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interview transcripts, referencing secondary data sources, and attempting to reach closure
by visually portraying variables and relationships. Because the managers who supplied the
words for the model were not consulted throughout the model building process, they were
somewhat confused by the final model.

Both acceptance and understanding of the causal

model may have been enhanced had these managers participated in a series of reviews
rather than one, final review.

7.2.2

Operational

and

Administrative

Level

The designers of a gainsharing program must concern themselves with system
structures that operate at two different levels. At the operational level, the designers of a
gainsharing program must concern themselves with an eroding goal structure, a structure
that creates pressures to achieve and lower performance goals. At the administrative level,

the designers of a gainsharing program must concern themselves with a limits-to-growth
structure. Limits to growth structures tend to be present in most organizational
improvement programs and often frustrate organizational changes that seem to be gaining
ground at first, then run out of steam (see Senge, 1990; also see Appendix C).
Operationally, the designers must concern themselves with the mechanisms that play a role
in creating forces for goal achievement, mechanisms like performance measurement,
information sharing, and bonus payments.

Administratively, designers must concern

themselves with limits: goals (e.g. the amount of information or power top management
wants to share), resources (e.g. engineering support to implement improvements or
capital), or norms (e.g. employment security fears) that slow down and stifle the

gainsharing effort. They must also concern themselves with conditions such as top
management support and legitimization, education and training, and worker acceptance and
buy-in.
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7.2.3

System

Capability

System capability must be considered in determining performance goals and
gainsharing bonuses. Performance goals or gainsharing bonuses which are not perceived

as achievable will probably not create the necessary forces for improvement. On the other
hand, performance goals or gainsharing bonuses that are too easily achieved will not move
the organization forward. Commonwealth Paper makes use of both statistical quality
control and test periods for determining system capability, from which they establish
performance goals and gainsharing bonuses.

7.2.4

The

Gainsharing

Bonus

To create a perceived need for the gainsharing bonus, the gainsharing bonus earned

should be viewed as significant by those receiving it. Kanter (1989) has argued that any
gainsharing bonus must be greater than ten percent of total pay if it is to be viewed as
significant. Gainsharing bonuses at CP have averaged 16% the past six years. Coupled
with competitive wages, CP employees financially depend on the gainsharing bonus.

Asa

result, there is a perceived need for the gainsharing bonus. It should be pointed out that

this perceived need cannot be created by reducing base pay by the amount of gainsharing
bonuses. The gainsharing program will quickly be perceived as a “takeaway.”

Under

these conditions, the gainsharing bonus will still be needed, but other effects of the
gainsharing bonus, like management-labor goal alignment, will be undermined.

In

addition, an important limit comes into play here: the size of the bonus top management
believes is reasonable. The researcher participated in a gainsharing program where the top
manager would look at the bonuses earned, claim they were too much, and reduce them.
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The effects of this action were the same as the effect of rate cutting in piece work plans:
reduced effort and lack of trust.

7.2.5

Line-of-Sight
The site-specific model and general model suggest that the perceived influence on

gainsharing results (i.e. line-of-sight) is an important condition. At a minimum, a critical
mass of organizational members must perceive a moderate to strong, positive correlational
relationship between actions to improve performance and the gainsharing bonus earned. If
this relationship is considered spurious, the gainsharing bonus will be viewed as
uncontrollable or a “lottery” and the perceived need to improve performance will decrease.
The complexity of the gainsharing bonus, size, and participation are the three variables that
appear to influence line-of-sight. Gainsharing bonus complexity (or conversely,
gainsharing bonus understanding) and participation are the variables that receive most
attention in gainsharing studies (see Section 6-2). As gainsharing bonus complexity
increases, understanding decreases, and the line-of-sight between efforts, results, and

rewards decreases. Participation’s effects are less clear than this; the effects of size are
even less understood.
Participation has received more support than size as a critical variable influencing

gainsharing program success (see Hammer, 1988). In the site-specific model, participation
played a diminished, and somewhat unclear role. It may be the case that there is a proparticipation bias in gainsharing studies because the early literature stressed participation’s
importance for success (see Frost, Wakely, and Ruh, 1974; Lesieur, 1958); over time,
participation became associated with gainsharing and its effects became assumed.

Or it

may be the case that because CP is such a high line-of-sight work environment, formal
participative processes may not be needed to establish a connection between contribution
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and results. This line-of-sight already exists. In lower-line of sight environments, formal
participation may be needed only because it shapes perceptions of influence on gainsharing
results. The gainsharing bonus, in combination with participation, establish line-of-sight,
regardless of whether the participation had any real organization-wide impact. If managers
and workers perceive themselves as having an influence on results, that perception has real
consequences for these managers and workers.
The site-specific model suggests that the number of organizational levels (or layers
of bureaucracy), which is a size-dependent or size-related variable, influences line-of-sight.
And, I suspect that size does play a role in gainsharing program performance because most
organizational phenomena are subject to scale-effects (see Hardin, 1985). However, there
have been no consistent findings that demonstrate gainsharing working better in small
organizations than in large organizations (see Bullock and Lawler, 1984). A possible
reason why gainsharing studies have failed to find a consistent relationship between size
and gainsharing program success is that size may not be a single construct. The variable
size could be comprised of a number of dimensions, such as the number of employees or
organizational levels or production processes. For example, CP is a relatively high line-ofsight environment because it has three levels of management, around 250 employees, a
single production process with a relatively short cycle time, and a single product type
(corrugating medium).

An organization the same “size” as CP, in terms of employees and

organizational levels, may have multiple production processes with long cycle times and
multiple product types (e.g. a job shop).

Simply measuring size by the number of

employees or organizational levels would not reveal the key differences that may be
impacting line-of-sight.

However, organizational size, whether its measured by number of

employees or organizational levels or production process, must be taken into consideration.
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As organizational size increases, the relationship between an individual’s or group’s actions
and performance results probably becomes more difficult to establish.

7.3 MODELING

ISSUES

This section addresses five issues that researchers will probably confront who wish
to repeat this research study or conduct a similar research study: 1) keeping the model
simple yet complete, 2) imposing too much structure on the phenomenon studied, 3)
incorporating multiple, subjective realities into the model, 4) selecting the appropriate
modeling approach, and 5) incorporating qualitative concepts into the model.

7.3.1

Simplicity
When attempting to model something where existing research is little help, it

becomes difficult to keep the model simple. This is especially troublesome in causal
modeling, where the inclusion of an extraneous variable may multiply into the inclusion of
several extraneous variables.

7.3.2 Mechanistic

Structure

Because modeling organizational phenomenon tends to both force and reinforce a

mechanistic view of organizations, a certain “rationality” or “order” is imposed by
researchers that may or may not exist. When a researcher attempts to create a model of a
particular phenomenon, like gainsharing, that is deeply embedded in the everyday ebbs and
flows of organizational life, she or he must make an assumption on which the validity of
results rests, yet which may not be true: individuals working in and living in the
organization have considered how the phenomenon behaves.
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Or, if they have considered

how the phenomenon behaves, they can articulate it. Or, if they can articulate it, the words

can be portrayed graphically. It is little wonder that top managers at CP thought the sitespecific model “complex.”

These were the same managers who referred to their

gainsharing program as “the cement that holds the whole partnership together,” a “bonder,
and a “curiosity.”

7.3.3

Multiple,

Subjective

Realities

There are multiple, subjective realities operating in an organizational setting, and

each of these realities is valid to a degree, regardless of whether they support each other. A
model that marries these subjective realities may capture an objective reality, which is itself
emergent and dynamic, but still misses an important point. Sociologist William Issac
Thomas, provided a simple and powerful rationale for the significance of subjectivity in

social life: “...1f men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences.”
Because of differences among individuals in terms of organizational position,
responsibility, and background, different perceptions of an organizational phenomenon,
like gainsharing, will be present. While multiple perspectives are required to understand
and accurately depict the phenomenon of interest, the interface and integration of these
perspectives into a single perspective may or may not matter when viewed from the
perspective of individual actors who only experience select portions of that single
perspective.

7.3.4 Modeling

Approach

The modeling approach employed by a researcher will bias results toward the
inclusion of certain concepts and the exclusion of other concepts. Organizations can be
viewed from multiple perspectives (e.g. management-worker, line-staff, top-bottom), from
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multiple metaphors (e.g. machine, organism, culture, political system), and through
different methodologies (e.g. quantitative, qualitative). The perspective taken, the
metaphor guiding the investigation, and the methodology used determines to a large degree
what is seen (see Morgan, 1986).

7.3.5

Qualitative

Concepts

Concepts that are presumed to be important, but which do not have generally
accepted definitions, can be given definitions and incorporated into a causal model, but
only to a certain degree. The creation of a single, site-specific case model and a
hypothesized general case model was envisioned as a step toward the development of a
simulation tool for gainsharing program design and development.

Individuals and groups

responsible for a gainsharing program’s design and development could use this simulation
tool to ask “What if?” questions and experiment with new program policies. However, the
presence of qualitative concepts in the causal model makes the translation to the
mathematical simulation model difficult.
Quantitative concepts like production rate, production capability, lost time, and
gainsharing bonuses paid are relatively straightforward to incorporate in a mathematical
simulation model. Typically, both operational definitions and data exist for them.
Statistical techniques, like correlation analysis, can be applied to these concepts to validate
relationships claimed in verbal descriptions.
Qualitative concepts, like the perceived need to increase production or labormanagement goal alignment, present a more difficult problem. Typically, definitions and
data do not exist for them. Where definitions exist, they often include other qualitative
concepts. Where data do not exist, parameter values must be assumed (note that assumed

parameter values in the correct system structure will still produce the characteristic,
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dynamic behavior of the system whereas accurate parameter values in an incorrect structure
will not [Forrester, 1975: 3]). However, to “force fit” these qualitative concepts into a
quantitative framework — for example, through the use of non-parametric relationships —
may alter the meaning of the concept. Where data can be collected quantitatively, the
concepts themselves are often subjective and emergent.

So, on the one hand, the inclusion

of qualitative concepts in a causal model helps provide a gestalt view. On the other hand,
many of these qualitative concepts will most likely be left out of the model when translating
it to a mathematical simulation model.

7.4 DIRECTIONS

FOR

FUTURE

RESEARCH

This section presents five recommendations for future research: 1) interviewing
workers, 2) translating the causal model into a mathematical simulation model, 3) defining
the constructs used in gainsharing studies, 4) modeling organizational systems in case
studies, and 5), differentiating studies between the operational and administrative level.

7.4.1

Worker

Interviews

Further studies investigating how gainsharing works to affect performance
(including follow-up studies at CP) should interview workers and provide for more
participant involvement in model development. Operators and mechanics, clerical and
administrative personnel should be interviewed to provide a perspective that is missing
here. In hindsight, the research would have benefitted from this perspective because it
would have provided additional data. For example, managers were reluctant to admit the
influence of the gainsharing program on their own behavior. Operators and mechanics,
clerical and administrative personnel may be more open in this regard.
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In addition, there should be more involvement on the part of managers and workers
throughout the building of the causal model (see Section 7.2, Point 1). However, when
conducting research in this situation, a researcher must be extremely sensitive to the time
spent on the project by organizational participants and the skill-level. On the one hand,
enough time must be taken to get the desired research results. On the other hand, the
researcher could easily be perceived as a nuisance and project participation a burden, by
taking too much time. Throughout this research, I had to work within the time constraints
of the participants. Often, this meant having less time with each participant than I initially
hoped.

7.4.2

Mathematical

Simulation

Model

Either the site-specific model developed in this study, or the site-specific models
developed in other studies should be translated to the next step: a mathematical simulation
model. The results of this effort would more than likely provide additional insight to how
gainsharing works to affect performance.

7.4.3

Definitions
The constructs used in gainsharing studies, like information sharing, participation,

and size, should be given definitions. Without clearly defined constructs, it is difficult to
compare results across studies.

7.4.4

Case

Study

Causal

Models

Case studies of gainsharing should include causal models of the organizational
system studied. That is, organizational performance can no longer be treated as a “black
box.” The original research question which asked, How does a gainsharing program affect
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organizational performance?, would have been better stated as two questions: 1) What
organizational performance variables and relationships does a gainsharing program affect?
and 2) How are they affected? In addition, it seems that one first needs to understand the
variables and relationships which affect performance before one can understand how
gainsharing (or any other management program) works to affect performance.

This makes

sense if one considers the intended purpose of management policies and programs: to
improve organizational performance. This broader performance focus has been
conspicuously absent from prior gainsharing research (and organizational performance
research in general).

7.4.5

Study

Focus

Gainsharing studies need to differentiate between two levels: operational and
administrative.

Studies at the operational level address the question: How does gainsharing

affect organizational performance? The administrative level concerns the approach to these
performance variables and relationships, not the variables and relationships themselves.
Studies at the administrative level address gainsharing program management, with an
emphasis on program implementation.
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7.5

SUMMARY

Frederick W. Taylor, the Father of Scientific Management, and W. Edwards
Deming, a founder of Total Quality Management, cite defective systems of management as
the main source of organizational quality and productivity problems (Deming, 1986;
Taylor, 1911/1967). A common management practice in Taylor’s day was management by
“initiative and incentive,” in which managers would offer rewards to workers and then
hope for the workers’ best efforts; workers, however, were not provided the proper
methods and tools for goal accomplishment and were often treated unfairly when those
goals were achieved (Taylor, 1911/1967). The result of this treatment was “systematic
soldiering”; workers would simply restrict their production output. Under the management
practice of initiative and incentive, managers labeled performance problems like systematic
soldiering as motivational problems.

Seventy-five years after Taylor, Deming (1986) has

observed this same management practice, calling it madness.
This research study suggests that gainsharing provides additional forces for
performance goal achievement, not a management practice or process through which
performance goals are achieved. Gainsharing implemented in an organization where people
are not provided the proper methods and tools for goal achievement and not treated fairly is
just another variation of management by initiative and incentive. The gainsharing
application is driven by management’s belief that the organization’s performance problems
are motivational problems; all that is needed is more motivation.
Gainsharing helps create conditions that make work motivation a “non-problem”
when it is implemented in a climate characterized by: 1) fairness (see Sashkin and Williams,
1990), 2) implicit employment security guarantees and compressed management-labor
compensation differentials (see Levine and Tyson, 1990; Sashkin and Kiser, 1991), 3)
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pervasive information sharing (see Lawler, 1986), 4) pride-in-work (see Barnard, 1938;
Deming, 1986), and 5) methods and process engineering (see Deming, 1986; Taylor,
1911/1967).

Because gainsharing is a reward program, I expected managers at CP to

emphasize its motivational characteristics. As it turned out, motivation was rarely
mentioned. In a company-wide listing of some 50 performance improvement roadblocks in

1989, lack of motivation to improve, a commonly cited roadblock in most organizations
(see Sink and Tuttle, 1989) was not mentioned.

A historical look at the evolution of

modern work organizations shows that prior to the Industrial Revolution, motivation was
considered a matter of personal values, not a problem to be worked on by management (see
Lux, 1990).

In fact, the distinctions between management and labor were less clear in the

small craft organizations which the Industrial Revolution replaced than these distinctions
are today (see Lawrence, 1985). By providing both an ownership stake in the business
through gainsharing, and by providing a sense of ownership through their management
practices, CP has blurred the lines between management and labor. The motivation issue
has become one of personal values. And because they take care in selection and placement,
CP helps ensure that every prospective employee’s values are consistent with the
company’s guiding principles.
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VIRGINIA TECH
Paul E. Rossler
Instructor
Industrial and Systems Engineering

262 Whittemore Hall
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 231-6056
Fax: (703) 231-3322

March 19, 1991
Mr. Bob Hutchinson

Commonwealth Paper
P.O. Box 000

Woodlands

Dear Bob:
Thank you for your willingness to participate in my doctoral dissertation.
The purpose of my research is to create a clear picture of how a gainsharing program really
works to affect company operations. This picture would depict the key elements of a
gainsharing program and the cause-and-effect relationships among these key elements.
Once this picture is created, it could be translated to a simulation model to see what might
happen to a gainsharing program over time. Individuals and groups accountable and
responsible for a gainsharing program’s design and development could then ask “What if?”
questions and experiment with new program policies. The picture, or visual model,
however, is worthwhile in and of itself because it provides one with a gestalt view and
understanding; it is also an important, first step towards the development of a simulation
tool for gainsharing program design and development. (I got this idea from a book
entitled, The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of the Learning Organization , which you
might find both interesting and of practical use. It’s written by Peter Senge and published
by Doubleday; the cost is $19.95 from a bookstore. The ISBN number is 0-385-26094-6.
The enclosed article describes the book’s content and has ordering information at the end.)
I expect to have the dissertation proposal completed by week’s end. The proposal outlines
what I plan to do and must be approved by my dissertation committee before I can proceed
with the research. Allowing time for changes, I expect to have a green-light sometime in
mid-April (I will send you a copy of the completed proposal). We could safely plan on the
research beginning the first week of May. Final exams end at Virginia Tech May 1, so the
entire month of May is open for me. Following is my wish list in regards to your’s and
other people’s time; of course, I will work within your’s and others’ time and resource
constraints.
What I propose to do is to have you, and two to five other key people, tell me how
Commonwealth Paper’s gainsharing program works to affect operations. By a key person,
I mean someone that meets one or more of the following criteria:
* Position - someone, who by nature of their position, has a relatively broad view
of the gainsharing program.
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* Reputation ~ someone considered by yourself or others as “ a good person to talk
to about the gainsharing program.”
* Participation - someone that participates in the design and application of the
gainsharing program.
* Opinion leadership - someone who tends to shape others opinions regarding the
design and application of the gainsharing program.
The time commitment for each individual interview
would be in the neighborhood of two to four hours,
sessions. As we discussed over the phone, I prefer
people than one or two hours each with six people.

(or, if preferable, a group interview)
which could be spread out over several
to spend four hours each with three
Each person interviewed would then

need to spend a half-hour reviewing certain pieces of the transcript of her or his interview,

checking its accuracy, and making any required modifications. [Il use this interview data
to create a visual model of the key elements and relationships in Virginia Fibre’s
gainsharing program. A copy of this model would then be sent to each person interviewed
for review and comment. If at all possible, I would like you to attend the dissertation
defense meeting, either in person or by phone, sometime in August.
In closing, I’d like to again thank you for your willingness to participate in the research.
Pll give you a call the week of March 25th so we can begin to work on logistics.

My Best Regards,

Paul E. Rossler
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DATA

SOURCES

Interviews with President Allen, Mill Manager Bauer, Maintenance Manager Daniels,
Human Resource Manager Hutchinson, Financial Manager Kohler, Operations Manager
Russell

Field Notes taken during 4th Working Day Meeting (5-6-91), interviews (5-7-91), and
1991 Strategic Planning Session: (12-12 and 13-91).

Annual Reports to Employees: October 1986, October 1987, January 1989, December
1989, December 1991

Annual Strategic Plans: September 1988, 1989, 1990
Daily Operations Report 5-6-91 and 5-7-91
Employee Handbook

Human Resource Report, May 1991
Information System Description
Information Sharing Practices Description (Van Aiken, 1991)
Medium Quality Report
Mill Modernization/Expansion Plan
Performance Management Assessment (Kiser, 1989, 1990, 1991)

President Allen’s presentation on incentive compensation program changes
President’s Operating Committee’s list of iems having an effect on daily production, either

increase or decrease
Process Description

Salary and Grade Structure
Statistical Process Control data for production tonnage: May 1990, April 1991

Training Needs Assessment Report, January 1989
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VIRGINIA TECH
Paul E. Rossler
Industrial and Systems Engineering

262 Whittemore Hall
Blacksburg, VA 24061

(703) 231-6656
Fax: (703) 231-3322

June 26, 1991
Mr. Bob Hutchinson

Commonwealth Paper
P.O. Box 000
Woodlands
Dear Bob:

The Hutchinson-Kohler interview tape has finally been transcribed and is enclosed. A
copy has also been sent to Barry. I apologize for the long delay in getting this to you.

To make certain that I correctly captured and documented what you had to say, I’d like you
to read through the transcript and correct anything that is inaccurate, fill in missing words
or phrases (which are indicated by a blank line), and provide clarification for those parts of
the interview which don’t seem to convey what you had intended. Also, if you would like
to take this opportunity to add something, you can write it in the margins, on the back of a
page, or on the blank sheet found at the end of the transcript. If you have extensive
additions, and don’t have the time to write them, please give me a call (703-381-0302) or
use the cassette tape provided. At the top of the transcript, please indicate whether it would
be okay to publish the transcript, in an anonymous format, in the appendix of the final
report.
Please return the marked-up transcript to me in the enclosed, self-addressed envelope no

later than Friday, July 12. (I know the shutdown is occurring in late July and it may not be

possible for you to review the transcript before then. Just let me know if this is the case.)
Once I receive it, I'll begin combining your interview with the other interviews to create a
model of how gainsharing works to impact company performance at Virginia Fibre. You’ll
receive a copy of this model and its accompanying narrative for your review and comments
in mid- to late-August.
Once again, thank you for your participation in this project.
My best regards,

Paul E. Rossler
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VIRGINIA TECH
Paul E. Rossler

262 Whittemore Hall

Industrial and Systems Engineering

Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 231-6656
Fax: (703) 231-3322

August 19, 1991
Dear
The attached narrative (Attachment A) and accompanying pictures (Attachment B-G) were
created based on your description and others’ descriptions of how the gainsharing incentive
program at Commonwealth Paper works to affect company performance. I need your help
in showing me where these pictures are incomplete or mistaken, and where they need to be

revised for more accuracy. Ill be visiting with each of you the afternoon of August 27th

so that this can be accomplished. So that you will know what to expect and can be better
prepared for that meeting, for each picture I'll be asking you:
A. Overall, how accurate do you consider the picture to be?

make sense? Please say a little about why you think so.

That is, does the story it tells

B. Are there any important elements missing? Either list or draw them on the picture or do
both.
C. Are any of the elements unimportant, trivial, or of little effect? Cross them off the
picture and say a little about why you think they are of little value.
D. Do you think the arrows between elements are accurate, both in direction and polarity (a
“+” if increasing or decreasing together, a “——” if one increases and the other decreases
or vice versa)? If not, cross off the arrows, draw in new arrows (be certain to indicate
the polarity), or correct the polarity.

E. Any other concluding comments or suggestions.
Once again, I’d like to thank you for your help in this project. I’m looking forward to my
visit.
Best Regards,

Paul E. Rossler
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ATTACHMENT
How

to read a systems

A

picture

Every systems picture tells a story. When reading a systems picture, the main skill is to see
the story being told. From any element in the picture, you can trace arrows that represent
influence on another element. Where an increase (or decrease) in one element influences an
increase (or decrease) in another element, the arrow is drawn with a “plus sign.” Where an
increase in one element influences a decrease in another element (or visa versa), the arrow
is drawn with a “negative sign.” Implicit in any arrow relationship is the condition “all
other things being equal.” In addition, the arrow relationships do not have to be linear
relationships.
The systems picture that was built to show how the gainsharing program incentive program
works to impact performance at CP is comprised of six, smaller pictures (Attachments B G): (1) Paper Production; (2) Financial Performance; (3) Compensation; (4) Participation;
(5) Information Sharing; and (6) Incentive Bonus. Below are the stories for these sectors.
All six sectors, when considered together, show how the gainsharing incentive program
impacts performance at Commonweath Paper.
Attachment

B Systems

Picture

Story

(The

Production

Sector)

The paper machine production rate is influenced by product characteristics, production
effort, and production capability. Product characteristics, like weight, percentage of
recycled fibre, and quality requirements, are mostly determined by the marketplace.
Production-focused effort, on the other hand, is mostly determined by managers,
operators, and mechanics. As the perceived need to increase production increases, so does
production-focused effort.! This perceived need to increase production is influenced in
part by the production gap, the difference between the annual daily production goal
established at the beginning of each fiscal year and the average level of production
achieved. As this production gap increases, so does the perceived need to increase
production. Because the paper production process is capital intensive, additions to
production capability influence the paper machine production rate. The capability gap
influences the perceived need to invest in capability. As the capability gap increases, so
does the perceived need to invest in capability. Because CP wishes to remain debt free,
additions to production capability are limited by available cash flow. These variables and
relationships described above are shown in Attachment B (center and right side of figure).
AS running time increases, paper machine production increases. Increases in running time
are achieved through reductions in lost time. The lost time gap, the difference between the
lost time goal established at the beginning of each fiscal year and the lost time achieved, as
The modifier “perceived” is used here to highlight the subjective reality that operates in an
organizational setting. Need, as used here and throughout these system picture
descriptions, is synonymous with concepts like necessity, requisite, and desire. It includes
both external requirements as well as internal compulsions. The word should not be
interpreted in a strict, psychological sense. In earlier model versions, the word “pressure”
was used instead of need. Pressure, however, implied more of “push” phenomenon rather
than the “push and pull” that seems to be occurring.
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well as the production gap, influences the perceived need to reduce lost time. As the lost
time gap increases, so does the perceived need to reduce lost time. As the production gap
increases, so does the perceived need to reduce lost time. The perceived need to reduce lost
time influences both maintenance focused effort and reductions in lost time. As
maintenance focused effort increases, and as reductions in lost time increase, lost time
decreases. Reductions in lost time also influence maintenance frequency. The variables
and relationships described above are shown in Attachment B (left side of figure).
Attachment

C

Systems

Picture

Story

(The

Financial

Performance

Sector)

The net selling price and paper machine production determine revenues. Revenues less
costs, which also fluctuate with paper machine production, determines available cash flow.
As the gap between cash flow requirements and available cash flow increases, the
perceived need to increase production increases. The perceived need to increase production
is also influenced in part by the budget performance gap and the comparison mill financial
performance gap As these gaps increase, the perceived need to increase production
increases.
Attachment

D Systems

Picture

Story

(The

Compensation

Sector)

Managers’ and employees’ total reward is determined by base pay and premium pay,
incentive bonus earnings, and benefits. As the manager-employee reward gap grows and
as the operator-mechanic reward gap grows, labor-management polarization and operatormaintenance polarization occurs. This polarization influences the shared perceived need to
increase production, reduce lost time, and invest in production capability, and influences

work rules that either enlarge or reduce opportunities to increase production-focused and
maintenance-focused effort.

Attachment

E Systems

Picture

Story

(The Participation

Sector)

The time required for paper production and the time required for involvement influence the
time available for involvement, which in turn influences the level of involvement.

The level

of involvement is also influenced by managements’ desired level of involvement (which is
a function of management style) and the perceived need to participate on employees’ part.

The perceived need to participate may be influenced by performance expectations and the

perceived need to increase production and reduce lost time. As the level of project
involvement increases, both project quality and project-focused (or implementationfocused) effort increases. Because of improved project quality and an increased level of
project-focused effort, the delay between additions to production capability and increases in
the paper machine production rate, and the delay between planned reductions in lost time
and actual reductions in lost time is cut short. As these projects are implemented, more
time is freed-up for involvement because of improved process control.
Informal participation (see inset in upper right of Attachment E) occurs daily as individuals
and groups go beyond narrow job descriptions and perform at levels higher than needed to
“just get by.”. Ingrained in the culture is the expectation that everyone contributes all that
they are able, day-in and day-out. This expectation came about as a result of decisions
made to be leanly staffed, resulting in fewer layers of bureaucracy. Fewer layers of

bureaucracy allows more people to perceive an influence on results.
Attachment

F Systems

Picture

Story

(The Information
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Sharing

Sector)

The performance gaps identified in the production sector (Attachment B) and financial
sector (Attachment C) are more accurately labeled as “perceived” performance gaps, as
shown on the right side of Attachment F. The amount of information shared with everyone
heips influence shared performance perceptions so that everybody is working toward the
same end. That is, there is a shared, perceived need to increase production, reduce lost
time, and invest in capability. One performance perception in particular, the production
gap, is closely related to the gainsharing incentive program. That is, the production gap, in
the minds of a lot of employees, translates to an incentive bonus gap. As the incentive
bonus calculation increases in complexity, it becomes more difficult for people to see the
production gap - incentive bonus gap relationship. The amount of information shared not
only influences performance perceptions, but also influences labor-management
polarization. The way in which labor-management polarization is influenced by the amount

of information shared is in alleviating uncertainty. Uncertainty is the difference between
the amount of information desired and the amount of information available or shared.
Attachment

G

Systems

Picture

Story

(The

Incentive

Bonus

Sector)

The average daily production, incentive base production tonnage, and the bonus percentage
production increment (i.e. the additional tons that must be produced before the next bonus
percent is earned) determines the incentive bonus percent earned, and eventually paid
(upper right of Attachment G). The incentive bonus earned influences the bonus
expectations, which play a part in adjusting the incentive bonus calculation.
The perceived influence on bonus results (center of Attachment G) is influenced by the
incentive base production tonnage, the bonus percentage production increment, the layers
of bureaucracy, and incentive bonus complexity. As these increase, the perceived influence
on bonus results decreases. As the perceived influence on bonus results decreases, so does
the perceived need to increase production, invest in capability, and reduce lost time.
The incentive bonus percent earned influences the incentive bonus percent paid (left center
of Attachment G). The financial ability to pay the bonus percent earned also influences the

incentive bonus percent paid. As the gap between the bonus earned and the bonus paid

increases, uncertainty increases (e.g. takeaway fears), and labor-management polarization
eventually occurs. As labor-management polarization increases, the shared, perceived need
to increase production, invest in capability, and reduce lost time decreases.
As the incentive bonus percent paid increases, the perceived need for the incentive increases
(lower left of Attachment G). As the perceived need for the incentive increases, the
perceived need to increase production, invest in capability, and reduce lost time increases.
In addition, the incentive bonus percent paid influences the ability to hire and hold quality
people. Workforce quality (as measured in both skill and experience) leverages both
production-focused and maintenance-focused effort.
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APPENDIX
LIMITS

TO GROWTH

C:

STRUCTURE
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DESCRIPTION

The limits to growth structure is depicted in Figure C-1. In each case of limits to
growth, there is a reinforcing process of growth or improvement that operates on its own
for a period of time. The reinforcing process produces to one degree or another the desired
condition, but it also creates secondary effects (manifested in a balancing process). This
balancing process operates to limit the growth or improvement.

Quality circle programs are

an example of limits to growth (see Figure C-2):
Many initial attempts to establish quality circles fail ultimately in
U.S. firms, despite making some initial progress. Quality circle activity
begins to lead to more open communication and collaborative problem
solving, which builds enthusiasm for more quality circle activity. But the
more successful the quality circles become, the more threatening they
become to the traditional distribution of political power in the firm. Union

leaders begin to fear that the new openness will break down traditional

adversarial relations between workers and management, thereby
undermining union leaders’ ability to influence workers They begin to

undermine the quality circle activity by playing on workers’ apprehensions

about being manipulated and “snowed” by managers...
Managers, on the other hand, are often unprepared to share control
with workers whom they have mistrusted in the past. They end up
participating in quality circle activities but only going through the motions.
They graciously acknowledge workers’ suggestions but fail to implement
them.

Rather than achieving steady acceptance, quality circle activity rises

for a time - then plateaus and declines. Often the response of the leader to

disappointing results from the quality circle simply feeds fuel to the flame.

The more aggressively the leader promotes the quality circle, the more
people feel threatened and the more stonewalling takes place (Senge, 1990,
pp. 99-100).
The quality circle experience is not unique among improvement programs.

Yet, a

limits to growth structure does not mean that all programs in all organizations will rise,
stabilize, and decline. There are improvement programs — and quality circles are no
exception — which are practiced successfully, in a wide variety of organizations, over long
periods of time. However, successful program application does not mean an absence of
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Figure C-1. The Limits to Growth Structure (Source: Senge, 1990)
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Figure C-2. Quality Circle Program’s Limits to Growth (Source: Senge, 1990)
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problems.

Because improvement programs follow a limits to growth structure, all

improvement programs eventually develop problems (i.e. they bump up against limits to
growth) (see Senge, 1990: 6). To eliminate the problem and its effects, the limiting factor
must be identified and changed (Senge, 1990, p.101); in other words, the leverage in a
limits to growth structure lies in the balancing loop, not the reinforcing loop.
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